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Everyone^ Everything "Ship- Shape'

SUPPORTING FIRE . .. U.S. artillerymen
fire their 155mm howitzer from their position
at artillery base Dory, 135 miles northeast
of Saigon.' The artillerymen are giving supporting fire to South Vietnamese units operating around the Due Lap Special Force's.camp,
six miles to the west. South Vietnamese troops

clashed with North Vietnamese troops within
a few miles of Bu Prang, 30 miles southwest
of Due Lap, Monday. One hundred and thirtytwo eneftiy were reported killed, most of
them by artillery and air strikes. (AP Photofax) :

SPACE CENTER , Houston CAP ) - Circling
the moon in perfect orbit , Apollo 12's explorers
inspected their landing craft today and declared
it "shipshape" for a daring bullseye landing on the
craggy surf ace early Wednesday.
Charles Conrad Jr . and Alan L. Bean slipped
through a connecting tunnel into the fragile lander
they call Intrepid , leaving Richard F. Gordon Jr.
alone in the command ship Yankee Clipper.
After an 80-minute check, Bean reported :
"We've checked out all the things we 're supposed
to and they 're" all shipshape. We're ready to go ."
Conrad and Bean hope to set. Intrepid down
precisely in a 400-fcot-wide circle in the Ocean of
Storms on the western side of the moon's visible
face at 12:53 CST tonight. Their goal is the- first
detailed scientific exploration of the lunar suriace.

Conrad and Bean inspected the landing craft
six hours after Apollo 12 swept into lunar orbit
which prompted outbursts of awe and enthusiasm
from all three as they gazed at the wild and
wondrous landscape below.
"Wowee!" Bean shouted Monday night. "Boy
it's beautiful down there. Look at that crater ."V
Through color television, the astronauts shared
their .magnificent view with darthlings a. quartermillion-miles ' away.
The 30-minute telecast followed the course" of
A pollo 12 as it moved across a narrow band ,
moving from east to west . Large and small craters,,
rugged mountains and flat plains were visible as
the camera panned .across the desolate landscape.
"Even in earth orbit at night or in the daytime,
the sky was never as black as it is here," Conrad
reported. "This is the blackest black I ever saw."
For Conrad and Be"an the view from 70 miles

high was a preview for their attempt to land on
the eastern shoie of the Ocean of Storms.
They are to separate the landing craft Intrepid
from the command ship Yankee Clipper at 10:16
p.m. tonight. For more than 2& hours they will
keep the world In suspense as they execute maneuvers on the dangerous and difficult descent.
Their goal is a pinpoint landing near an unnamed crater, an area described by Conrad before the flight a.s "gently rolling, pocked with small
craters, but relatively smooth ."
The astronauts have dubbed the landing target
"Pete's Parking Lot" because it is Conrad , the
Apollo 12 commander, who must steer Intrepid to
the touchdown .
HIOPE TO OVERCOME
( Contiaraed on Page 15, Column l)

Business of
Flying to Moon
Is Not Easy

Supporters of South Viefnam
Forces Claim
Haynsworth 273 Reds Dead
Seeking Delay
WASHINGTON (AP) - Senators working for confirmation of
Judge Clement F. Haynsworth
Jr. to the Supreme Court are
hoping to delay the showdown
vote, possibly until next week.
Senate . Democratic Leader
Mike Mansfield has said he
would like to , hold the vote
Thursday. But Sen. Roman L.
Hruska, floor manager of the
nomination, suggested Monday
the showdown be put off because many senators plan to be
away Thursday.

Sens. Wilkam B. Spong Jr.,
D-Va., and Winston L. Prouty,
R-Vt., both : previously uncommitted, announced Monday they
will vote for confirmation .
Spong told the Senate questions raised about Haynsworth's
ethics because of his sitting in
cases involving companies in
which he had a financial interest had not been substantiated.
Prouty said in a statement
"the blizzard of accusations
Haynsworth
against Judge
melts quickly under close scruThe Nebraska Republican tiny."
also told reporters the Haynsworth nomination might be set Hruska and other supporters
aside temporarily while the Sen- of the nomination said during
ate takes up a House-passed bill Monday's debate that they did
not think Haynsworth's confirto provide for a lottery draft.
While Hruska opposed Mans- mation - by a close vote would
field's plan for a vote at 1 p.m. lave an adverse impact on pubThursday; the Republican sena- lic confidence in the court;
tor did not rule out the possibili- However, Sen. Birch Bayti,
ty of a vote on Friday.
D-Ind., a leader of the opposiHaynsworth supporters, some tion, said Haynsworth's confirof whom indicate time is work- mation by! a narrow margin
ing on their side, picked up two would be bad for the court.
votes Monday to run the total to A new appeal to reject Hayns39 in favor of the nomination , 40 worth's nomination was made
opposing confirmation and 21 to all senators in a letter from
still publicly uncommitted on Roy Wilkins, chairman of the
the three-month-old appoint- Leadership Conference on Civil
Rights.
ment.

Joseph Kennedy
Succumbs at 81
HYANNIS PORT, Mass . (AP )
— Joseph Patrick Kennedy, patriarch of an ill-starred American political dynasty, died today, losing an eight-year ' struggle for life. He was 81.
In a brief announcement from
the Kennedy famil y compound
on Cape Cod overlooking Nantucket Sound , a family spokesman said death came ac 10:0!)
a.m. (CST),

His wife Rose and other members of the family were with
him at the time, the spokesman
said.
A financier and one of the nation 's wealthiest men, Kennedy
had been partialy paralyzed
since suffering a stroke in Palm
Beach , Fla., on Dec, 19, 1961.
The former ambassador had
suffered setbacks from time to
time since then , and had been
growing progressively weaker
since sustaining a mild heart attack Saturday.
The founding father of the Kennedy clan suffered through the
assassinations of his sons John
and Robert after losing his eldest, Joseph P. Jr., in World War
II
John was killed in Dallas ,
Tex., Nov. 22, 1003. Robert was
shot in Los Angelies June 5, 196(1,
and died the next day. He had
just received a boost in his campaign for the Democratic presidential nomination with a victory in the California primary.
Navy Lt. Joseph P. Kennedy
Jr. was killed in action Aug. 12 ,
1944. He was piloting a plane assigned to knock out German V2
KENNEDY
(Continued on Page H , Col. 8)

SAIGON im -; South Vietnamese forces today claimed
273 North Vietnamese killed in
two battles in the Bu Prang-Due
Lap area of the central highlands. U.S. artillery and planes
did most of the killing.
The heaviest fighting was two
miles east of Bu Prang, where
243 enemy were reported killed.
Informants said South Vietnamese casualties in the daylong battle Monday were only 11
wounded because each time the
government troops met stiff resistance, they pulled back .. and
called on American aircraft and
artillery.
The government claim of 243
North Vietnamese killed was
somewhat suspect. A search after the battle turned up only six
weapons and aerial observers
counted some of the enemy
dead.
In the other battle, five miles
south of Due Lap, 30 North Vietnamese were killed while South
Vietnamese casualties were seven killed and 11 wounded.
Government forces sweeping
the battlefield at Bu Prang reported finding some bodies of
North
Vietnamese
soldiers
er to keep them from retreating
er to keep them fro mretreating
under the onslaught of American firepower. There have been
similar reports in the past .
The fighting was touched off
when a battalion of 400 South
Vietnamese infantrymen on a
sweep outside the camp's perimeter came under fire from a
woodline.
The government soldiers withdrew after a heavy exchange of
rifle and machine-gun fire , and
more than 20 U.S. F4 and FJOO
fighter-bombers
raked
the
North Vietnamese troops with
bombs , napalm and rockets less
than a mile east of the camp
perimeter. Some of the North
Vietnamese force , estimated at
800 men , were caught in the
open.

SETTING UP A LUNAR SCIENTIFIC INFORMATION
CENTER ... . Drawing, based on a NASA drawing, shows
how Apollo 12 astronauts plan deployment for ALSEP 1—Advanced Lunar Surface Experiments Package! The array of
scientific instruments is expected to beam data to Carth for

. ¦¦ at least one year and perhaps two . The package includes a
seismometer, a lunar ionosphere detector;-a magnetometer;
a solar wind spectrometer and a lunar atmosphere detector.
¦¦ (AP Photofax )
-.

BUT ONLY EARLY RISERS WILL SEE IT

Moon Walk: Live, in Color

By HARRY F. ROSENTHAL
SPACE CENTER , Houston (AP) Once more a white boot will crunch
into the soil of the no longer-untrodden
moon and television will be there , live
and in color .
.
It won 't be like the first time , of
course", yet the moonwalks of Charles
Conrad Jr., and Alan L . Bean Wednesday still will be unique and exciting television at one of the unprimest
times of all: S a.m. CST.
AH three television networks plan
to broadcast until after the lunar lander touches down safely at 12:5,'( p.m.
NBC says it will stay on all night.
ABC will open its moonwalk coverage at 4 a.m. when the astronauts are
makin g final preparation s for their

climb down the spacecraft ladder. CBS
will begin its telecast at 4:30 a .m.
The firs t moonwalk of the Apollo 12
mission will last until about 8:30 a.m.
The second starts ' at 11:35 p.m. CST
Thursday and also should last 3Vi hours.
In July, when Neil A. Armstrong and
Edwin E. Aldrin Jr., made their historic A pollo 11 walk , the showing was in
black and white and the system produced images that had the jerky motions
of earl y day movies.
The Intrepid , as the Apollo 12 lunar
lander is called , carries a color carndra
in a st orage compartment near its base.
ConrJld will pull n handle as he descends to the moon 's surface so the
camera catches his climb down the ladder.

As the spaceship neared the moon
Monday, the astronauts abandoned an
attempt to televise the approa ch because the sun angle blinded their dirtstreaked windows. But the second scheduldd telecast , after the ship went into
lunar orbit , was extremely successful.
"This white or gray-white moon , it
contrasts very starkl y with the black
sky, just like everyone 's reported ,"
said Bean . "The black is about as black
as you 've ever seen in your life, It
doesn 't have any hues or anything to it.
Its just solid , straight , dull black and
then the moon is just sort of very light
concrete color. "
At one point , Bean exclaimed : "Boy,
It' s 'be autiful ' down there. Look at the
crater. Wowee: "

Highlights of Trip to Moon

ALAN L. Hi:AN
Rehearsed Moonwalk

TODAY
3:22 p.m.—A stronauts awake nnd begin Hi-hour eat
period.
4:52 p.m.—Gordon snaps pictures of the shallow crater
Fia Mauro , likely landing target for Apollo 13 next March.
G:01 p.m.—Conrad and Hean re-enter landing craft to
start final prepar ations for'landing.
10:12 p.m.—Forty -minute telecast showing Conrad nnd
Beau , in Intrep id , uncouple from Yankee (.'Upper , as seen
out command ship window.
lfl :lf> p.m.—Lander craft and command ship imrloek.
10:16 p.m.—Gordon triggers command shi p 's maneuverin g
rockets to pull away from Intrep id.
11:45 p.m. —Intrepid' * main braking rocket trig gere d 28
seconds to begin drop towar d moon 's Ocean of Storms.
WEDNESDAY
12:42 a.m, —La nding craft' s hraking rocket fired for cr itical 11-minulc burn to settle astronauts to surface.
12:53 a.m.—La nding on surface.
3 a.m.—Fin nl preparations begin for moon walk.
4:42 n,in. —Intrep id cockpit deprrhsurized.

5:02 a.m.—Conrad eases out hatch , activates TV eamera
to show him descending ladder to surface , picks up rock
sample .
5:33 a, in.—Uenn exits nmd 'descends ladder to surface.
He and Conrnd spend next three hours taking pictures ,
erecting American flag, sotting up scientific experiments
and collecting rocks.
R: 18 a.m.—Conrad anil Itean re-enter Intrep id null close
hatch , ending first moon walk,
!):20 a.m.—-Crew begins one-hour eat period, then loads
new oxygen supply In life-supporting hnc -kpiicks In preparation for second moon walk to begin nt ll:3K p.m. Thursday.
11:14 p.m. —Stnrt of nine-hour rest period dur ing which
Conrad and Bean sleep on hammocks Inside Intrep id.
K:I7 p.in,—Conrad and lienn end rest period , heigln onehoiir eat period , then prepare for second moon walk.
11:32 p. in .—Intrepid hatch opened and Conrad exits to
begin second moon wnlk. Durin g next tlu ee hours , 15 minutes , Conrnd nnd Ilenn gather rocks after first dociiiiie -ntlug
p hotographicall y each one ' s position on the surfac e , wa lk to
Surveyor 3 spaceshi p nnd sni p p ieces off it to return to earth.

Except for 14 Minutes , Moon Walk Devoted to Science

TO IIYANN ISPOUT . . .
Jacqueline Onassis is shown
st Boston airport on her
way to Ilyannlsport , Mass.,
¦where her onetime fath erin-law Joseph P. Kennedy,
died today at (11. Mrs. Onassis flow from Greced via
London. (AP Ph otofax i

By JIM STROTHMAN
SPACE CENTER , Houston
(AP ) — Except for six minutes
to erect an American flag nnd
eight minutes to position a color
television camera , the Apollo 12
moon explorers plan to devote
all their time to science on their
first moon walk Wednesday.
Astronaut Charles Conrnd Jr.
plans to be outside three hours
and 14 minutes during the initial
stroll , while Alan L. Bonn is expected to be outside two hours ,
23 minutes.
Wednesday 's excursion will
begin with Conrad backing out
of the hatch of Die inoonlnndcr
Intrepid at 5:02 a.m. CST. A

second stroll begins at 11:32
p.m . Wednesday, when Conrad
nnd Bean visit the now dead
Surveyor ,1 .spacecraft,
First atcolor
ii 03 television should
be^in
: a.m . Wednesday
after Conrad , standing on a leddcr , opens a compartment in
which the camera is mounted.
Bean will turn the television on
to show Conrad' s descent to ihe
moon 's surface .
While Ilean films Conrad with
n ?() millimeter movie camera ,
(lie Apollo 112 commander will
spend six minutes getting used
to the low gravity, j umpin g up
and down and testing his bal-

ance.

Using a scoop with an extension handle , Conrad will pick up
a sample of rock and soil , put it
in a bag and send the bundle in
a container up a clothesline-like
conveyor belt to Bean.
Conrad then will snap still
photos as Bean starts down the
ladder at 5:32 a.m.
A her Bean familiarizes himself with the one-sixth gravity ,
Conrad will spring open an antenna whi ch looks like an upside-down umbrella . Official s
hope the ant enna , lo he activated lor Ih e second moon walk ,
will improve communicaTlons

with earth.

Bean will mount the TV camera on a tripod 20 feel from th e
lander . Then lie and Conrad
push a .stuff into the ground and
attach a nylon Ameri can Hag to
it .
As Conrad continues to ali gn
the antenna , Bean is IO erect an
aluminum-foil w i n d o wshade
attached to a stalf. Scientists
hope the device will rapture
atomic
particles
streaming
I rum the MID .
Both nstroimuls (hen will lake
out th e scientific instruments
contained in tw o .s uhpackngi ' .s.
Using a long-handled tool , Hean

will open a cask c ontaining-pinion ium 23H , an atomic fuel element , and insert it inio a nuclear electric generator (ha t
powers the instrume nts .
lienn , carrying the experiment instruments and genera tor , and Conrn d will walk m ;i
situ alxiut . 1 ,(100 feci west of th e
lander craft. There , (hey will
distribute the instruments.
After photographing th e experiment site , (he astronaut s
will return to Ihe lauding crn SI
ami collect ruck samples wil h
long-handled tongs en ruitl< * ,
slowing ihein in saddle bags a IInched lo their waists.

By PAUL RECER
SPACE CENTER , Houston (AP) — Apollo 12's astronauts, flying the riskiest
space flight ever, face a
gruelling 20-hour workday
that safety rules would forbid to an airline pilot or bus
driver.
An airline pilot on a routine fligln>Jfttrer~rest after
eigbtjietfrs and let someone
eke^ take over.
¦^ Charles Conrad , Jr., and
Alan L. Bean must fly for
nine hours and still be alert
enough to land on the moon
and walk its s u r f a c e in
bulky suits. There's no one
to take over.
A bus driver crossing the
country must knock off after 10 hours. The federal
government says that's his
safety limit.
Richard F. Gordon Jr.
must fly for 19 hours, most
of it alone, and still stay
fresh enough to perform
complex navigation problems while orbiting the
moon.
Conrad , Gordon and Bean
woke up at 3:22 p.m. CST
today. During the next 20
hours, Conrad and Bean
will land on the moon, get
out of the spacecraft and
walk the lunar surface for
3'A hours. Gordon will
spend much of the tima
alone orbiting the moon in a
spacecraft that was designated to be operated by
three men.
During these 20 hours,
each decision and each
mov« must be right. Space
is much more unforgiving
than the hazards faced by
the airline pilot er the inter-state bus driver .
Space officials said the
astronauts spent months
building up their endurance
for their mission.
Joseph D. Garino, an expert on physical training
who keeps the astronauts in
shape , said after Conrad
learned how long he and his
crew would have to work
without rest he asked for
advice on conditioning.
"I told him to increase his
running, " said Garino.
Conrad and Bean started
running four to six miles
a day, pushing themselves
while doing it .
Before the flight , said
Garino , Conrad was able to
cover six miles at n steady
six minutes per mile.
The long work days in
space are necessary becnu.se equipment limits fuel , oxygen nnd power , while
man is adaptable.
Fins nnd airline facilities
permit the companies and
federal government to fix
safely limits - for drivers
nnd pilots.
"We 're J u s t not to thn
point where we ran do this
in space Ni^hl yet ," says
a space agency official.
"The crew fills in where
our hardware leaves off. "

Explosion May
Have Hurt Russ
Moon Landing

WASHIN GTON (AP ) - Tho
exp losion of a huge Soviet rocket on its launch pad may havo
set Russian efforts to land n
mini on the moon hack two
years and crippled its manned
spuce program , an nerospneo
magazine says .
Av iation Week k Space Technology Magazine reportrd Monday the explosion last summer
at Tyurntnm destroyed the
rocket the Soviets had ' intended
to carry the main portion of a
mini nod orbiting p latform into
.space last month.
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U S., Soviets Begin Talks
—is being bathed in official ; would apply to today 's meeting
. . j too. ¦
good will and cordiality.
After the -formal , champagne- ! However, the negotiators gave
sipping public opening Monda y,; no specifics. Both sides have
Finnish Foreign Minister Ahti . agreed to keep tight secrecy on
Karjalainen entertained the dip-; the substance of the discussions
while they are under way.
lomats at a reception.
Finnish President Urho Kek- The envoys have agreed to alkonen is the host for today 's re- ternate meetings between the
ception. And Wednesday—for American and Soviet embassies,
the first time in history , U.S. of- ; but how often they will convene
ficials here believe — the U.S. . is still undecided. The Russians
and Soviet delegates are giving : favor daily sessions. The Americans prefer parleys on alternate
a joint party.
' ¦'A t - '- 'Monday .- night' s affair , days , contending this gives time
Smith told newsmen the talks for better preparation. .
had "started, well." Senumov The chief task of the Helsinki
termed .'. the. opening session round is to fashion a framework
"very fine " and predicted that for full scale negotiations later.

HELSINKI, Finland (AP ) —
Awash with conviviality, U.S
and Soviet negotiators began.
private talks today to search out
. prospects.for an accord to curb
. th» nuclear arms race.
U.S Ambassador Gerard C.
Smith, Soviet delegate Vladimir
S, Semenov and their advisers
met at the American Embassy
to begin working out arrangements for substantive negotiations. These preliminary discussions behind closed doors are
expected to last several weeks.
Whether or not the envoys
ever get beyond the preliminary
round , the sendoff for SALT—
Strategic Arms Lim itation Talks

Among the negotiators ' tasks
here, informants said , is to
svork out what disarmament
items should get priority attention when the full-fledged bargaining begins.
A . high priorit y item for the
American side is the MIRV—
multiple independentl y targetable re-entry vehicle—the multiwarhead missile which both nations are testing.
The Soviets gave no hint of
their priorities during a halfhour meeting on procedures
that followed the public opening
session , Monday ; informants
¦
said. ¦ ¦'

^^

UNITED NATIONS , N.Y.
(AP ) — Plainly ' concerned
about the success of their arms
limitation talks in Helsinki , the
United States and the Soviet Union launched the annual disarmament debate at the United
Nations Monday on an unusually conciliatory note.
Omission of the usual invective ' made delegates hopeful
that this year's; U.N. disarmament talks will be more fruitful
than such discussions in the
past.
.

MILWAUKEE CAP) - The
freighter US Tourist made its
final Milwaukee appearance
Monday in a test by the government to determine the feasibility of increased military cargo
shipments through Great Lakes
ports .
The Tourist is wrapping Up a
series of six round trips between
Milwaukee and Europe. The Defense Department is evaluating
the effectiveness of the trips by
Tourist and a sister ship, the U.S. Ambassador Charles W.
US Adventurer , both of the gov- Yost and Ambassador A/A."
ernment's Military Sea Trans- Roshchin of the Soviet Union
both expressed hope that the
port Service.
'Helsinki talks , would bring an
The study Is to determiu c end to the nuclear arms race.
whether the Pentagon can re- Both also called for quick apduce shipping costs by handlin g proval of the U.S.-Soviet draft
Midwest cargo through Great treaty to keep the seabed free of
nuclear weapons.
Lakes ports.
' ¦¦'¦- Milwaukee, Kenosha and To- Despite reservations by some
ledo, Ohio , were selected as small nations , it seemed certain
that the assembly would apports.
The Tourist took on aluminum prove the 'U.S.-Soviet draft.
items and refrigerators in Mil- The only differences exwaukee, and was to pick up a
cargo of trucks and cars in
Kenosha.
Then the Tourist and Adventurer will have hauled about
15,000 tons of goods from Milwaukee, 20,000 tons from Toledo
and 28,000 tons from Kenosha.
¦
The European ports involved
WASHINGTON CAP) ' -. An
in the series are Antwerp, Rot- agreement returning Okinawa
terdam and Bremerhaven. Six to Japanese control in 1972 is
round trips to Europe in a single
'. ' , season is a record of Milwau- expected to leave open the question of possible future American
kee's port.
Sen. William . Proxmire, B- use of the U.S. military base on
Wis., has made several reques ts the island for nuclear weapons.
to the Pentagon to consider No official announcement has
what he says would be cost- been made on the touchy quesof nuclear weapons on Okisaving use of Great Lakes pores. tion
nawa , but the matter has been
settled in principle , according to
reliable sources.

pressed .by Yost and Roshchin
concerned;the curbing of chemical and biological weapons, Two
drafts on the issue, submitted
by Britain and; the Soviet Union ,
are before the assembly. .
The Russian declared that the
subject had become urgent because of "experiments carried
out in some countries where
powerful bacteriological and
chemical substances ha^e been
created which imperil" mankind. ' . '
Yost recommended the British formula as the "most detailed: and carefully - thought
out. " He said that President
Nixon favors consideration of
arms control initiatives in the
chemical-biological field and
that the United States supports
the 1925 Geneva convention outlawing the use—but rot the
stockpiling—of such weapons.
Yost said a successful outcome to the Helsinki talks could
have a favorable effect on new
initiatives for a complete ban on
nuclear Weapons tests.
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WASHINGTON (AP) - The
courts have dealt lightly with I
members of the Cosa Nostra— |
..
Mafi a—on the occasions they
have been convicted on", federal
indictments, Sen. John L. McClellan says.
The Arkansas Democrat said
an FBI study of sentences received by Cosa Nostra members
shows most received either no
prison sentence or a sentence
too short to prevent the defendant from promptly resuming his
criminal career. "
Since 1960 a total of 235 federal indictments have been re- I
turned against 328 defendants ,
MeClsllan said. Of those 73 were
acquitted or charges were
dropped , 15 received no jail
term , 85 received less than
maximum sentences and 96
have not yet been brought to
trial or sentenced.
Some 21 defendants were sentenced under laws carrying
mandatory terms, 9 sentences
were for civil or criminal con- I :
tempt which does, not carry a
maximum sentence and 29 received maximum sentences.
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WITH ll-OZ. MENNEN . : ; • .

Japanese Prime Minister Eisaku Sato and President Nixon
are to begin talks Wednesday on
returning Okinawa to Japan
within three years , although it
PITTSBURGH CAP) - - The will be Friday before any word
Post Office Department has
been asked to issue a commemorative stamp honoring the
homing pigeon , a bird Otto Meyer of Pittsburgh credits with
saving thousands of lives during
wartime.
"The homing pigeon is one of
the most reliable means of comLOS ANGELES (AP) - Supemunication ever devised , ond rior Court has denied a plea by
that includes all the sophisticat- architectural conservationists to
ed means we have today, " said keep off the market a Frank
Meyer, a member of the Inter- Lloyd Wright-designed house
national Federation of Ameri- that some scholars have called
can Homing Pigeon Fanciers.
one of the 15 most significant
Meyer was the commander of residences in the Unite d States.
3,000 pigeoneers and 54 ,000 -pi- Judge Robert W, Kenny
geons in the Army Pigeon Serv- granted a summary j udgment
ice as a major during world Monday against the Citizens
War II.
Committee for the Dodge House
"During combat , 99 per cent in a suit against Equitable Savof all messages sent by pipe on ings and Loan Association ,
were received ," Meyer saj d . which owns the house.
"It's a delivery record tha t' s
Wrig ht , considered one of the
never been exceeded. It' s not most influential 20th century
the most expeditious means , but American architects , designed
it 's the mos t secure . There's no the house a half- century ago for
known method of intercep tion Walter Luther Dodge. Groups
nnd no effective countermeas- have urged recentl y that the
nro. "
two-story house be declared a
national monument . '
Winona Daily Nows
2 Winona , Minnesota
Equitnble has not announced
TUESDAY , NOV. IB, 1949
its plnn for the house.

Deny Plea to Keep
Wri ght House
Off the Market

CYTOMETRIC OFFICES
117 WEST THIRD STREET

WINONA , MINNESOTA 551)87
TELEPHONE 8-4IM8
Dlt . C. H . KOI.LOESKI
rm. M . L. DeBoi/r

,J iUU tiu -ouRh 5 p.m.

Hit. U . C. McMAIION

Saturda y 9 to 12:30

0PT0METRIS7J

PARIS W) — Former President Charles de Gaulle 's dream
of an independent nttebcar force
for France will cost the nation
some SIR billion by 1975, Defense Minister Michel Debre
told the National Assembly
Monday night.
Debre said that such spending
was within the country 's means.
He said that although the general economic crisis was forcing a
heavy cut in the 1(170 defense
budget , De Gaulle 's principles
would not be threatened. Seventeen per cent of the military
budget currently goes for the
nuclear program , but Debre
said this rate would decreusc
because many major expenditures have alread y been made .
An o p p o s i t i o n speaker
claimed during the debate that
the gaseous diffusion plant at
Pierrelattc , which produces enriched uranium for France 's
nuclear warhead s, hud cost
some $1.2 billion—seven times
more than first estimated. He
also charged that much military
nuclear spending is hidden in
civil budgets.

39C ST. JOSEPH
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Mixed Up Dog
Forgets Burglars ,
Attacks Police
INDIANAPOLIS (AP ) _ Patrolman Armand W. Robinson 's
dog wasn 't too upset earl y Sunday when burglars looted the
Robinson home .
But Robinson had to lock the
dog up later to keep him from
attacking detectives investigating Ihe burglary.
Robinson 's gun belt , service
revolvor , chemical maco nnd
handcuffs were among about
?50O worth of items taken .
Tho patrolman said he. found
no evidence thni his dog, Lobo,
had struggled with the burglars.
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A spokesman said afterwards
that most of the issues'had been
resolved. Officially, however,
the spokesman said the; hard
core
issue remained—how , |
'
when and if nuclear weapons |.
$1-98
^
gS
t
e
,
may be used from the U.S. base .fei
^
on the island which the United
States has held since late in
World War II.
There also were economic issues to be discussed by Nixon
and Sato, who arrived here
Monday following a violencemarred departure from Tokyo.
Business interests have asked
for such things as equal treatJ
Size
ment for American and Ryukyu 1 ^Jtaff^
I
corporations to do business
throughout Japan and protec- p mmmmmmmmmmmmmmmmmmmmmmmzimm
' ~
tion of their dollar assets. They
asked for a waiver of any ret- I
38.45 DEVILBISS
roactive tax claims from Japan ,
recognition of existing licenses
for foreign investment and protection of their real estate leases.
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ard Snieder , U.S. special minister in charge , of Okinawa affairs , and Fumihiko Togo, director general of the American affairs* bureau in Japan 's ministery of foreign affairs.
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of the nuclear issue is released.
¦¦ ¦ '
• It : is believed Japan has
agreed to permit the effective
use of Okinawa as a U.S. base
in the event of an emergency involving the defense of Japan
and areas vital to the defense of
Japan.
What would constitute "effective use " would not be decided
until the circumstance arose,
and the nonly after full consultation between the two governments, it was learned. Terms of
the agreement are expected to
be very general.
It already had been agreed
that the military base will remain as a U.S. facility , with the
presence of the nuclear weapons
the controversial item.
Technical talks were conducted here Monday between Rich-
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Let Contract Local Employment
For Airport At Record High
Park Building

Winona employment reached
an all time high in October according to the monthly report
A contract for a 54,000 square of the Minnesota
; State Employfoot industrial building was let ment service office here.
by Winona Area Industrial Development Association board of
directors
meeting Tuesday
morning. P. Earl Schwab &
Co,, was awarded the contract
fo>- approximately $200,000.
The" building will be erected Winona County Sheriff's Office
in the Airport, Industrial Park investigated one accident Monas a speculation venture to at- day. There were no injuries.
tract new industry to the com- Sheriff George Fort said Simun ity. It will consist of insulated metal walls with baked mon Kern , 66, Sebeka, Minn.,
enamel finish and will be only driving a 1969 rho'del pickup
a rough building (walls and truck, was northbound on New
roof) with no floor : and utilities. Hartford Township Road 12 at
This will allow for greater flexi- 6:30 p.m. when he attempted to
bility for a potential industrial pass another car while going
prospect.
down a hill. He struck a washed
Base* bids were $144,500, P. out portion of the road and rollEarl Schwab & Co., :¦ $156,280, ed down a 35-foot embankment
Nels Johnson Construction Co., to the right of the road. Kern
and $162,255, WMC Inc. The complained of a stiff neck but
contract figure included alter- was otherwise uninjured. Damnates, mainl y the insulated age to the truck was $1,000.
walls.
Construction will begin immediately at the 10-acre site, Extension Volunteers
the completion date set for next
Miss Karen E. Flottum of
spring.
City, Wis., and Miss
Glenwood
This is the second speculaof Manchestion building erected by the as- Elaine M. Olivier , Saint Mary 's
will
visit
N.H.,
ter,
sociation. The first was the
Wednesday
building leased to Lake Center College Center on the Extento
seek
recruits
for
Industrie's, also erected at the
Program.
park , and later sold to them. sion "Volunteer
the less fortunate
Helping
They are now adding onto
help themselves is the mission
the original building.
Volunteers.
Advertisement, that, the build- of the Extensionthe Catholic
Sponsored by
ing is under construction will Church Extension Society, the
be placed in trade journals and program's volunteers serve in
newspapers and will be on file poverty pockets throughout the
with the Department of Eco- nation as social workers, parnomic Development , St. Paul .
ish workers, campus workers,
teachers in elementary and
secondary schools, and as registered or practical nurses.;

Truck Overturns;
No One Injured

Goodview Buys

¦
¦
¦ • •'
.

Fluoridation
Equipment

A total of 12,33fi persons were
on payrolls in October, the highest total in the history of the
local office according to R. H.
Brown, manager. The previous
high was in December of 1968,
when payroll totals were 12,076
at the height
of the holiday sea¦
¦'< •; . .
son. ' : ¦; '

WINONA employment has
been moving up steadily since
early summer and at mid-October showed a gain of 600 workers' since the first of the year.
The mid-October level is 767
jobs greater than that of a year
ago and is up. by 2,230 over
the total of lo years ago. .
Retail trade lead the upward
movement during the month ,
with the opening of the new
Red Owl store accounting for
much of the increase.
Government employment was
also up due largel y to staff expansions in public schools and
Winona State College.
AFTER PUSHING to a fiveyear high , in September, manufa cturing totals remained almost
unchanged during October.
Labor demand during October
continued strong with needs continuing throughout most industrial categories, while labor supply continued very tight , Local
files contained applications for
only 346 full time .workers,
many of whom were on temporary layoffs , awaiting recall ,
Part - time applicants totaled
171.
Following is a breakdown for
October of employment by industry classifications :
.
Sept.
Manufacturing
. ..
Wholesale Trade ..
Retail Trade '
. Service .. . .'
.
Railroad
Utilities
..:.... ....
Government* . ......
Construction
Finance
Other Activities ...

iw

Oct. —
IIM ma

4,451
4,428 .4,569
.383 ' 383
409
1,650 2,025 1,8?0
1,995 2,028 1,735
353
323
325
491
513 . 468
1,437 1,576 , 1,401
675 . 665
712
317
318
316
80
77
76

CHRISTMAS TREES
HARMONY , Minn. (Special) Totals .:
12,012 . ll.JM . 'HSM
Members of Harmony Lions ,?—Includes
public schools and Winona
.
State
College.
Club unloaded some 300 ChristComparative employment as of midmas trees that arrived here by October:
1969..........12,33*
truck Monday. They will be sold
1968..........11,569
.
as
a
money-making
project
of
The Goodview Village Council
1967..........11,416
the
club.
1966,..,...;..11,31*
Monday night decided to purchase fluoridation equipment for
the village water system from
the Tonka Equipment Co., Minnetonka.
The equipment will cost $575
plus installation . In addition , a
water testing kit costing $242.50
will be required. The equipment
is needed to meet the Minnesota Department of Health reSkirted by the season's heaviest snowstorm that left
quirements to provide a fluoridated water supply by Jan. 1, several inches of: snow elsewhere in the state, the Winona
1970.
area will be belted by some wintry weather tonight with the
The liquor store manager, arrival of a cold wave that could depress temperatures near
Barry W. Sharp, discussed po- zero.
licy with the council and sugWhile other regions were being assaulted by snow , slush
gested some extr a equipment and sleet, Winona Monday night received its precipitation in
to improve service* to customers. the form of heavy showers that produced .77 of an inch of
It was decided that the village
rain.
will enter into a two-year conThis morning's heavy overcast yielded a few snow flurtract with Winona County to ries but clearing should be"gin tonight and temperatures are
provide for the assessing of expected to slide to between 2 and 15.
property in the village. Action
The mercury has been on the decline, generally, since
was taken to open 8th Street Monday 's high of 53 and it didn't slip below the freezing
e'ast to 34th Avenue . The street mark until early this morning.
has been laid out for some
It was 29 at noon today and after tonight's blast of cold
time but , except for the water air it will continue cold Wednesday, under generally fair
main and fire hydrants, the skies, with a high of 18-26.
area is presently undeveloped.
A warming trend is in prospect for Thursday when little
Mayor E. G. Callahan pre- or no precipitation is likely.
sided. All council members were
present.

Area Will Feel
Wintry Blast

Winter Aims One-Two
Punch at Minnesota

By THE ASSOCIATED PRESS
Winter aimed a one-two punch
at Minnesota today, covering
most of the state with one to six
inches of snow and threatening
a sharp temperature drop,
The Weather Bureau predicted northwesterly winds of 15 to
25 miles per hour will cause
blowing and drifting snow, with

hazardous driving conditions in
prospect for much of the state.
The snow began Monday, moving across the state from the
west. Most of central and southern Minnesota were still getting
snowfall this forenoon. The heaviest snow area early today was
along a 60-mile wide band centered near a line extending from

Traffic Snarled
In Twin Cities

MINNEAPOLIS Mi — A slick ,
nnd sometimes sloppy snowfall ,
reduced traffc to a crawl in the
Twin Cities today , as bus drivers
continued the second day of
their strike without prospects for
an early soil lenient.
One hope was word from Metropolitan Transit Commission
( MTC) Chairman lister Bolslad Jr., who said the commission is "willing to consider anything thai might gel the drivers
back to work , including a sul>sidy of the company, if that' s
possible under the law."
Holstad said the MTC could
possibly make up the. differen ce
del ween what the company is
asking and what the strikin g
workers ask.
He explained the commission
was not thinking of a total subsidy as a long-term solution to
the ' transit problem , ndding:
"And , secondly, we 're thin king about lhat agreement with
the bus company " to encourage
a quick sale of Twin City Lines
Inc.. lo the commission.
MTC is on record in favor of
acquisition of Ihe lines , which

have a fleet ot some B35 busies.
More than 1,000 drivers, mechanics and office workers,
members of Local 1005, Amalgamated Transit Workers Union , struck at 3 a,m. Monday
after a doadlock in negotiations
with management. The old contract , providing $3,45) an hour
for drivers and $3.65 for mechanics, expired Oct. 31.

The union nsked 51 cents nil
hour more in the first year of
the contract and 40 cents more
in the second year. Twin City
Lines, with the prospect of public ownership of the lines in the
background , failed to make an
offer until 10:30 p.m. Sunday
as negotiations continued nrounn
(lie clock. It offered six cents
an lioiir more as of Nov , 1 and
five cents on Feb. 1,
Emmet .1. Cashing, union president , snid workers could not
settle for such « small increase
and without any further fringe
benefits. He accused Twin City
lines of a "callous disregard for
their patrons , their employes
and the communities who are
being deprived of bus service, "

25 miles west of Duluth southward to Fairmont.
Highway Department crews
were out in full force , blading
the heavy wet snow from roads
and applying chemicals.
The heaviest overnight snowfall was in the southwest and
north. Reports from Highway
Department district offices
showed three to six inches in
the Willmar district, fi ve inches
at Virginia , six in the Marshall
district , five around Brainerd ,
two to five inches in the Detroit
Lakes area , and two to four
inches around Duluth.
The Owatonna district reported only light snow. Mankato
listed one to two inches, Morris
one to two , Windom two to
three , Bemidji two, and the
Twin Cities about Vh inches.
The Weather Bureau said an
additional one to four inches
could be expected during the
day in most of the state.
Clearing is expected to spread
slowly eastward over most of
Minnesota toni ght.
As skies clear over the fresh
snow cover , temperatures can
be expected to di p below zero
in parts of northern Minnesota
tonight.
Warming is expected over the
Dakotas by Wednesday afternoon and the Weather Bureau
said Ihe warming should reach
into Minnesota by Thursday.
If predictions of 8 below cold
in northern Minnesota materialize tonight , it would be the first
below-zero readings of the new
winter.
PLEADS GUILTY
PRESTON , Minn . - Dennis
McNiff , 21, Prdston , pleaded
guilty before Judge Donald T.
F.nnkc in Fillmore. County District Court Monday afternoon
to aggravated assault, He was
fined $'100.

Police Force
Changes Are
Announced

Mrs. Knopick

King

Two changes in the Winona
police department were announced Monday by City Manager Carroll J. Fry. .
Mrs. Stanley. Knopick, 563 E.
Broadway, will be chief records
clerk as of Dec. 1 and Detective
William King was recently appointed acting captain
of the de¦
tective division. . - ."
Mrs. Knopick was born in Wi
nona and has lived here her entire life. She is a graduate of
Winona Senior High School and
the mother of four children.
Her husband is an employee
of Watkins Products, Inc.
She is currently working in
the business office at Winona
State College where she has
been employed since July. Mrs.
Knopick; has been secretary to
the controller at Lake Center
Switch Company and was a legal secretary for 10 years—eight
years for William A. lindquist
and two years for the firm of
Goldberg, Torgerson and Kellum.
King was born in Winona and
attended St. Thomas High
School , St. Paul. He joine d the
Winona Police force in 1955 as
a patrolman and was promoted
to detective in February 1968.
King will fill a post vacated
two years ago by the retirement of Captain Marlowe
Brown. Since Brown's retirement the duties of the detective captaincy have been Handled by assistant Chief Marvin
Meier, who will retire Dec. 1.

Preparations
For Overseas
Mai! Told

The Winona Post Office is
making preparations for an anticipated record volume of St.
Nick's mail to members of the
armed forces in Vietnam in an
effort to expedite the processing and ease the burden on
postal employes.
The following dates for assured delivery have been designated for mailing Christmas
p a r c e l s to members of the
armed forces overseas:
Saturday — SAM — (Space
Available Parcel Airlift — gifts
weighing five pounds or less).
Nov. 29 — PAL (Parcel Airlift—gifts weighing five pounds
to 30 pounds and 60 inches or
less in size, surface rates plu s
$1).
Dec. 13 — Airmail.
The t e r m , "Armed Forces
Overseas," includes personnel
of the armed forces, members
of their families , and U.S. civilians employed overseas who receive their mail through an
APO or FPO, New York , San
Francisco or Seattle.
AH articles should be packed
in boxes of wood, metal , solid
fiberboard , or strong, doublefaced corrugated fiberbgard.
All fiberboard boxes should be
securely wrapped in heavy paper which materially strengthens the package. Each box
should be well'tied with strong
cord . Sufficient cushioning material should be used (o prevent
any rattling or loosening of articles within the package . Unless tightly filled , boxes arc
likely to be crusted. A slip
showing list of contents and
n a m e and address of sender
and addressee , should be enclosed in the parcel. Custom
declaration forms , completed
by Ihe senders, arc required on
parcels to many destinations ,
In addition to the articles
normally prohibited in the mail ,
matches of all kinds and lighter fluid may not. be mailed to
overseas military addresses.
Cigarettes, other tobacco products , colfee , and various other
items are prohibited In parcels
addressed lo some military
post, offices.
The domestic rales of postage are applicable and postage
must be fully prepaid , snid a
postal employe.
When fourth-class or air par
eel post rates are applicable ,
the zone rale from the post office where mailed , to the post
office through which the parcel
is addressed , will bo charged.
Airmail articles weighing seven ounces or less are chargeable at. Ihe rale of JO cents per
ounce .
Addresses mii.sl lie legible
and complete and should he
prepared bv typewriter
or pm
*
and ink. the APO and FPO
numbers are the same as Ihe

Cummings Street Connector
Turned Dow n by Couneil

touch lands east "of the shopping
center owned by Tousley Development Co. The developer
has taken the unprecedented
step — for Winona — of consulting advance with all city departments to determine the
most compatible way to proceed, Papenfuss said. About 11
acres are in the tract.
There is highway department
acknowledgement that the Gilmore-61-14 intersection is "one
of the worst in the . state," Papenfuss declared. The department's cooperation would be
forthcoming in remodeling the
angular crossing into a 90-degree intersection and incoming
truck traffic on Highways 61 and
14, from north and west, would
be routed on Pelzer Street to
5th Street and thence to downtown and industrial sections, he
added . Clark 's Lane would be
sealed off from the 4-lane highway, on the north side and
much less hazardous routes of
approach to Westgate Shopping
Center would be provided.
Papenfuss described the project as based on the overall welfare of the city's westerly areas
and therefore as one that would
justify the taking of four homes
and the extra expenditures involved. He said such a connector was part of the 1959
master plan .
The ,1959 plan foresaw a need
for : the connector, corroborated
Charles E. Dillerud , city planPAPENFUSS said good com- ning director , although it .envismunity planning appears to be ioned a somewhat different routstymied by vocal minorities who ing.
fa vor it everywhere but in their
own neighborhoods. He : advised FUTURE traffic on an unbuilt
citizens who sign petitions to at- street is hard to project , said
tend sessions of public bodies City Engineer Robert J. Bollant ,
such as the commission when but highway department sourcdecisions are being formulated. es believe volumes will more
This would give them better than double in 20 years. This
command of the facts, he added. would bring it to 6,000 or more
More time has been spent on a day.
this issue by the commission .Councilman Dan Trainer Jr.
than on almost any other sub- Recalled that when the idea first
ject of late, Papenfuss said , and came up it was seen as a local
the decision was based on care- street connecting Gilmore Aveful evaluation. Factors affecting nue with Highway 61-14. Now it
the situation include Highway has become a thoroughfare, he
Department plans for the TH observed. He wondered about
14 cutoff to Pelzer Street and justifications in view of the
reconstruction of the intersec- forthcoming improvements of
tion of Gilmore Avenue arid [Huff Street and the Highway 14
Highways 61 and 14, Papenfuss i cutoff;
Trainor conceded the need to
said.
Four elements influenced the assist development but asked
commission's recommendation , whether one safe access on each
according to Papenfuss: Wheth- side isn 't enough.
er a connector is needed ; where Speaking for a number of
it should be; whether economic neighborhod residents, William
development and the College of A. Lindquist , attorney, said petiSaint Teresa should be consid- tions bearing more than 400
ered ; and how to increase traf- names had been presented to the
council. Petitioners all oppose
fic safety. :
the Cummings extension and
THE NEED exists, he said, taking of four homes.
because 2,000 vehicles now use Each addition access to the
Clark's Lane every day. The highway is a potential new killstreet is a light duty residential er , said Lindquist. He charged
street intersecting with the 4- that the city manager had conlane highway. He called the sulted with school authorities ,
rate excessive. . On Cummings shopping center merchants , with
Street, volumes run to .3,000 ve- the developer and the College of
hicles daily, already exceeding St. Teresa but that there had
1965 projections of traff ic for been no opportunity for neighthe next 20 years. Huff Street borhood residents to be heard
now carries 7,000 a day and on the matter.
Sarnia-Gilmore also is ahead of
HOMES SHOULD not he
the predictions , he said.
Traffic problems at Miracle wiped out because their occuMall shopping center also cry pants had moved there in the
expectation that they could live
out for solutions, he added.
Cummings Street was chosen quietly and peacefully , he mainfor the needed connector be- tained. Construction of the new
cause it would mean recon- senior high school and Miracle
struction of only one Gilmore Mall changed all that , he went
Avenue intersection , Papenfuss on , and residents have every
said, If the present Vila Street right to resent further intrusextension were incorporated , it ions.
would mean turnin g movements Lindquist said no one knows
for north-south crosstown traf- the actual costs involved. Only
fic both at Vila and Cummings , street construction has been essince Vila ought not to be a timated , he said , but no though t
thoroughfare bisecting the St. has been given to expenses of
Teresa campus. The college has displacing residents from homes
future plans for closing several valued at $30,000 or more each .
streets to conserve land and Moreover , the proposed trade
preserve a tranquil atmosphere , of eight acres of cit y park land
to the school district in exPapenfuss stated.
change for iwo acres of school
AID TO economic develop- land isolated by the project is
ment of new areas would be objectionable , according to Lindextended by this route and quist.
should be provided , Papenfuss In addition , plans by the city
urged . Specifically, It would to add five feet of fill to (lie
The voice of western Winona
—polite but very firm— was
heard and heeded Monday night
at City Hall. There will be no
southward extension of Cummings Street from Gilmore Avenue.
City Council members eat
through a 2^4-hour session of
orderly ; debate and then; voted
to take the project out of the
1970 capital improvements program. In a companion motion ,
the council sent the project back
to the drawing boards in an effort to establish an alternative
corricror that will connect Gilmore Avenue with Highway 6114- ¦
MAYOR Norman E . Indall
summarized the council position
as one that opposes the Cummings extension but still recognizes that a traffic problem exists and will grow to greater size
if solutions are not found.
The project would have cost
an estimated $250,000 and would
have been paid for with state
aid funds supplied by gasoline
tax apportionments. The city 's
1970 budget called for expenditures of $106,900 of such aid
funds; the balance would have
come from the 1971 state aid
apportionment. .
Leading off with the case for
the project was Jerry Papenfuss, chairman of the City Planning Commission. The commission had recommended its adoption to the council.

Benefit Dance for
Accident Victim
LANESBORO , Minn. (Special)
— A benefit dance for Allen
Ellingson , young farmer who
lost four fingers on his right
hand by amputation resulting
from a corn picker accident ,
Nov , 4 , will be" held Friday from
9 p.m. to 1 a.m. at the American Legion hall , with music by
Orvcy Peterson and the Pea
Pickers.
Ellingson
underwent
skin
gra fting Monday at St . .Mary 's
Hospital , Rochester , lo his
thumb and the back of his hand
and will have to return there
Friday for further work on the
injuries because infection still
is present.
Eddie Brekkc , also of Lanesboro , is recovering satisfactorily from a corn picker accident
suffered last week in which lie
lost the index finger on his
right band lo the first joint and
tips of the two middle fingers ,
Zip Code nnd must he shown i.n
all mail.
For additional inlormatu :i
individuals may contact the pica 1 post office ,

swampy land the school would
get constitute an unknown expense, said Lindquist.
PTA members object to a
through truck route on Cummings because; small children
must cross the street to reach
Jefferson School , added Lindquist. Others object to the street
idea because it would disturb
the natura l character of western Lake Winona, he told the
council.

THE ONLY pressure for the
project seems to come from the
Tousley development firm , stated the attorney, but present entrances are adequate for the
firm 's purposes without it being
necessary to take four homes.
A much more logical truck
route would be one skirting the
city's industrial north side , argued Lindquist.
A number of other speakers
rose in the audience to comment on the issue.
Robert Bambenek . 1251 Gilmore Ave., doubted that traffi c
congestion wou 'd be much relieved because of the way Gilmore Avenue is divided. ^ He
called it a "good idea to leave
some undeveloped land on the
city 's west side." .
Additional hazards to school
children were cited hy Paul
Brewer , 965 W, Howard St., as
(he reason for his opposition.
FRANCIS LosinskI, 1111 Gilmore Ave., raised a question
about how the two acres of
school district land , sliced off
by an extended Cummings
Street , would be rezoned. It is
R-l ( 1-family residential) at
present.
The planning commission has
taken no position , replied Papenfuss. He indicated it would
await either the filing of petitions or base recommendations
on a new city land use map
to be completed , in forthcoming
months. The land might be
changed to B-1 (neighborhood
business) or higher , Papenfuss
speculated.
This would be opposed by
neighbors , Losinski said. Such
creeping rezoning, moving ever
nearer to residences, is morally
wrong, he charged. Losinski also rem 'nded the council that
the Vila Street entrance to Miracle Mall was originally a temporary makeshift. Now that the
main entrance is in service , the
Vila route should be closed , he
declared , since it constitutes a
dangerous hazard by creating
left-turning traffic at an awkward point.
THE CITY HAS done all It
can to get something d o n e
about the . Vila Street intersection , responded City Manager
Carroll J. Fry. But if. has gotten nowhere m lis search for
concurrence by Winona County
authorities . He pointed out that
Gilmore is a county highway.
Furthermore , when left - turn
lanes were proposed at Vila , a
group of neighborhood residents
objected , he continued , so studies were broadened to cover alternative routes and locations.
Concern about encroachment
on Lake Winona was voiced by
Mrs. David Mahlke , 761 W. Wabasha St. Economics should not
always take precedence over
esthetics or conservation of natural resources, she said. Hei
position was seconded by Mrs.
George Grarigaard , HOfl W.
Mark St.
Councilmen were urged lo
think of young people and their
disillusionment with the value
systems of older people. Eugene Sweazey, 1071 Gilmore
Ave., cautioned against placing
dollars before other values such
as esthetics and the heritage of
natural beauty.

Cummings Street already Is
a truck route , Bollant pointed
out , but is restricted to local
delivery trucks. The proposed
extension wouldn 't be opened to
heavy trucking, he said. . . ' .
Allowed or not, large semitrailer trucks use Cummings
Street extensively, replied John
Karsten , 1061 Gilmore Ave. It
is not safe for such traffic because of short turning clearances, he added , but extension
lo the highway nevertheless
would be an open invitation
to much heavier travel by these
vehicles. The city should build
a good truck route that avoids
residential areas , he said.
ALSO CALLING for construction of a northerly truck route
was William Sillman , 1021 W.
Wabasha St.
Rising to speak a word for
the developer was Robert Langford , attorney . The approach
by Herbert Tousley, Jr. has
been to seek city concurrence
at every step, he said , and this
has resulted in construction of
an attractive new building for
the Tousley Ford agency, at
the edge of Miracle Mall.
Langford said his client
wants to protect his investment
in the undeveloped land while
remaining cognizant of the
city's interests. He strongly denied charges that Tousley is
exerting; pressure. However, a
$1',2 million development is
bound to generate traffic ;. Langford continued , and a sound solution is needed. Langford noted that Tousley currently pays
taxes of 10 cents per square
foot on the undeveloped land.
ALSO OPPOSING the Cummings: extension was James
Rowan , 415 W. Broadway, who
owns property at Cummings
and Wabasha streets. The traffic situation is bad enough now
and this would only worsen it,
he argued.
Councilman Earl Laufenburger 6aid the council owed an
early decision to residents, the
developer, the schoo? board and
others. He said the council was
fortunate in being supplied with
alternatives by the plannin g department and that more data
were available for a decision
than previous councils usually
were able to summon.
Gaylbrd Fort
Councilman
asked Bollant whether a combination Vila-Cummings extension would be acceptable to the
highway department for state
aid purposes.
IT WOULD, Bollant replied.
He explained that the state aids
are apportioned to municipalities from gas tax revenues for
the purpose of establishing
thoroughfa re systems. Construction of the street would be 100
percent financed by state aids,
Bollant said , but the money
could not be used for a municipal auditorium or other purposes, as suggested earlier in
the evening by Lindquist.
In answer to Councilman Howard Hoveland' s question Langford said that the Tousley land
does not extend eastward to tho
lake. He said about 12 to 14
acres of land lies between tho
Tousley tract and the lake .
Bollant told Trainor (hat tho
county highway engineer would
not approve the two turning
movements on Gilmore Avenuo
that would he necessitated by
using both Vila to the south
and Cummings to the north as
a crosstown thoroughfare;

THE SCHOOL board has not
met formally on the matter , reported Frank Arien, board chairman , but the unofficial consensus is that it would approve
the proposed land swap. Approval would depend on n board
determination that the Cummings extension actuall y is
SVVEAZKY CALLED (lie de- necessary, if it helped develop
cision "an example of a bureau- Lhe tax base and if it fits tho
cratic organization making rec- area plan for tra ffic changes
ommendations important to the at the highway intersect ions
business establishment of Wi- with Pelzer Street , Gilmoro
nona. "
Avenue and Clark' s Lane .
If total city assessed valuation increased substantially , tho
proposal likely would bo a good
one , despite inherent disadvantages such as taking homos , ho
said. If dredging were employed
lo fill Ihe eight acres , development of new running nnd football practice fields could he deCity Council members Monday to own more real estate, If it layed two years , Allen noted ,
but the Rcnoor would not bo
niflhi t ook under advisement , an were feasible , lie said , private seriously harmed thereby .
it
out,
carry
enterprise
could
offer by Roland ManufacturLaufcnburgo r then moved
Laufcnburger that the Cummings .Street ening Co. to sell Its building at. 3rd CouncilmanIheKarl
manager and city trance to Gilmore Avenue ho
and Johnson streets for $1HB ,- moved that
administration
make a t entative rejected. Trainor .seconded ami
OOfl .
The Roland firm suggested study °f possibilities. An objec- (be vole was unanimous.
through a representative , Gene tion came from Councilman HarTRAINOR moved that tlio
Karaseh , Winona Rt. 2, that the ry Nelson who said flatl y he mayor appoint a council comwould
buy
doubts
the
city
ever
building could be used to store
the property nnd objects lo mittee to work with administrac i t y vehicles
wasting manpower nnd time on tive personnel to find a feasible ,
and lo provide I ~
suitable alternative to the Cumstudies .
a rl o w n town
mings Street, extension. Laufeni
MAYOR Norman K. Indall no- burger
parking ramp,
seconded and again tho
already is comled
that
the
city
It. once was a r ounc;|
vote
was
unanimous .
mitted to buy an additional
1.
garage , K a r- r 0
The
council
later moved to
parking area in conjunction with withdraw the project from th o
nsch n o t e d ,
urban
renewal
upcomin g
I !l7(l slate aid program. An aland is built strongly enough to Ihe
ternate program , to be adopted ,
bear the weight and (o accom- project.
the would have to be filed with th o
modate more floors , if neces- Knrasch asked whether
involved in highway dep artment state aid
buildin
g
woul
d
be
sary.
future urban renewal operations. division hy Doc. I , and too littl e
Till', PRICK would Include n Councilmen said it is outside time remains lo accomplish
v< icant lot at the north side o| of the first project boundaries this , Bolfnnl said.
but is within the general downthe buildin g .
The amount of aid to have,
City Manager Carroll .). Iry town renewal area.
been spent for this purpose will
Mayor Indall and Nelson voted lie dormant for the coming year
said he opposes taking up downtown space for p arking city against the mot ion to siuriy. but will remain available to the
trucks and other vehicles. A Cniincilmen I.'iiifenhurger , Dan city for other npnroved projects.
pinking ramp would tike con- Trainor Jr., Howard llovelnnrt . City officials Indicated Ihoro will
siderable study, he added , anil Dan Hambenek and Gaylnrd Fox be no substitute projects for
1070 however.
lit is doubtful thai the city needs voted in favor ,

Study Sale Offer
Of Boland Building
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'Coco Is Great
Peek Indicates
By EARL WILSON
NEW - YORK . — Wearing my favorite disguise, that of a
gentleman, I smuggled myself into a few minutes of the: first
preview of Katharine Het>burn 's return to Broadway in "Coco"—
and wouldn 't you like me to squeal to you everything about the
Bhow ?
Sorry. I can 't, I' m too honorable. Mustn 't tell you a thing.
You heard what? That they got unbelievable sets and tall
lush babes in fashion salons reminiscent of show gals of yesteryear, and that there were explosions of applause for Katie two barns and one chicken
when she sang and talked in coop." Liz, speaking at the
that gurgly (no , no, not gargly) Penney - Missouri Magazine
voice ' that we all love?
Awards, also said, "Nixon will
Who told you that? . Not me, write 'The Greatest Story Ever
inister. I never opened my kiss- Told. "^
er,
Washington Wit: " E v e r y
Producer Fred Brisson . and morning Nixon says to his secComposer Alan Jay Lerner retary . 'What did he say towere pacing but Andre Prev- day?' ":
in and Mia Farrow were sit- The ballet dancers of N\Y.
ting. Whatever they were doasked their union to protect
ing, they weren 't pacing.
(hem against having to appear
Kate H. wasn 't, seeing any- nude; the men because they
body from my lowly estate. might be injured , the women
Can't blame her. She takes because they're often bony and
singing lessons at 8 a.m. from need costumes to flesh them
Sue Seatori. It' s hard enough out .. .. . Wealthy widow Mrs.
to face a newspaperman if you Laura Johnson on hearing Gina
get up at noon.
LoUobrigida was m a r r y i n g
"It was wonderful . ' ', a nice George S. Kaurnan , cried, "How
lady said to me. . .. ' ."all ' those did she find a guy?" . . . Milovations . • v . Miss- Hepburn so ton Goldman claimed he was
great , . . Broadway finally has approached by a Village hippie
a star of whom it can be panhandler who said, "Pardon
proud. "
me, sir, do you have any sur"Are you. the press agent's plus capital? "
mother?" Tasked her.
Kirk Douglas, traveling in
But she was obviously , very Paris with his wife, used his
sincere. So were tie other plush real name, Issur Danielovitch
preview applauders. Alan Jay . . . Benay Venuta gave a parLerner has . a back row orches- ty beqause Mrs. Bernard Gimtra seat . he 's going to occupy bel wanted to meet Jacqueline
during five weeks of previews Susann—aind she did . Truman
before the Dec. 13 opening. Can Capote and Miss Susann manyou imagine the din that aged to avoid each other at the
Colony . . . Claude Terrail of
bight?
(Off the record , of course). La Seine will give a party for
Coco Chanel Dec 15 for exactLIZ Carpenter , Lady Bird ly 36 people—all that he can
Johnson's ex-press secretary, cram into his new Tour d'Axeays, "I belong to a group gent room. Problem is: What
called Democrats Anonymous. 36 Big Names to invite?
We pray a lot. We call each
ether on the phone and use our ONE OF Jim Aubrey 's first
former titles. Lyndon doesn't moves as MGM production
object when I call him Presi- boss was to order a 25 percent
dent. He said he's become a payroll ¦slash in overseas ofpainter. You know, like Ike and fices . ' .' .:.- ' Shirley MacLame,
Churchill. So far , he's finished at a midtown rest, started her
meal with yogurt she'd brought
Winona Daily News
along . . . Tiny Tim's fiancee,
4 Winona, Minnesota
Vicky Budinger, was at the
TUESDAY , NOV. 18, 1969
Ground Floor (where the reception'll be held) . . . Para,
Winona Daily News mount boss Bob Evans' ex-wife
and present wife are starTUESDAY, NOVEMBER 18, 1949
ring in his company's films:
: VOLUME :iU NO. 306 .
Camille Sparv in "DownPublished dally except Saturday and Hoi- hill Racers," All MacGraw in
Idayi by Republican . and Herald Publishtop Company, 401. Frmklln St.. Winona, "Goodbye, Columbus" . .. Due
Minn. 55987.
to the Met opera strike, they
want Leonard Bernstein to proSUBSCRIPTION RATES
SIngI* Copy — 10c Dally, 20c Sunday duce opera concerts on radio
Delivered by Carrier—Per Week 50 cents ... .. - . Nicol Williamson—whose
26 weeks Jl2.75
52 .weeks M5.5U latest is the filmed "HamBy mall strictly In edvancej paper stop let"—wants to do a B'way mup*d on expiration date:
sical next.
In Fillmore, Houston, Olmsted, Wabasha,
end Winona . counties In Minnesota; Buf
TODAY'S BEST L A U G H :
lelo, Jackson, Pepin, and Trempealeau
counties In Wisconsin; and to mllltarv Phyllis Diller claims before
personnel with military addresses in th« their marriage her husband
continental United States and overseas
never made any money: "Once
with APO or FPO addresses .
1 year
S16.00 3 months
»S.O0 I gave Fang a dollar bill—
( monlhi
$9.00 1 month
J2 .0C
and he colored it with crayBlsewhere —
ons."
In United Slates and Canada
I year
J2J.O0 j months
J7.M
Engelbert H u m p erdinck' s
t months
512 ,00 1 month
$2.50
lunday News only, l year
$7 .50 aide phoned an office and wantSecond class postage paid at Wlnoiu. ed to leave word he'd called.
Minn.
He told Ithe operator, "Engellend change ot address, notices, undelivered copies, subscription orders and other bert Humperdinck . . ." "Sormall Items to Winona Dally News, P.O. ry," the girl snapped , "—we
•ox 70, Winona , Minn. 55187.
don 't take long messages"
¦^5ssfep>
. . . That's earl , brother.

Rules Students
Have Right to
Wear Arm Bands
CHARLESTON, S;C. (AP) —
A U.S. District Court judge has
ruled that pupils have a constitutional right to wear black arm
bands to protest the Vietnam
war.
Judge Robert W. Hemphill ordered officials of the Ridgevilie - Harleyville High School
Monday to stop violating such
rights and reinstate six; suspended students.
The six, Negroes and Indians ,
refused to take off the arm
bands Friday and were. removed from the school by sheriff's deputies. They and thenparents appealed to the court.

NORTHERN DEER . . . Three Winona
big-game hunters returned Monday from a
hunting-camping trip at Snow Bank Lake,
near Ely, Minn. The big buck is a 12-pointer
that weighed 307 pounds dressed. The hunters, from left , are* : Dennis Kotlarz, 619 W.

FIRST LOVE IS A BEAUTIFUL HURT.

Hunting success at Thief
Lake was about 15 percent
on Saturday and dropped to
5.6 percent on Sunday. Approximately 17 percent of
the hunters at nearby Elm
Lake reported taking deer
during the first two days of
the season.
Preliminary reports from Ottertail County seem to indicate
that 20 percent of . the hunters
were successful on Saturday.
Similar success was reported

3rd St., Rick Miller , 1059 W. Broadway, and
Drew Ricks, 301 Junction St. There were
five inches of snow on the ground , and
temperatures of 12 degrees at the lake. (Daily
NeSysphoto)

HHH: Nixon Seeking
To Stifle Criticism

"'kucmmsTMRwr

STARTS WEDNESDAY

Reports from the one-day
zone in Southwestern Minnesota, based on interviews
with 963 hunters, showed 246
had deer , for a success ratio
of 25.5 percent. This compares with a 32 percent success for last season.

At the Red Lake Wildlife Management area, game managers
reported a 12 percent success on
Saturday and 24 percent on Sunday. For the first two days at
the Roseau Wildlife Area, 15
percent of the hunters took deer.

from the Whitewater Wildlife
Management area in Southeastern Minnesota and from the
Chengwatana State Forest east
of Pine City.
A checking station at Garrison operated by the Conr
servation Department's division of game and fish tallied 243 deer over the weekend, including 82 fawns. Department game officials emphasized that a clear picture
of the season will not be revealed until the season is
ended and an accurate sampling of hunters can be carried out through means of a
telephone
¦ and postcard sur¦
vey. ' • " ¦

CINEMA
A% (85 W. Sth St.

EVENINGS ONCE: 7:45
$2.00 — $1.50 — $1.00
NO PASSES
NOW SHOWING

lowed Nixon 's report to the nation on the Vietnam war.
Humphrey said the Democrats may ask the television
networks for equal time to answer Agnew's speech, which
was broadcast live from a Republican conference in Des
Moines, Iowa,

timidation.
The White House declined
comment on the Humphrey accusation. But earlier, Press Secretary Ronald L. Ziegler said
neither Agnew nor Klein had
any intention of suggesting censorship, government intervention , or an effort to end criticism.
¦
"The Nixon administration 's
attack on the news media, as
expressed by Vice President Agnew and the supporting statements oi Director of Communications Herbert Klein, Federal
Communications
Commission
Chairman Dean Burck and other administration spokesmen, NEW YORK (AP ) - Actress
alarm those who believe in the Shelley Winters has been signed
right to dissent and in a free to a starring role in a new
press," the council resolution Broadway musical about the
said.
Marx Brothers and their moth"Certainly government offi- er.
cials have a right to defend The show , "Minnbe 's Boys," is
their actions and to challenge scheduled to open at the Impethose who criticize them , " the rial Theater on March 7, with
Miss Winters playing the role of
resolution went on.
Minnie.
"... But wen the highest ofAnother character in the proficials of the government launch
a deliberate and premeditated duction will be Al Sheen , the coattack upon the right to com- median of the Gallagher and
ment—with a clear threat of Sheen team . He was Mrs.
economic consequences to the Marx 's brother.
news media—thi s is a strious
DELICIOUS
matter , nnd a cause for alarm. "
The Agnew speech also drew
criticism from Nicholas Johnson, a Democratic member of
the FCC and frequent critic of
the television industry, who
called it an attempt at news
management.
¦
AT THE
Johnson snid the appointment
of Burch , former Republican
national chairman to head the
FCC, raised tho danger that the
commission 's broadcast , licensing power could be used for in-

Shelley W/nfers
Signed to Starrin g
Role in Musical
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a zany, hilarious play!
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VISIT TO A SMALL PLANET
"a s.il/'re akin to vaudeville "

November no, 2\, :!
. -- II p.in,; November 23— 2 p.m.
':
TIIKATKK SAINT MARY'S — Sainl Mary 's College
All Sc;il.s Iti 'scncd - - ( ' .ill amv or il- .V.Kid (or Tickcis
i$l.! il) Adulls; $1.01) SUKlcntM

ANN ARBOR, Mich. AP) The faculty senate assembly at
the University of Michigan has
called for elimination of most
academic and all financial ties
with the Reserve Officers Training Corps program.
By a 52-2 vote Monday ; the assembly asked the university administration to renegotiate its
ROTC contract with the Defense
Department. The faculty recommendations will be presented to
the university's board of regents.
Among other items, the faculty called for establishment of a
committee of students , faculty
and administrators to supervise
the military studies curriculum.
A university spokesman said
the program costs th« university more than '" . $70,000 and the

Fishing continued to be
slow over the weekend. Fishermen below the dams were
getting some good walleyes
early in the morning, but the
average fisherman had to be
satisfied with a few small
sauger. '
Panfish fishermen were getting a few good crappies in deep
backwaters on small minnows
and "mousies." Most, however,
were waiting for the first good
ice. '

" : r ' ¦ ¦ ' ¦ ,' , ¦? . ' - . ' .
";

Snowmobile Club
Expects to Grow
BLAIR , Wis. (Special) Blair Ridge Runners Snowmobile Club expects to have 20 to
25 family members this year.
At the first sign of snow the
club had its first meeting of
the season Wednesday night at
Zion Luthera n Church basement.
Families and single members
are welcome. Purposes of the
club are to promote interest in
snowmobiling through cruises,
rallies, cpokouts and games,
plus a safety program and good
relations with landowners by respecting their property rights.
federal government $980,000 annually.
ROTC officials earlier indicated such demands were unacceptable. Both faculty and
ROTC spokesmen said whether
ROTC will remaii on the campus may hinge on the regents '
ruling.
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¦Delicious BAKED SHORT RIBS¦
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$
|
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EVERY THURSDAY

B Try our famous ITALIAN MEAT
¦
BALLS AND SPAGHETTI{
¦ all you can eat . .'. .

No Ice Fishing
Although shallow backwaters
were ice-coated Sunday no ardent ice fisherman ventured onto the ice. Trappers said the ice
cracked easily. Trappers were
using the old method of pushing
a boat on the ice ahead of them.

Trapping is still not too productive. The rat population
along the river is definitely
down, and the water levels in
the sloughes are hot inviting.
However, the price of skins is
good, with rats cringing a dollar , and dressed and stretched
skins running about $1.25, depending on size.

ENDS TUESDAY

ENDS TONITE
•
•
"HOUSE OF CARDS"
7;15 - »:15—35c-H.OO-??,25

State-wide Results
Preliminary reports gathered
by me Minnesota Game and
Fish Department indicate that
hunters in Southeastern Minnesita probably enjoyed a ratio of
success equal to that of any part
of the state. The data collected
in this area showed that 20 percent of licensed hunters bagged
a deer. In the one-day zone of
Southwestern Minnesota , success radio was 25 percent. Here
are some of the details:

Some of the more venturesome trappers were walking
on the ice of the backwaters
to island sets and not getting wet, Bill GannaWay, local warden , said. It is r isky
business, he added.

WASHINGTON (AP) - Democratic leaders, keynoted by Hubert H. Humphrey , have accused the Nixon administration
of seeking to stifle criticism and
suppress dissent in the United
States.
Humphrey aimed the charge
at Vice President Spiro T. Agnew, his successor in that job—
and beyond , at President Nixon.
"I believe the Nixon administration is really not trying to
bring us together, but is enmmm
NITES: 7:15 - 9:20
gaged, knowingly or unknowingmFmmmA 1
1
H "1I
*1.»- $1.2S
ly, in a polarization process,"
LHi
BT.
i B
lm* INO ONE UNDER
K»
M B
r* l
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H
ADMITTED said Humphrey , "polarization
..ftl.J
. U.
IIH,.lJ | UNLESS WITH IS
»
AN ADULT. with the intended result of the
* ^
suppression of dissent. "
"I doubt that our country has
seen in the past 20 years such
BBBBWHBBI^BBBBBBBBBBBBB
BB
KBBBBBBBBBBBBH
BBBBBBBBBBBBBB ^B] an obvious and calculated appeal to our people 's lesser or
where the heads of all nations meet
baser instincts ," Humphrey
said.
Humphrey, Democratic presidential nominee a year ago ,
said the administration is on a
course which will lend to backlash , repression and reaction .
The Democratic Policy Council , an issue-shaping panel of
party leaders headed hy Humphrey, adopted a resolution declaring:
"We cannot tolerate in silence
any attempt to silence debate in
a free society."
The Humphrey charges and
the council resolution were
prompted by Agnew 's Nov . in
speech criticizing television network news coverage—specifically those commentaries that folHa ngAKLL) uUIHRlC COtOR by OdLuxe UnitBd ArtnH
T'
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Faculty Senate at
U. of Michigan
Wants ROTC Out
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Visit "ie Colonel tonight and

¦- >
a
quarter
on
"finder
lickin ' good" Kentucky Fried
Chicken. Regular price $1.30.

THE BOX : 7> p ieces of chicken , potatoes , gravy, slaw and biscuits. '

We fix Sunday dinner seven days a week.
COLONEL SANDER'S RECIPE

K<ntidty fried Ckkku
TAKE HOME STORE

...

1558 Service Drive, Winona

SUDDEN SERVICE

NO NEED TO CALL

Plan Joint Meet
On Sewage Planl Take Action

Council Hears
Parking Matters

Winona City Council members v o t e d Monday night to
hold a joint special meeting
with the Goodview Village
Council to discuss possibilities
of a regional sewage treatment
plant.
The meeting is being called
in compliance
with the wish- j—¦¦ ¦ ; '.—es of the MinCitV
7
nesota Pollu'
;
¦
/
¦
t i o n Control
— ..« -i -:l ' •

A request by H. Choate k Co.
for a delivery t r u c k loading
zone near its rear entrance was
turned over to the Levee Plaza Advisory Commission Monday night by the City Council.
The commission is made up of
members representing city government and downtown retail
interests.
Councilmeri directed that the
commission review the request
and submit a recommendation
to the council. Councilman
Howard Hoveland , a member
of the commission, said a committee already has been, set
up to study the matter.

It H-OUnCll

Agency

had been proposed by the PCA board Nov.
10 when village council members appeared to explain their
reasons for wanting to build
the village's own secondary
treatment plant instead of combining its sewer system with
Winona 's.
WINONA councilmen also received copies of a letter sent to
Goodview Clerk Rex Johnson
in which the PCA extended its
deadline for a preliminary engineering report by 30 days.
The Goodview council had been
directed to submit preliminary
plans by Dec. 18.
The letter . also noted that
PCA had directed the village
and city to continue negotiations with a view to establishment of a single plant serving
the two municipalities and surrounding areas as well. In this
connection the Winona council
was directed to make a written
offer of terms under which it
would provide treatment of
Goodview. sewage at the plant
Winon a will put into service in
1972.

Goodview must retain a consulting engineer immediately
to prepare detailed cost estimates of a separate plant "in
order that various alternatives
can be considered on a sound
economical basis," according
to the letter written by PCA Executive Director John Badalich. PCA board members had
criticized the Goodview council
for deciding to proceed alone on
the project on the basis of figures the PCA called inadequate
and highly questionable. A PCA
staff member said at the Nov.
10 meeting in Minneapolis that
current estimates of Goodview
plant costs are $30,000 to $50,^
000 low. He quoted the same engineering firm that had supplied the village with an Offthe-cuff estimate a year ago.

Legal action to force renovation of a house under state
hazardous building laws was
approved Monday night by the
City Council. The city attorney
was directed to initiate action
in District Courts against the
owners.
Located at 909 E. King St.,
¦
the house is ¦
owned
by
-,.
Henry B. and
i
Verna Olson ,
.i
^
900 E. Waba- : COUi1Cll
sha St., acc o r d i n g to
the
order, aiid is being purCOPIES OF agreements bedeed
tween other municipalities were chased on a contract for
P. Mathison.
by
Mrs.
Viola
.
•village
council
supplied to the
and the agency said it would
PROPERTY TAXES h a v e
furnish assistance and send been paid and there are no lien
staffers to meetings whenever holders of record. The order
so requested.
states that the building has a
.' Also enclosed was a copy of number of structural faults
the state statute dealing with which represent hazards to
cooperation between municipal- health and safety and which
ities in such matters. The law make it vulnerable to fire. It
states that if the commission describes the roof as leaky, and
decides , after holding hearings, says floors sag, windows and
that cooperation between two doors fail to fit tightly, plumbor more municipalities is nec- ing is defective and the heatessary to control pollution , it ing system is inadequate.
can order them to enter a conA notice of deficiencies istract for joint treatment.
sued by the city May 13, 1969,
City Manager Carroll J. Fry has not been compiled with , the
told the council that a review order continues, and there nas
of this law should answer crit- been.no response to efforts by
ics who have charged that Wi- inspectors to secure corrective
non a sources are responsible actions.
for PCA pressure on Goodview. ¦;. City Attorney George M. Robertson Jr. told the council this
is the first of several orders
drafted by the city that requires a building, to be restored and not wrecked. This is
because it is structurally capable of being restored to good
condition, he explained.

Vote to Continue Cutoff Date
One-Way Alleys Set for Liquor
Applications

Continuation of an emergency ordinance establishing two
one-way alleys in the downtown
area was voted Monday night
by the City Council.
Action was taken after councilmen receiv- . ¦
' " _ .. ed a recomm e n dation
i
from the city
..

C ty

manager , Car-

Council

Dec. 1 was established Monday night by the City Council
as a cucoff date for filing applications for one of the city's
three additional on-sale liquor
licenses. Legislation adopted
by the 1969 legislature raised
the limit from 35 to 18.
Although the council had received more than 20 applications earlier this fall, only six
of these applicants had completed the uniform, questionnaire
drawn by the council more than
a month ago. Other interested
persons or firms will have until the cutoff date to complete
questionnaries.
Council members agreed that
processing and screening of applications would be done by the
full council as a committee of
the whole. The questionnaire
had been compiled by a special
council committee.
The six applicants on file with
the city manager 's office as of
last weekend were: Frank Cunningham , 125 Main St.; Lamber t Kowalewski , 965 Mankato
Ave.; Robert J. Schultz , 315
Steuben St.; Louis J. Lilla , 579
E. 3rd St.; Louis Klagge , 579
E. Wabasha St., and Orvilla
Cisewski , 700 W. 5th St.

¦
r o l l J. Fry.
•——:—
. . ••
The manager
had been directed to investigate
the matter after members of
the Winona Eagles Club had
protested the one-way routing.
The club had asked the city for
restoration of two-way traffic
in the alley between 2nd and
3rd streets and parallel to
Main and Center streets/ The
ordinance permits nor thbound
traffic only. A similar alley between 3rd and 4th streets is restricted to southbound traffic.
The manager 's survey report
stated that the alley is only 15
feet wide in some places and
thus will not allow two vehicles
to meet.
The one-way designation for
the alley is keyed to the Levee
Plaza traffic flow concept , the
report continued. The whole
flow of traffic out of 3rd Street
must necessarily be in a single
direction , the report says.
Eagles Club members can
reach the club parking lot simply by driving into the alley
from 3rd Street , the r e p o r t
notes. Furthermore , it adds , the men t will be made of access to
whole block will be cleared by the plaza at 3rd Street thereurban renewal and an improve- after.
puiiir""**"'"" * >'*'*"—""" i i •^¦^¦¦fc
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For Building
Renovation

\\

C ty

ASKED ABOUT the status ol
other actions against buildings,
City Manager Carroll J. Fry
said court orders have been
granted. Administrative procedures, are now! being prepared ,
he said. It is necessary to make
appraisals of properties to be
razed and to make inventories
of contents. Fry also said the
city must decide whether to
take bids for wrecking or use
its own resources.
The resolutions will be presented Dec. 1, Fry said.
Councilman Dan Trainor Jr.
asked how the interests of a
contract purchaser would be
affected by such an order . Robertson said that both parties to
the contract probably would get
the impact.

i

ed obscenities and struggled
with him when she was arrested during last May's Mifflin
Street disturbances , Patrolman
Frank P. Oswald testified Monday.
Oswald was a slate witness in
the Circuit Court trial of Mary
K. Eastern, 25 , who is charged
with disorderly conduct .
Miss Easlon was suspended
from her teaching post after the
arrest and now lives in Middleton.
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Ditforont slzos were valued at so many pence per
100, Even to this day nail sizes are reckoned by
penny."
.
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ST. CHARLES, Minn. . (Special) — Some 325 persons saw
Ted Saathoff honored as out-1
standing young farmer of the
year, Walter Gilseth as outstanding educator and William Glover as outstanding citizen at the
annual St. Charles Jaycees
award banquet at the Catholic
Church hall. Saturday night. The
Chamber of Commerce cooperated in. the" event. :
It also was football appreciation night , with a trophy presented to the undefeated Hiawatha Valley Conference St .
Charles, team. Jim Glover , this
year's homecoming king, and
Dick Mathison, co-captains,; accepte'd.

FREDERICKSBURG , Va. (/Pi
— More than 1,000 people
turned out in freezing weather
Monday night for a pro-America
rally initiated by a high school
senior.
Carrying miniature flags and
wearing red , white and blue
armbands , the crowd sat for an
hour to hear pro-America
speeches and music from the
Quantico Marine Corps band.
The rally was planned by high
school senior Lewis A, McGeehe
and was boosted by civic groups
and businesses in Fredericksburg which handed out 7,500
armbands and flags last week
for the rally.

"The world

stands aside

Children Ask
Zoo Conditions
Be Improved

OTHER awards went to Howard Williams for running the
gun safety program for two
years and his dedication to rebuilding Jessen Park ; Perry
Jenks for donating 50 tickets
for senior citizens to attend the
banquet , and Clayton Schulz,
Elba , for his work with the gun
safety program, there.
The program was opened with
invocation by the Rev. James
P. Fasnacht, pastor of the
church. Stephan Delano, St.
Charles attorney and president
of the chamber , extended the*
welcome. John Gregoire, secondary principal of St . Charles
schools, introduced the - guests.
Saathoff , 27, moved to the St.
Charles area in 1953 from Fort
Dodge, Iowa, where he was
born. He graduated from St.
Charles High School in .1960. He
started farming with his. father
and then took over complete
operation two years ago when
his father was unable to farm
any more.
He owris 290 acres of land at
home' and rents 140 acres. He
raises hay, oats, corn and beans ,
milks 42 Holstein cows, h a s
about 90 more head of cattle,
feeds dairy calves out and keeps
heifers for herd replacements.
He built .a new barn in \%4
and a ndw silo in lflfifi . He recently installed a grain (corn)
dryer.
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JOSEPH Knrnka s , presented
William Glover as outstanding
citizen.
Glover was an honorary member of the Jaycees , had .served
in nn advisory capacity, and

|

Parkin g on a heavily traveled
portion of Broadway was restricted by City Council action
Monday night.
The council adopted an ordinance amendment prohibiting
p a r k i n g on
both sides of i
Broadway beCity¦
tween Junction
/¦iu ,_,v,;|
and Orrin
streets. In re- [ V.OunC» _
turn , the council authorized parking on city
property at the northeast corner
of the Broadway - Junction
Street intersection.
Special emphasis was placed
on the parking ban for the
north side of Broadway at this
point. A report by City Manager Carroll J . Fry noted that a
hazardous situation has been
created by trucks loading or
unloading at the Broadway site
of a warehouse located at
Broadway and Junction streets.
Councilman Earl Laufcnburger
observed that such trucks sometimes blocked the westbound
traffi c lane. The street is a
principal artery for traffic moving between downtown and
areas at the city 's westerly
edges.¦
The hazard , has existed ever
since the building was constructed at the property line,
with no provision made for ¦ offstreet parking, Fry 's report
noted. There is no way to widen
the street at that point without
great expense , he said. The
building is owned by Ral ph
Scharmer , 571 W. Mill St ., a
contractor .
Although general parking is
banned , loading and unloading
still will be. allowed. Laufenburger proposed an amendment
requiring . that -two traffic lanes
be left open at afl times and
it was incorporated into the
council action.
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It' s easy to spot Ihe man who knows where lie 's going . He
Is confident. He believes in his own ability lo make decisions , make friends nnd got things <lone . Many such men
first learned to appreciate their own abilities nnd VIM > them
effectively thro ugh the Dale Carnegie Course. Wh ere do
you want to go? We can help yon Ret I here ,

Place Parking
Ban on Portion
Of Broadway

things
m
mi jyyL

H
H

IN A LATER report on other
commission activities Hoveland
said the council will be asked
to restore penny parking meters at corners of downtown
blocks. This will be for the benefit of short-term parkers, he
said. Meters that previously offered six minutes for one cent ,
with a 12-minute limit, had
been changed to give 20 minutes for a nickel.
Hoveland also said the commission is interested in a plan
that would reduce the fine for
overtime parking to 50 cents
if paid within 24 hours. The
present fin e is $1.
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to let anyone pass

RECOMMENDATION
¦ ' ¦ ' ' ' t ¦h- a t
- .. .:
t w o parking
..
s p a c e s for i
_ ..
Choate & Co.
City
trucks be reserved at the
Council
south end nf ., 1 V*OUncil
the C e n t e r
Street portion of Levee Plaza
was made by City Engineer
Robert J, Bollant in a report
submitted to the city manager
and read to the council,
The report said the loading
zone should be approved by the
Levee Plaza Advisory Committee since it does tend to cut off
access to the plaza. .; The only
other store abutting the centerblock parking lot that may require a loading zone is the J.
C. Penney Store, reported Bollant. He added that the firm
will move shortly to its new
location on Highway 61, thus
resolving the question for Pen-

was instrumental in establishing the organization. He is a
member of the Chamber of
Commerce and has been Santa
Claus for the children of the
city at Christmas; was instrumental in organizing rides home
after practice and games for
athletes living in the country;
has been interested in all phases
of Boy Scouting, serving on
boards and playing an important part in the organization of
the Explorer program here.
For many years he . has been
associated with the annual athletic banquet ; has been memSEATTLE (AP) - The probership chairman of the PTA
test
letter received , at City Hall
many years, and a member of
Monday said , "The ponies need
the St. Charles park board.
exercise .. ' .' If they get overly
AT PRESENT Glover is on fat , it can be hard on their
the city planning committee and health ."
is co-chairman of the swimming
The letter , signed by 21 chilpool project. He has held nu- dren aged 9 to 14, asked assistmerous offices in the Lions ance in improving conditions at
Club , including the presidency .
Park Zoo.
Glover has been a member of the Woodland
Specifically,
.the signers want
the Winona County Fair board
the pony
five years. He graduated from something done about
worked
have
where
some
ring,
Chatfield High School and attended Winona State Coirege. for as long as three years withHe has been employed by North- out pay grooming and exerciswestern Bell Telephone as a ing Shetland ponies . under sumaintenance man for 25 years pervision of a keeper.
Budget cuts have curtailed
and recently was recognized by
the company for his outstanding the use of keepers and limited
service .
the ring to weekend and holiday
He and his wife celebrated operation . .
their 25th wedding anniversary
The kids want the City Counthis month. They have three cil to dig up enough money to
sons and a daughter Don is a run the ring the way it did bemember of the White Bear Lake f ore.
school faculty ; Tom is in the
U.S. Army at Fort Riley, . Kan. ;
Jim is a senior at St. Charles as much happiness to those who
.
High and Susan is in sixth give.
The average person uses only
grade.
Speaker at the banquet was 10 percent of his total personalMerle Dunca n, Lake City, whoso ity , Duncan said — even the
subject was "The Power of an great Einstein was said to have
InfJuencer. " Hj .s speech was a used only 17 percent of his
challenge to draw city and farm capability .
He said , "Never give up on
workers together.
He asked , are we good influ- first effort . . . Do what you
ences in our contacts , or are can with what you are , what
we gossipers or picker-uppers? you have . . . Look for success
ye
Do we build or destroy our ac- in St. Charles, 'seek and
shall find. ' Remember , n rut
quaintances?
becomes a grave if dug deep
HIS SECRET of success is enough. "
living one day at a time, he
The meal was served by St.
said , and guaranteed 10 times Anne 's Society.

SAATHOFF married Eileen
Koepsel in 1962 and they have
three children; Donna , 6, Jason ,
SG FARMERS UNION
4 , and Wendy, 3. They arc
SPRING GROVE , Minn. (Spemembers of St. Matthew Luthcial) — The Spring Grove Local
eran Church , St. Charles . He
of the Farmers Union will meet
sings in the choir and is a memWednesday evening at 8:15 p.m.
ber of the Lutheran Laymen 's
at the Township Hall.
League , the board of St. Charles
Cooperative ^
Creamery, and the
wmmmmmMmmmmmmmwmmmmmmmmmmmmmmmmmmmmmmm
Vo-Ag Council ,
Gilselh , was awarded outstanding educator by John
Smoltz , president of the Jaycees ,
He is elementary principal at
St . Charles , In 1921 he was born
in Harvey, N.D .
Gilseth received his bachelor
of arts degree at the University
of Washington and his masters
at Concordia Collc'ge in Illinois.
Ho taught four years in East
Africa and later was principal
for two years at Cottonwood ,
Minn ,, cominR here four years
afio.
He is a member of the Lion 's
club, citizen 's action council ,
is on the Faith
Lutheran
- DAVID STAHR JOIIDAN H Church council , and is a memhcr of the Augsburg college
Thousand Dollar Club , which
I
:
requires pledfies of $1,000 every
< \. I
five years.

I

MERCHANTS
NATIONAL BANK

An incentive pay plan for city
employes got tentative approval Monday night from the City
Council.
The plan provides for awarding points to employes who take
additional in-service training.
The range of pay additions under the plan I
is from $6 to
—.
$32 a month .
C i ty
_
An
employe
..
would be paid COUnCll
according to
the point lev- ————————•
el he attains in a calendar year
and points would be cumulative
until the individual reaches the
maximum of 70 points or $32
per month.
Councilmen wondered whether the pay increments would
continue if the individual were
promoted. City Manager Carroll
J. Fry said it would not. Once
the employe increases his competence to such a point he becomes a likely candidate for
promotion and the higher scale
of pay that applies to the . new
job. Therefore the incentive pay
would be wiped out by the higher salary which presumably
would exceed the old salary
plus incentive addition , he said.
Councilman Barry Nelson
moved that the manager be directed to write these stipulations into the plan and bring it
to the council again for further
action, The motion was adopted.

r

HACK In tho ColoniAl days , New England used
hand wrought nulls as money.

i

zen, and Theodore Saathoff , outstanding
young farmer. (Ralph Stenback photo)

Incentive Pay Farmer , Educator,
Planfor City Citizen Honored
Employes Told In St. Charles

he is going. "

u
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left , Walter Gilseth , outstanding
educator; William Glover , outstanding citi-

Testifies former
Teacher Shouted More Than 1,000
Obscenities
People Attend
MADISON , Wis . UP) — A former Monona art teacher shout- Pro-America Rall y
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HONORED BY ST. CHARLES JAYCEES

.. . From

ney 's.
The main problem with the
parking lot , according to Bollant , is the parking of various
delivery trucks in the driveway.
The 10-foot driveway is too narrow to allow passing. The result often is that motorists are
compelled to wait for such
trucks to move and this causes
irritations , Bollant commented.
He recommended that such
trucks be required to park in
metered spaces or at the . ends
of the block so as to keep the
driveways open.
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ARRIVING DAILY
See Our Large Selection
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Dale Carnegie Cinli' ses |nc . I 'lilc i l by
(1 . W. Dri.seoll and M. Norman

BROTHERS

KUD O STORE , Inc.

V & S HARDWARE
576 E. 4th St. Phone 4007
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Wanted: more
news editorialists

Vice President Agnew has raised some questions, as he termed it, about the way commentators on the three television networks responded to
s address Nov. 3 on the Vietnam
the President'
;
'
War.; .
He charges that a small elite group of TV
newsmen is abusing , its power over public opinion
and that its activities may constitute a form of censorship.
WE DOUBT, first of all , that the vice presrdent would have made these comments if the network commentators had been unanimous in prais,
ing both the motives and the content of the address.
We're not particularly happy that a high government official has lashed , out at critics of the
administration , but those in high places have done
so before, either privately. or publicly , and will
again. If the commentators are intimidated by this
- and we doubt that they will be — it will be
only because they question the correctness of their
own analyses.
We're not certain , however, that the commentators were unanimous in a negative reaction to
the President. The commentators on the network
that we looked at had some thoughts which we
thought were appropriate if not penetrating, but , at
any/rate, we didn 't have the feeling that they were
trying to instantly negate the entire Presidential
message. Perhaps, they came back later with a
more devastating attack . If they were indeed unanimously antagonistic, as Mr. Agnew charges, then
there is a cause of suspicion. When in a free society everyone thinks alike, it is no longer . free;
and when in a free society the number of communicators is reduced to a small number the likelihood of the free society continuing to exist is
problematical.
THOSE CIRCUMSTANCES are particularly relative to the electronic media; to television in one
way, to radio in another.

On trial in Chicago
Page 6, Winona Daily News, Winona, Minnesota, Tuesday, Nov. 18, 1W9

Agnew on television commenrators
Mr. Agnew's criticism of the television networks is the most serious
act of lese majeste since the mayor
of Chicago threatened to punch the
King of England in the snout.
The responses ranged from panic
through apoplexy. Dr. Frank Stanton of CBS has accused Mr. Agnew
of making "an unprecedented attempt to intimidate a news medium ," . — which suggests that fairness could only be effected by intimidation , which come to think of it
m aybe is so, over at CBS. Leonard
Golderison of ABC reports that "the
performance of ABC news has always been , and will continue to be,
fair and obejetive ," in sickness, and
in health, till death -do us part.
THOMAS HOVING, in behalf of

the National Citieens' Committee for
Broadcasting, whatever that is,
sounded like, well , Agnew on the subject of demonstrators. "Agnew's
disgraceful attack against network
television news officially leads us as
a nation into an ugly era of the

most fearsome suppression and intimidation. . . the beginning of the
end for us as a nation . . .. ' (his)
terrible and fraudulent 'evaluation
. .;' .' . (is) the most shocking use
ever of political power," which suggests that Mr. Hoving 's readings in
history are not as extensive as his
readings in art.
Now, as a matter of fact, Mr. Agrew wrote a very good speech! It
was, moreover , a balanced speech.
He praised much of what the networks, have done as extravagantly
as if he were nominating them for
President. But he said that the networks are also given to much bias.
Specifically, he homed in on the
elaborate rebuttal "— that in effect.
was what it was — given to Mr.
Nixon 's Vietnam speech of Nov. 3.
How, for instance, do you cope with
the following analogy used by Mr .
Agnew: "When President Kennedy

The print media — that' s us — has long had
a tradition of carefully separating, insofar as possible, the news and; opinion. This, for example, is our
opinion page; we label it an opinion page and we
even make it look a little different so (hat it is
distinguished from the remainder of the newspaper.
Here are our opinions — in the form of editorials —
and other opinions.
The size of the newspaper is. determined by
the availability of news as well as advertising,
among other factors. It is readily expandable. Television and radio on the other hand , work in time
slots; there are only 24 hours a day available and
many of them are not particularly useful because
people are sleeping or working. Although the Federal Communications Commission; has encouraged
radio and TV stations to broadcast editorials •—
their opinions — a relatively few do so and then
the amount of time involved is meager. In addition
to the rigid framework of 24 hours, they 're, also
confronted with the FCC fairness doctrine. It requires that under certain circumstances equal time
must be provided for the "other side."
NEVERTHELESS, exercise of the right, even

obligation, of radio and TV stations to broadcast
their opinion is the key for practical removal of
the vice president's criticism, whatever its validity.

Consider the contrast between TV and newspapers. There are 1,750 daily newspapers; there are
some . 650 commercial television stations.
When an event occurs that interests the editor ,
we write an editorial expressing our opinion and
we give it prominence on this page. We don 't
wait around for Reston or White or Buckley or Alsop for The Word. We may also report their viewpoints and of other newspaper editors , as we did
on the President's address, but we offer them as
opinions to you in formulating your own. Some
1,750 other editors take the same approach.
But what do the TV stations do? Nearly all
of them keep plugged into the network for the instantaneous views of network editorialists , who call
themselves commentators. If they 're elite , as Mr.
Agnew, says, it' s because the network affiliates
have made them so by neglecting their own opportunity and obligation to comment.
THE SOLUTION then as we see it is to multiply the number of commentators and editorialists
on both radio and TV and they should , oi course,
carefully identify themselves as such . The possibility of unanimity of opinion among 1,750 editors
is remote; the possibility of unanimity of opinion
among three television network commentators is
good. — A.B.

Cash on the line
who needs it?

It' s getting so the only people interested in
cash nowadays are the coin collectors . For just
about everybody else the credit card is becoming
the medium of exchange.
In Arkansas , for example , the citizen will be
able to use his credit card for buying auto licenses
and paying state income taxes.
IN SEVEN STATES It now is possible to pay

property taxes using
is still right up there
tainties of life hut at
gone up a few points

credit cards, Paying taxes
as one of tho.se hard cerIca.sl its comfort index has
in those enlightened places.

Soon the average citizen will be able to charge
not only the government .services lie gels but the
cost of electing public servants who dispense them
as well. The Michigan Democratic Parly has announced that campaign contributions now can be
made via credit cards, Think of it: Instant fat cat
status on the budget plan!
It' s safe to predict that thi s latest advance in
the art of self-government will be quickly and widely imitated , Republicans , we imagine , will label it
just another evidence of Democra tic! fiscal irre ;
sponsibility before adopting it for their own use
with the disclaimer that only the GOP could handle
something like this efficiently.
WHICH OF THE many kinds of credit cardi

would be best for such purposes? Obviously it' s the
Diners Club card for lho.se $100 dinners. For general expenses the Carlo Blanche would be very
appropriate. And it would have lo lie something
like Gulf , Shell or Standard Oil for contributions
used to quid troubled waters , grouse .squeaky
wheels or lubricate Ihe political machinery.
It' s the wave of the future. But wo won 't lielicve it until we hear it from the Iiiteuuil Revenue
Service. — F.R.U.

TUF- MOON OM OMfi W kND_TWE DAWN ON THE OTHER.

rallied the nation in the Cuban missile crisis', his address to the people was not chewed over by a round
table of critics who disparaged the
course of action he'd asked America
:
: .;
to follow."
That's true, In plain fact , on the
night of Oct. 22, 1962, the networks
didn 't chew up every word of Mr.
Kennedy's speech into its constituent atoms. And again "'When Winston Churchill rallied public opinion
to stay the course against Hitler 's
Gerrnajry, he didn 't have to contend
with a gaggle of commentators raising doubts about whether he was
reading public opinion right, or
whether Britain had the stamina to
see the war through. "
SO THEN WHAT? It may be too

late to revive Hoving, but in fact Agnew said : "I want to make myself
perfectly clear. I'm not asking for
government censorship or any other
kind of censorship." So much for
that particular smear. "I am asking, " he said, "whether a form of
censorship already exists when the
news that 40 million Americans receive esch night is determined by
a handful of men" who (and they'll
never g«t over this charge, aimed at
the Medici of cosmopolitan New
York ) "'bask in. their own provincialism, their own parochialism. "
I"s* there in fact a discernible and
regular bias in network news and
commentary? How do we know?
How do we find out? It happens that
a very little foundation in New York
City, the Historical Research Foundation , has made a few grants to
investigators who, after consulting
with specialists in the evaluation of
polls and public opinion , have been
very hard at work analyzing the bias
in the coverage of the presidential
campaign of 1968. I am not aware
that Mr. Agnew knows of this project. But it is far and away the most
thorough and the most nearly scientific of any that has ever been attempted. • The results will not be released until the research is complete. But already one thing is
stunningly clear. It is that the news
and the commentary were overwhelmingly favorable, by any criterion , to the Democratic candidate,
What Agnew has said is: This is
the factual situation. What are we
going to do about it? Not eat CBS,
and force its roasted flesh on Hoving for breakfast. But force CBS,
by the pressure of public opinion , and
NBC, and ABC, to tale a look at
their own situation , and ask themselves, what can the public legitimately demand from an oligopoly?
A good question. A good speech .
Washington Star Syndicate

The book game's indispensable man
WASHINGTON-Most of us nowadays have probably forgotten the
Oliver Orton Osprey whose "Chants
for the Disenchanted: A Thin Volume " proved indisputably just a decade ago that there was a new literary presence among us.
Osprey is still a household name ,
of course , among American book
buyers, although he has not written
a book of his own since "Chants ."
His is the name most likely to appear on the dust jacket ot any hook
picked up at random in the bookshop, for , at the moment , Osprey is
the hottest blurb writer in publishing.
THE VENERABLE house of Withers, Fetlock & Mane is convinced
that the immense sales of its recent
re-issue of Xenophon 's "Anabasis " is
due. entire ly to Osprcy 's three-word
jacket blurb — "Not since Portnoy . , ."
Fven Knight & Dave , which acknowledges that it is pu t ty much a
pure smut house , and which , therefore , has little need for tricky promolion , has found that an Osprey
blurb may help sales, r.s in the case
of "No Sheets For Me "
Sales of "No Shoots " had been surprisingly sluggish , perhaps , because
of the inexplicitness of Ihe title , until Osprey came up with the famous
jacket blurb for the third printing:
"The superficial rcadei will see in
this remarkable human document
nothing more than unadulterated
filth , . ." ("No Sheets For Me " is
now in its ninth big printing. I
Book reviewers for the flossier
quarterlies , with their tweedy, turtle-necked contempt for commerce ,
say Ihat success has spoiled Oliver
Orion Osprey. The promise of
"Chants For The Disenchanted : A
Thin Volume " has not been redeemed and is not likely to be, they complain.
A RECENT ESSAY in the Mohave

Quarterly not only attacked Osprey
for failure lo produce a .second book
of his own , hut also denounced his
blurbs for "their coarse texture and
lack of content relevant to the dicho-
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tomous plight of the questing young. "
Osprey has no hard feelings toward these critics. In fact ,. he is, U
anything, amused by the plight into
which he has cast them. After having greeted his first book as evidence that "a new literary presence "
was among us, Osprey notes , the
critics had naturally expected him to
produce a second book which would
give them a chance to deplore the
lack of growth in his work and mark
him off as a disappointment.
"By abandoni ng fiction and going
into blurbs , " Osprey says , "I was
able to escape the dreary fate of
having a second book reviewed by
the same critics who had gone overboard on my first book. "
Osprey had no intention , of course ,
of turning I IH pin to full-time blurb
writing. "The whole thing was quite
accidental , " he recalled recently.
"After my first book , the publisher
of a new dictionary sent me a free
copy of the thin g and said he would
appreciate any wo rd s 1 might he
willing to say about it for publication. "
"WELL , I desperately needed a
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dictionary, so I quickly dashed off
the words, 'couldn 't put it down ,'
and sent them back to the publisher, "
Thereafter , subsequent editions
had the jacket imprinted as follows:
"Couldn 't put it down. "
— Oliver Orton Osprey.
Sales zoomed. Oliver Orton Osprey
seemed to be a name the public
liked to read , perhaps , because of its
euphony and weight, In any case,
Osprey was soon being swamped
with new books and requests for
blurs. His increased reading load reduced the time available for writing,
and the strain of producing a fresh
blurb for each new work drained his
creative powers.
The challenge of ihe work began to
fascinate him. He developed the socalled open-end blurb , a blurb that is
all ready to go back lo the publisher
the moment the author 's name is filled in. A prime example ol the genre
is "—- has done it again!" Once, lit
a very hectic week, Osprey dispensed "John Kenneth Galbraith Ims
done it again!" "John Le Carre has
done it again!" "Norman Mailer has
done it again!" "Lord Chesterfie ld
has done it again!" and "Plato has
done it again!" in the course of a
single afternoon.
FINANCIA LLY , Otprey believei ,
lie is far better off writing blurbs
than he would be writing books lo
he att ached to them, His one book,
"Chanls ," has earned $783.27 over
10 years, Nowadays , Osprey earns
that much in a month by selling t\
local liookshop, at cut rates , the
books publishers send him to he
bliii'btid .
Osprey still aspires , however, to
write ii novel thai will dazzle the
critics . He will no! know what It
will be about until lie finishes the
blurb. At Ihe moment he is lorn
between "Not since Tolstoy !" and
"Oliver Orion Osprey has done it
a/ '.ain '"
New York Timet Newi Serv/ce

CHICAGO — Irwin Bock is a wellcombed , soft-spoken young Navy veteran who worked himself up to be a
member of the steering committee
of the National Mobilization for
Peace while working as an undercover agent for the Chipago police.
On Wednesday, he blew his cover
with the Mobilization by testifying
openly against the "Chicago Seven "
being tried here for conspiracy to
incite last summer 's Democratic National Convention disorders.
BOCK'S MEMORY seemed extraordinary, since he was able to recall precisely where people had been
sitting and standing at crowded
meetings held more than a year ago,
but it failed him at one point, and
he named defendant John .Froines
when he meant defendant Lee Weiner. This evoked laugher from the defense table, which , in turn , brought
a flash of anger from Richard
Schultz, one of the prosecuting attor¦
neys. • .
"Mr, Kunstler 's laughing because
he's trying to influence the jury, "
Schultz protested to Judge Julius J.
Hoffman , the acidulous master of
this antic -.trialDefense attorney William K. Kunstler declared solemnly that he had
too much respect for the jury 's intelligence to do anything calculating
like that. He is contending that the
Bock testimony is largely, "follow-,
ing a script" and , sometimes, he
told Judge Hoffman , "I happen to
think it's absurd, and when it becomes too absurd, I laugh ."
But if Schultz so lacked respect for
the ; jury that he thought a little
laughter could influence it , Kunstler
went on , "There's nothing else I
can say."
"That's reassuring, " said Judge
Hoffman — looking, in his black robe
and with his lofty brow and glittering spectacles, rather like Lester
G. Madddx delivering a commencement address.
SO IT GOES in Judge Ho«man'$

dark-paneled courtroom , a perfect
setting for this case. Severe and impressively manned by large United
States marshals, it looks like ju st
the place where long-haired and dissident-types like: Weiner , Abbie Hoffman and Jerry Rubin should be hauled before the majesty of the law. V
The clangor and drama of Judge
Hoffman's clash with Black Panther
leader Bobby Seale — who drew a
four-year sentence for contempt —
was long gone Wednesday. Perhaps,
because of that , and because the
focus of attention last week was on
the forthcoming mobilization demonstrations in Washington , there was
little tension in the courtroom and
plenty of empty spaces in the church- '
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style pews reserved for press and
public.
But even on the relatively low-key
of his exchange with Kupstler, Judge
Hoffman 's distaste for the defendants and their attorneys is plain to
see. It flared noticeably at the end
of a long day when Rubin was found
to have left the courtroom a halfhour early and without the judge 's
consent.
RUBIN WAS

obviously

in tho

wrong, and his departure brought
Kunstler a tongue-lashing from the
judge; and , despite the attorney 's
explanation that the defendant would
be back for Thursday 's session, perhaps his absence merited a bench
warrant for his arrest and termination of his bail bond; as Judge Hoffman ordered .
What the written record of episodes
such as this will seldom convey, however, is the scorn and animosity that
flickers from the judge 's bench , no
doubt stimulated by the obvious irreverence of the defendants and their
attorneys ' frequent wrangle with the
prosecution and the judge. It is this
atmosphere , rather than legal conclusions a layman cannot draw , that
raises questions about the trial.
It is, after all;; the first real test
of the conspiracy statute since Congress passed it . following the urban
race riots; and many legal authorities question the constitutionality of
that statute. Moreover, radicals like
Rubin and the other defendants here
have always pictured themselves at
war with a social system, and that
system 's legal apparatus now has
them on trial ; their adversary itself ,
they might say, is sitting in judgment on them.
IN THESE circumstances, a model of trail behavior was devoutly to
be wished for both to provide the
most searching test of questionable
statute and to guarantee the evenhanded justice that many radicals
believe the system denies. As in every case, but with particular impact here, justice and the law are
v
on trial , loo.
Maybe they will be vindicated^ and
maybe the atmosphere of the court
will have nothing to do either with
the verdict here or the ultimate disposition of the case in the Appeals
court, if that verdict should be
guilty. But Wednesday 's session left
the queasy impression that the defendants ' irreverence , which is considerable, was as much a factor as
their conduct last summer,
New York Times News Service

Irresponsible attacks
WASHINGTON - The Senate's
great struggle over the nomination
of Clement F. Haynsworth Jr. of
South Carolina to the Supreme Court
has brought to insistent light somber considerations touching the
whole state of the Union.
If the immediate question is simply whether President Nixon 's appointment is to be confirmed , the
far larger question is what has happened to those qualities of a certain
civility and rough fairness that used
to animate the Senate and Congress
generally on the really high matters
of state.
THE

HAYNSWORTH

affair, in

short , has exhibited a hardening of
a condition in public life , first strongly visible in the case of Abe Fortas ,
that should concern all thoughtful
Americans. The whole aura is not
now , and was not then , a good one,
irrespective of the literal merits of
either controversy.
Fortas , already a member of the
court , in substance felt compelled
to resign altogether , under a form of
attack that was essentially irresponsible and in the bigger-minded
sense irrelevant , when President
Johnson proposed to make him Chief
Justice. There were emotional excesses on both sides then; there are
even more emotional excesses on
both sides of the current ordeal of
Haynsworth . And this is the central
point of this piece.
The pursuit of Haynsworth by liberal Democrats and Republicans has
been beyond the limits of justice , as
was the pursuit of Fortas by conservative Republicans and Democrats.
Each time, monetary impropriety
was alleged. At neither time , in
flic opinion of this observer , were
these alleged "insensitivities "—even
assuming they in fact existed — sufficient ground to justify the destruction of what , again in each case, had
been a distinguished judicial career.
WORSE YET , in Haynsworth' s instance, as earlier in Ihat of Fortas ,
it is impossible not lo conclude that
the stated objections of senatorial adversaries have masked the real objections, What was really wrong with
Kurtas was that he was "too liberal"
in his approach to the meaning of
ol the Constitution. What is really
wrong with Haynsworth , lo present
critics , is Ihat he is "lo conserva-
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tive. "
This observer happens to believe
that in a world of reality such objections as these are perfectly legitimate — but that they ought to be
put forward in the full light of day
for exactly what they are.
It is one thing candidly to test and
try a man for his constitutional point
of view , whether strict or permissive,
when he is about to mount the most
powerful — and the most unchecked
— tribunal in all the world. It is
quite another thing to allow outside
pressure groups — labor and Negro
organizations and so on as to Haynsworth and various conservative and
ultra-conservative interests as to Fortas — to lead flanki ng attacks that
have very little to do with the
case. If we are going to kill high
public men, then let (lie crime at
least fit the punis hment.
When this other sort of thing comes
into the Senate , much (hat is irreplaceable goes out . Look , for specifics , al the Haynsworth affair .
The senatorial functions that
should be — and large ly used lo
be — most reso lutely resistant to
passion and external clamor are Ihe
function s to advise and consent on
high foreign policy and high presidential appo intments. And these are
today the very first functions to become ignited precisely by the flames
of passion and external clamor.
(United Feature Syndicate )

Thomas A, Martin ,
Director

Breitlow-Martin
Funera l Home
374 EAST SARNIA
WINO NA , MINN.
Phone Day or Night 8-1528

Peasant Tells
Of Mass aere

Former Priest
Will Lecture
At St/ Mary 's

William H. Dubay, former
Roman Catholic priest and controversial critic of both the
Church and American social
conditions, will be featured in
a lecture on Wednesday at
Saint Mary's College Center.
The topic of his lecture will be
"New Roles for Organized Religion. " ;,
In 1960, Mr. Dubay was ordained into the
priesthood. By
1966, he had
TAYLOR APPRECIATION DAY . . . Left, Charles been suspended
Riezinger, representative of the Green Bay & Western Rail- from all priestroad , receiving a letter of appreciation Sunday for installation ly duties and
of crossing signals here* from Sam Lippert, village president , had begun his
long m a r c h
center. Assemblyman John Radcliffe , right, spoke, as did
his
Riezinger and Al Waller , Taylor , retired depot agent. Taylor away from H
e
vocation.
village officials attended , Pastor Vern Barlow gave the first came info
prayers, Taylor school.band played, and Judy and Robin
the
national
¦
:
Boettcher sang. (Mrs. David Lunde photo)
spotlight ' ' . •. i n *".' ' ¦'"":
Dubay
1964 w h e n he
wrote a letter to Pope Paul VI ,
urging the ouster of Cardinal
Mclntyre as Archbishop of Los
Angeles. Dubay cited Cardinal
Mclntyre's ''inexcusable abuses
in two areas; he has failed to exercise moral leadership among
the white Catholics of his dioces oh racial discrimination; and
he has conducted a vicious program of intimidation and repression against priests,, seminarWASHINGTON AP) - Presi- gent, so rigid and so. technical ians and laity who have tried to
^
dent Nixon urged Congress to- that in not a single case has the reach the consciences of white
Catholics.
"
day to enact what he described Tariff Commission been able to
This action brought about an
a
recommendation
for
justify,
as modest foreign trade legislaimmediate ban of silence, as
tion to give him authority to relief."
he moved from one assignment
should
be
Nixon
said
"relief
make minor tariff adjustments
to another. In February of 1966,
that would permit industries to available whenever increased his book "The Human Church,^
cause
primary
imports
are
the
obtain easier relief from import
of actual or potential serious in- was published. At this same
competition.
time, Dubay expressed his inIn a special message, Nixon jury."
tentions to form a professional
He
said
he
wants
to
abandon
said he had found it in the. naunion
for the priesthood. When
tional interest to continue a 35- the current requirement that,:to he refused to remove his book
iminvoke
the
escape
clause,
year-old policy of promoting
ports must be related to a past from circulation , Rome took;
freer world trade.
action in the form of the susBut at the same time , he rec- tariff reduction.
pension. In an attempt to make
ommended that U.S. .industries The President also proposed his union a reality, Dubay lecadversely affected by imports liberalization of adjustment as- tured to and met with priests
be provided with "readier re- sistance granted to firms and all over the country, as well as
lief"—-a proposal that paralleled workers adversely affected by putting out his own newspaper,
one advanced by former Presi- import competition. .
THE UNION PRIEST.
dent Lyndon B. Johnson but He said these should be eligi- All of his efforts fell short ,
ble for aid "when increased im- however and he was forced to
which was not acted upon.
,
Noting that the President has ports are found to be a substan- abandon the project in Septemactu
al
or
potential
tial
cause
of
had no authority to alter tariffs
ber of 1967.
1
for more than two years. Nixon serious injury.'
Later, he moved to the mounsought authority to reduce lev- Again he would abandon re- tain community of Idyllwild,
ies by limited amounts through quirements that increased im- Calif., to begin a period of stuports be related to a prior tariff dy and writing, "to sort out a
June 30, 1973.
"This authority is not de- cut.
lot of basic questions about resigned to be used for major tar- Nixon also recommended that ligion and especially about my
iff negotiations," he said, "but authority to decide who is elig- own identity." During the sumrather to make possible minor ble for aid rest with the Presi- mer of 1968, Dubay held the
adjustments that indivdual cir- dent rather than the Tariff Com- unlikely position of ranger-nacumstances from time to time mission.
turalist for the California State
He urged further that the Park System.
require."
While Nixon placed the em- United States eliminate the In August of that year , all
phasis on authority to reduce American selling price system formal ties with the Church
tariffs, he also seeks permission of customs evaluation in those were cut with his marriage to
to raise duties in some cases. few cases where it now is used. Mary Ellen Wall of Seattle.
"Although this system applies They now live on a farm near
In urging easing of escape
clause provisions for providing only to a very few American the Idyllwild community.
relief to import-hurt domestic products, mainly benzenoid Presently, Dubay's attention
industry, Nixon said the ma- chemicals it is viewed by our has been turned to the ton-inchinery that has been in effect principal trading partners as & stitutional possibilities of humsince 1962 has "proved so strin- symbol of American protection- an growth. He is convinced that
ism.
ideological changes are the
In another proposal Nixon most fundamental and exciting,
said he would welcome "a clear in relation to man. "The main
statement of congressional in- religious dynamic of a culture
tent with regard to non-tariff is not confined to the Churchbarriers to assist in our efforts es, but belongs to the society
to obtain reciprocal lowering of as a whole," he says.
such barriers. "
Dubay feels that his ovm situation reflects the identity crisis of the culture of America.
He has gone from the comfortHarmony School
able role of priest to the demands of relating to his wife
Activities Told
and family. For him , it has
BLACK RIVER FALLS, Wis,
HARMONY, Mdnn. (Special)- been a painful adjustment and
(Special) — Three defendants
pleaded guilty in Jackson Coun- Activities at Harmony schools he has sought the help of a psyty Court Monday before Judge this week include a lyceum num- chiatrist. But he feels that it
Lowell Schoengarth to aiding ber Wednesday at 9:30 a.m. by has begun to pay off , and more
and abetting the robbery of a international folk singers from than anything e l s e , he now
wants to share his personal odservice station here Oct. 20. Amsterdam.
Pre - sentence investigations Seniors will be measured for yssey with others.
were ordered for Kenneth Voel- graduation gowns this wdek,
Dubay will appear at 8 p.m.
ler and Lois Woof , each 20 , and
Parents of boys out for the in meeting rooms a, b, c, in
Rodney Morris, 24 , rural Black basektball team are invited to a the College Center. There is no
River Falls , to he conducted by practice session Thursday at charge for admission and the
Parole Officer Dennis Gilbertson 7:45 p.m . in the new gym. Prac- lecture is open to the public.
of the state Department of Pub- tice will bo explained as the varlic Welfare. Sentencing is sched- sity demonstrates. Coffee will be
uled Dec. 16 at 1:30 p.m.
served at the conclusion of the
On faifure to furnish bail , set session.
at .$2,500 for Voellcr and $1,000 Four seniors from Luther Coleach for the others, all were lege are presently student teachreturned to jail ,
Randy Morris , IB , and Larry ing in the Harm ony High School.
PITTSBURGH (AP) - BoxTlctz , 26, charged with the rob- Tom Kirchner is a history major
and
is
working
with
Robert
ing
Promoter Ben Anolik , the
bery, did not appear Monday.
Rosedahl. Miss Elizabeth Kem- world' s second longest-living
per is with John Bartling, Ger- heart , transplant patient , died
man instructor . Richard Pes«- today at Ihe age of 47.
Anolik had lived 14 months
au , a double major in history
! and sociology, is with George and six days with the heart , of a
DUE TO LACK OF FOOD
¦
BULK IN YOUR DIET
Palke , and Miss Carole Vlaho- man killed in a traffic crash
vich , a history major , is work- Aug. 3!, 1%B, A spokesman for
TRY
Presbyterian Hospital said he
ing with James Taubert,
¦
died from an "overwhelming infection caused by drugs injected
PRACTICE TEACHERS
prevent rejection of the
SPRING GROVE , Minn . (Spe- to
heart. "
cial! — Miss Nancy Ellingson , He had
returned to the hospidaughter of the Ernest Elling- tal July
hcause of
sons and Iola M. Evenson are tions froml the drugs. complicapractice teaching in the Decor- Before being hosp italized in
ah , Iowa , schools. Roth are Lu- July he snid he had been walkther College students.
ing up to three mibes a day

SON MY, Vietnam (AP) "My family was eating breakfast when the Americans came.;
They ordered us out with the
other villagers and gathered us
together in three big. groups.
Then they shot us."
Do Chile, a 48-year-old peasant , was telling newsmen today
his -version of what happened in
the coastal hamlets of Tu Cung
and My Lai in mid-March .1968.
Cliuc and others who say they
survived claim that. Amerian
soldiers . entered the hamlets,
herded the inhabitants together ,
killed 370 of them with rifles
and machine guns, then burned
their houses. But the province
chief of Quang Ngai Province,
Col. Ton That Khien , said again
today he has doubts that the villagers are telling a completely
true story.
Khien said he believed "perhaps 100'' persons had been
killed by allied bombs and artillery during a running fight with
the Viet Cong and that the civilian deaths were accidental.
The U.S. Command reported
at the time that 128 enemy were
killed in a battle in the area on
March 16, 1968. : It said the
American troops' advance was
preceded by. an artillery barrage and helicopter gunsh ip
raids.
Four villagers claimed today
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Nixon Requests
Modest ' Foreign
Trade Legislation

Three Plead
Guilty in
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SALES AND SERVIC E
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TOYS

FOR CHRISTMAS
Choois your* now from th«
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DflPR BROTHERS
KURD STORE , Inc.

V A S HARDWAR E
574 E. 4th St. Phono 4007

MOVING DAY , ELGIN POST OFFICE
. . . Moving through the front door of the
newly remodeled building from the old theater building occupied the last three months.
Laurel Spring, postmaster , and Leonard Olson did the lugging. Maurice F. Schuth ,

Winona , owner of the building also did the
remodeling, lowering the ceiling, installing indirect lighting, new windows, paneling, floor,
lobb y and rear entrance unloading platform ,
New boxes will be installed Jan. 1. (Mrs.
Walter Schumacher photo)

that there had been no fighting
and no artillery barrage—only a
few mortar rounds—on the
morning they said the Americans rounded them up and shot
them.
The four villagers, all of
whom sajd they were wounded,
were interviewed by American
newsmen through an interpreter
provided by the province chief.
All told essentially the same story. . ' V ' \
They said th ey lived in Tu
Cung hamlet, since abandoned ,
about six miles northeast of
Quang Ngai and a. short distance from this village, a resettlement center where they now
live. "!
The hamlets where they say
the incident took place are now
abandoned and most of . the
buildings destroyed.
The U.S. Army has launched
an investigation of the case, 21
months later, and has filed
charges against two soldiers in
connection with it.
Lt. William L. Calley Jr., 26, .
Miami; Fla., is facing a possible court-martial on murder
charges. Staff St. David Mitchell, 29, St. Frahcisville, La., is
accused of assault with intent to
commit murder.
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Wouldn't you like to receive this

I

|

extra money at Christmas, too?

I
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You can when you save in a
Winona National Bank Christmas Club!
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you can be the bountiful Santa you'd liko to

next year 'i holiday expenses in a Christmas
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be without piling up a lot of Christmas bills.
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noxt November.
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Policemen Go to Bat
ForiniuredComrMe

Farmers Union Delegates to
Consider Farm Service Centers

Radio Havana
Criticizes Flight
MILWAUKEE W - What Carter's f e 11o w policemen refers to himself as fortunate.
price duty ? The anciwer is in have waged their campaign for "John is naive," said PatrolOf Apollo 12
the hands of Milwaukee 's Com- him, they said, because he is man John Schurrer, a spokes-

mon Council and Go v. Warren
P. Knowles.
The proposition stems from
a 1967 racial riot q.o Milwaukee's North Side, during which
the eyesight of Patrolman John
Carter was blasted Jbto darkness by a shotgun wh ile he and
fellow officers Becrrched a
house, looking for a tiniper.
: It was a dark nigl .it. Carter
never emerged from It.
SINCE THEN, fellow .members of the Profession al Policemen's Protective Association
have gone to bat for him, attempting to assure him of
enough compensation for his
blindness so that he a; rid his attractive wife can adopt a family and he can become a lawyer. : . ¦
After being shot in the face,
Carter , 26, has rerxi;'tined on
the police payroll. Without a
special authorization ftorn the
Common Council, he wiVl be automatically dismissed ifrom the
payroll within a monthi. That's
the law.
Then he can take ciisability
pay of $545 a month -~ which
would leave his wife nothing
should he die. Or he ocmld provide her with "security" by
taking $272 a month.
Carter and other policemen
have appealed to the legislature for. statutory help for disabled policemen. Their efforts
led to bills now waiting
Knowles' signature or veto.
One of the bills calls for a
reimbursement of 75 peipcent of
salary levels for disaliied officers. Another bill would allow
Carter and officers in his position to earn money elsewhere
without losing eligibility for disability pay.
THE REQUESTS to ttw state
and to the city council are described by Carter 's lawyer,
Gerald Boyle, as obligations of
a society to its servant';.
"This isn't going to cjost the
community much," Boy le said.
"It's absolutely minin tat for
what these men did."

so infectiously c o u r a g e o u s
about his predicament. He talks
about other officers with similar disability problems, but still

Claim Merger Plans
Should First Reflect
I nterests of State

. WISCONSIN. EELLS, Wis, HI
— Merger, plans involving Wisconsin farm cooperatives should
reflect the interests of the state
before regional mergers are undertaken, the Wisconsin Farm
Bureau Federation was told
Monday.
Delegates to the group 's 50th
anniversary convention adopted a resolution, favoring merger of Wisconsin cooperatives
ahead of pacts with such region-

Mrs. Nixon Buys
New Wardrobe
Valued at $19,
000
NEW YORK (AP) — Mrs.
Richard M. Mxon has purchased a wardrobe from American designers valued at some
$19,000 since her husband became president in January, according to a survey of U.S, designers.
They say that to their knowledge she has purchased no
clothes
¦' from European design¦ers.
¦
¦ /'Fitting ' Mrs. Nixon is a
downright pleasure," said Larry
Croen, vice president, of Marquise of New York.
\
Another New York designer,
Harvey Berin, says Mrs. Nixon
wore a size 10 for inaugural ceremonies last January, but now
takes a 6 or 8.
In; Washington, a spokesman
for Mrs. Nixon said the survey
was inaccurate, without further
explanation.

Travelling salesman
forever in hot water.
Have you heard thi e one
atout "Skip" To pras,
the traveling salesman
who got in hot wat«r in
Fargo? He liked id; BO
well he installed a fast
recovery electric water
heater in his home. And
he got a bonus: his eleo
trie rate dropped. For
information call NlSP.
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man for the protective association. "He says : 'I'm more fortunate than that. I can still get
around. "

.

_

_ -

Jim Schatn

al , groups as a new 17-state
dairy co-op that is trying to
woo Wisconsin membership.
PERCY HAEDIMAN of Hartland, Wisconsin Farm Bureau
president, said- livestock too
should be included in any intrastate merger thoughts.
Hardiman said the 18-monthold Midwest Livestock Producers Cooperative, a farm Bureau affiliate , is offering to
merge with similar, existing
Wisconsin marketing co-ops.
. The offer, ie said, includes
the Wisconsin Feeder Pig co-operative of Francis Creek and
the Equity Livestock co-op of
Baraboo.
Eighty perent of Wisconsin's
livestock marketing is not handled by cooperatives, Hardiman
said.
The proposed merger, plus
an agreement with a co-op on
the St. Paul livestock terminal ,
would put 40 percent of the
state 's marketing under cooperative supervision, he said.
Hardiman said the average
farmer is facing the prospect of
losing control of agriculture .
"I am positive a huge power
struggle is shaping up. At stake
is: Who is going to c o n t r o l
American agriculture," he told
the convention.
"I know you are not willing
to let this happen by default
and transfer farm management
and ownership to those outside
agriculture," he said.
CHARLES B. Shuman, national president of the 3,000-county
federation, said farmers should
back the group 's campaign to
phase out government price
in the next six years.
''Congress is still obsessed
with the idea that political management of agriculture c a n
work/' Shuman said.
He said it is time "to get rid
of dairy price supports."
Federal marketing orders, he
said, could allow price supports
to be discarded with "no great
disruption of the market .'' ¦' ";¦: '
Other resolutions adopted by
the convention call for:
—Limitation on imports of
farm products.
—A manufactured milk marketing order.
—Dairy farmer backing for
promotion of dairy goods.
¦
ORDERED TO TRIAL
MADISON", Wis. UP) — Four
persons arrested last week for
using amplifying equipment
during a rally in support of the
Vietnam War moratorium have
been ordered to trial Jan. 16.
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When you insure with the Winona Agency,, you are dealing with your neighbors
. . . people who have had a continuing,
local interest in Winona 's insurance
ne eds for nearly 75 years. It takes a
local ogency to give local service!
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Hargens said FUGTA is feeling the same economic pinch as
local co-ops.;
"Storage earnings and the net
margin per bushel of grain are
down while operating costs are
rising," Hargens said. "Many
cooperative associations at the
regional level as well as the local level wound up fiscal 196869 in the red." .
Hargens, quoting a U.S. De-
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For example, Boos cited, last
summer's Montana wheat crop
was only 95 million bushels —
some 30 million less than the
1968 crop:
Boos said the export demand
has declined, largely as a result
of the breakdown in the International Grains Agreement.
Also a speaker was Lowell
Hargens, assistant general manager of FUGTA. He told delegates that the trend toward fewer and larger local cooperative
grain elevators is likely to be
in the next year or
accelerated
¦ ¦¦.

partment of Agriculture report of
last July, said regional cooperative net margins were at their
lowest per-bushel figure in 30
years, reflecting intense competition, small volumes stored and
handled and reduced storage
rates.- • ¦
The FUGTA official said,

''Some local elevators will have
to consider closing or consolidating with¦' . other elevators,
while those remaining will have
to update their services to meet
the demands of a wider trade
area."
Anderson, in his earlier
speech, had said the farm service centers would be a logical
step that delegates should look
into. , :'

Nixon Asked to Lead Because so many rural communities have separate cooperNation in Prayer
MINNEAPOLIS (AP) - President Nixon has been asked to
go on radio and television on
Thanksgiving Day to lead the
nation in prayer .
Mrs. Phyllis Haenz, Brooklyn
Center, Minn., housewife, wrote
the President that the Vietnam
Moratorium observances have
shown the country to be divided.
She added , "These desperate
days demand our return to spiritual attitudes."

atives, for grain farmers, dairymen, farm supplies, credit and
other fundamental farm services, Anderson said the convenience of such centers must be
;.
explored:
"If this kmd of arrangement
provides for economies in the
use Of personnel, equipment and
other phases of day-to-day business operations, the efficiencies
gained could help maintain a viable system of farm business
cooperatives to better serve
farmers in the 1970s." he said.
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ST. PAUL (AP) - Farmerdelegates to the Farmers Union
Grain Terminal Association's
MIAMI (AP) — Radio . Ha- annual convention were urged
vana, official voice of Cuban today to consider farm service
Prime Minister Fidel Castro's centers to house a number of
regime, broadcast an editorial farm cooperatives under the
Monday night criticizing the same roof.
Dr. Donald E. Anderson,
Apollo 12 mission.
The broadcast, monitored in crops marketing professor at
North Dakota State "University
Miami, said in part :
"It has all been in vain : The at Fargo, told the opening sesvoyage of Apollo 12 to the moon, sion of the FUGTA that the curpreceeded by a pubicity display rent system of farm cooperaperhaps bigger than that for tives "provides an excellent veApollo 11, the transmissions hicle to explore this concept in
from the stars with all the ob- something more of an operationviously prefabricated phrases al sense."
from the mouths of the astro- Another speaker was George
nauts, the presence of President Boos, resident manager of the
Nixon at Cape Kennedy last FUGTA Great Falls, Mont., diweekend.
vision. He told delegates that a
"It has all been useless in its four-year period of record grain
intent of overwhelming the production and sales for MonAmerican people with the moon tana farmers and their co-ops
when there is here, on earth , an may have come to an end this
infinite number of grave prob- yea. :
lems to be attacked and solved. This Boos attributed to prices
The first of these is Vietnam." and little demands for exports.
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LIBBY TOMATO JUICE. 46-o.

VEGETABLE JUICE , 46-Oz. ................

WAGNER'S ORANGE DRIN1?, 54-Oz
DEL MONTE GREEN BEANS, 16-Oz

GREEN GIANT NIBLETS, 7.0Z. ...
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MILWAUKEE DILL PICKLES. 32-Oz. .........
SKIPPY PEANUT BUTTER, 12-Oz
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SW ANSON CH ICKE N SPREA D, 5-Oz.

FRANCO AMERICA N SPAGHETnoS . 26 .Oz...
CARNA TION S L ENDER ,
METRECAL LIQUIDS , s.o,
BEECHNUT BABY FOOD . Jar
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Couple Joined
In Wabasha Rite

'

Carol Mtrrphy
The engagement of Miss Carol Murphy, 710
W. Broadway, to Roger Steinfeldt, son of Mr. and
Mrs. Paul Steinfeldt, Ridgeway, Minn,, has been
announced , by her mother, Mrs. Obed Schaller,
Houston, Minn.
A graduate of Winona Senior High School, the
bride is employed by Winona. Knitting Mills. Her
fiance, a graduate of Houston High School, is employed by Miller Waste Mills.
The couple will exchange vows Dec, :13 at the
Ridgeway Lutheran Church.

Vows Said in
Mabel Ceremony
: MABEL, Minn. (Special) Mrs. Virginia Fadness, Spring
Grove, became the bride of Edwin Bjertness, Mabel, Nov.: 8 at
Big Canoe Lutheran Church
parsonage, with the Rev. Emil
Martinson officiating.
The couple was attended by
daughters of the bride , Mrs.
Ray Williams and Mrs. Russell
Stennes, and by Truman Wiste
and Sverre Dahl Jr.
The couple is residing on a
farm near Hesper, Iowa.
LAKE CITY BAZAAR
LAKE CITY, Minn. (Special)
— Members of the Lake City
Hospital auxiliary met Thursday at the home of Mrs. Alfred
E. Comstock, Fronbenac, and
made final plans and gifts for
the Christmas bazaar to be held
Nov. 28-29.
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Two Blair Residents
Celebrate Birthdays

Wabasha Golf Club 1 BLAIR , Wis. (Special)-Olaf
Christianso'i celebrated his 90th
Elects New Officers birthday
Nov. g with a family
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OBSERVE GOLDEN YEAR .. ... . Mr. and Mrs. Peter
Killian, Independence, Wis., recently observed their golden
wedding anniversary. A Mass was celebrated in their honor
at Ss. Peter and Paul Catholic Church, Independence, followed by a family dinner at Club 93 and an open house.

^^

The range and scope of Catholic Charities services were
explained by Rt. Rev. Msgr. J.
. Richard Feiten at the Monday
meeting of the Cathedral Coun•cil of Caholio Women.
The history of Catholic Charities beginning with the services
of the Sisters of the Sorrowful
Mother to a children's orphanage in 1905 in Wabasha to the
present Lamberton Children's
Home, 211 Huff St., was summarized by Msgr ; Feiten.
Catholic Charities is licensed
by the Department of Public
Welfare and can make other
plans and work in other areas
in child care in addition to
providing care for children at
the Children's Home, he explained . Other resources are
Ij oarding homes, temporary foster homes, permanent foster
homes and adoptive homes.
These resource? are used and
services supplied throughout Jerry Miller presented a Boy
the 20 county area of the Wi- Scout charter to the Central
nona Diocese. Fr. Feiten em- School PTA Monday evening.
phasized the need for foster An open house was held in conhomes and the (big contribution junction with the meeting.
it j s in the lives of the children Mrs. Dean Sanden and Mrs.
vi'to receive this care.
Edward Cada were named coCabrini Home was opened in chairmen of the picture-taking
January, 1968, by Catholic committee and Mrs. Lavem
Charities to provide a facility Lawrenz and Mrs. Jerry Brand
for group living for unmarried were named co-chairmen of the
movers. Capacity of this home kindergarten round-up to be
is 12 girls and the population held in the spring.
vaines from four to 10 residents.
Lunch was served by second
I4r. Peter Walch, director of and third grade mothers.
th«e Lamberton Children's
Hcctne, gave a composite pic- LANESBORO AUXILIARY
ture , of the children cared for
(Special) —
at the home. At present 25 chil- Lanesboro, Minn.
Henry M.
the
The
auxiliary
of
dren are in residence. Slides
of the various activities and Guttormson Post 40, will hold a
facidities of Catholic Charities bake sale Friday starting at
in Mankato arid Rochester as 2:30 p.m. at the clubrooms.
well* as Winona were shown be- Members are asked to have
fore* the question period . In an- their bake goods at the . clubswer to questions, Msgr. Feiten rooms by 1 p.m.
pointed out the attention given
to the individual needs of each need special education procase. He said , "Winona has one grams ." :
of . the. best educational systems, Mrs. Douglas Johnson presidif not the best, in the entire ed at the brief business meeting
state and enables us to provide precedingJ.he program and anthe best possible facilities for nounced the annual meeting will
our children , many of whom be a potluck supper Jan . 19.

Extension Group
Elects Officers

. .

Shrine Auxiliary
Slates Meet ing
Winona Area Shrine Auxiliary
will meet Thursday at 1:15 p.m.
at the home of Mrs. L. L. Korda, 724 Washington St. Mrs.
George R. Allen, Mrs. James
Keill and Mrs. T. W. Smeed
will be assisting hostesses.
Members are asked to bring
a toy, books, games or cash to
be presented to patients at the
Shriners Hospital for Crippled
Children, St. Paul.
All wives of Shriners are invited to attend this meeting.
Please call Mrs. Carl W. Frank
for reservations.
Annual reports will be given
and there will be an election
and installation of new officers.
EASTER LILY
Mrs, Andrew Theis, 668 E.
Howard St., has ah Easter lily
with three blooms on it.

SPRING GROVE TRAVELERS
SPRING GROVE, Minn. (Special ) — Mr. and Mrs. Odin
Blexrud have returned from
Russia Topic at
Seattle, Wash., where they atLegion Auxiliary
tended the marriage of their
Miss Elmira Baker and Mrs. grandson Lloyd Smith to Carol
R. H. Watkins gave an informa- Thorp.
tive talk and showed slides of
their recent trip to Russia when
the American Legion Auxiliary
met Nov. 11 at the clubrooms. DUE TO LACK OF FOOD "
¦
Mrs. Arthur Bard , president ,
BULK IN YOUR DIET
thanked those who assisted in
serving more than 300 veterans
and their wives on Veterans
Day.
Mrs. John Prosser announced
plans for an orientation day to
be held Monday at the RochesDo You Have
ter State Hospital. Interested &
persons should contact her.
Problem Pictures
;
§
The auxiliary and post will
That Need Special
hold a joint dinner and meet- y
<
ing Dec. 8 at the clubrooms.
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Scout Charter
Presented at
Central PTA
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WABASHA, Minn. (Special) - dinner at the home of Carl
The Coffee Mill Golf Club wom- Christianson.
en's group met Thursday with Mrs. George (Ilene) Reitzel
election of new officers. Elect- celebrated her 85th birthday
ed were Mrs. Norman Schoel, with a party at the home of
Mrs. Gerald Stephans, Altura ,
hosted the November meeting
president; Mrs. Martin Wilson, Mr. and Mrs. Emil Stutlien.
of the Winona County Homevice president; Mrs. Ronald D. SURPRISE PARTY
Proscher , secretary , Mrs. Rich- GALESVILLE, Wis. (Special) makers extension group.
The following officers were
ard : Kohn, treasurer, and Ms. — Mrs. Marie Johnson was honGeorge Schwalbxs Jr., corre- ored on her 80th birthday Nov. elected: Mrs. Jack Miller, Lewpresident ;Mrs. Cleyson
sponding secretary.
3 with a surprise party with 34 iston,
Prank, Altura, vice president ;
The business meeting includ- guests present.
Mrs; Harold Bergler, Gilmore
ed annual reports and a.donaRidge, secretary; Mrs. Paul
GARDEN
CLUB
tion to the men's golf association .A supper was served and GALESVILLE , Wis. (Special ) Nahrgang, Lewiston, treasurer,
humorous readings on golf were —The Garden of Eden Club and Mrs. Raymond Dorn , Lewgiven by Mrs. "William Klas, St. met Nov. 11with a musical pro- iston, reporter.
gram with floral titles present- . Plans were announced for a
Paul.
ed by Mrs. Irvine Jacobson. Christmas craft leader training
WWI AUXILIARY
Participating were the Mmss. meeting to be held Dec. 3 at
The Ladies Auxiliary to World Rolf Hammer , J. O. Beadle and 1:30 p.m. at Cly-Mar Bowl,
War I Veterans Barracks 1082 Don Rolands, the Rev. Axel Lewiston.
Announcement was made of
will meet Thursday at 7:30 Gummeson and Errol Kindschy.
p.m. at Valley 'View Tower. The Mmes. Amy Kopp and a telelecture to be held Feb. 5
There will be election of offi- Ella Gilbertson were hostesses at 8 p.m. at the Winona Senior
High School. Moire details will
cers.
for the social hour.
be announced at a later date.
._
Hostesses for the meeting
were Mrs. Miller and Mrs.
Plank.
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LAKE CITY, Minn. (Special)
— St. Felix Catholic Church,
Wabasha , was the scene for the
marriage of Carolyn Schmidt
and Lowell Holmgren Oct. 11.
The Rev. John Daly officiated
at the double-ring ceremony
•with Russell Yes's as soloist and
Cheryl Umbehaum, organist , '
Parents, are Mr. and Mrs.
Clarence Schmidt, rural Wabasha, and Mr. and Mrs. Howard
Holmgren of Lake City.
Miss Carol Holmgren the
bridegroom 's sister, was maid
of honor, and : Miss Mary Russell and Miss Sue, Holmgren,
Lake City, the bridegroom's
sister, were bridesmaids. Miss
Connie Schmidt, sister of the
bride, was junior bridesmaid.
Dennis Schmidt , the bride's
brother, was best man. Gerald
Schmidt , brother of the bride,
and Erling Voss, were groomsmen. Ushers were Robert and
Allyn Schmidt , brothers of the
bride. Following the ceremony
a reception was given in the
Wabasha VFW HalL
The bride is a graduate of
Wabasha High School. The
bridegroom , a graduate of Lincoln High School .-Lake City,, is
employed at Gould Engine Parts
Division . Following a trip to
North Shore Drive, the couple will make their home in
Lake City.
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Rushford Legion
Hears Staters
RUSHFORD, Minn. (Special)
—Boy and Girl Staters Mike
Killbury and Mary Jo Miller
gave reports at the meeting of
Murphy-Johnson American Legion Post and Auxiliary last
week. Over 100 attended the dinner and program,
Mrs. Arthur Miller, auxiliary
president, reported that the unit
is over the top with 102 members. Stanley Novlan, adjutant ,
reported 115 paid-up members.
The quota is 130.
Commander Jerry Henze was
master of ceremonies and Henry Jorde led the prayer. A
trumpet trio, Bruce Ferden,
Douglas Klungtfedt and Gregory
Peterson , played.
Mary Jo is the daughter of
Mr. and Mrs . Arthur Miller and
Mike, the son of Mr. and Mrs.
:
Tom Killbury .
SPRING GROVE WMS
SPRING GROVE, Minn . (Special) — The WMS of Calvary
Free Church will meet Thursday at 8 p.m . at the home of
Mrs. Ward Abbott.
HELPING HAND CLUB
TAYLOR, Wis. (Special) The Helping Hand Club will
meet Thursday at 2 p.m. at the
home of Mrs. Nels Berntson.
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GALESVILLE AUXILIARY
GALESVILLE, Wis . (Special)
— The Rowles McBride Unit of
Post 103 American Legion auxiliary met Wednesday. Among
guests present were Sam Garlick, commander , and county
commander , A r n o l d Thorp,
Blair. Hostesses were the Mmes.
Ella Gilbertson , lone Ekern ,
Robert Docken . Mary Senty
and Leona McKeeth.

j FRAMING !
*

For Gift Giving?

^
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Bring Your Problems to

<

| DURFEY

'{

I PHOTOGRAPHY STUDIO {
177 West 7th St.

t

SALE
DRAPE S

Holiday Belles
by Cinderella *

j
I
I
i

Beautifull y SANITONE drycleaned
and carefully pressed.
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LITTLE I.ACY CROCHET COTTONS . ,, PERKY PARTY
PRINTS , . . AND CHRISTMAS RED DIIESS WITH GOLD
CHAIN LACING . . . ALL FROM CINDERELLA' S YOUNG
FASHIONS COLLECTION FOR CHRISTMAS.
ALSO, NIOW STYLES IN "STOP THE PHKSS" SELECTION
OF FOKTHKL* POLYESTER AND COTTON.
SIZES: FROM 4 TO (5X AND 7 TO 14

from $5 to $13

j
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$100*
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from on« seam to another.

t

'Slightl y higher charge for extra long drapes,
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DISON'S
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Delivery

SelmffW's
,

164 West Third

Go cvarywhere colors.

Sizes: .32 to 3B

A panol is a fabric width
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PER PANEL

Lined $1.25

(top) THE NON-STOP ST. HONORE SHIRT
Limited Edition shirt with double slide pleats , double pockets , doubl e buttoned cuffs .
In de rai-shecr Whisper Crepe of so-easy 65% Dacron® polyester and 35% cotton .

$9

!

$9

;

THE GYPSY LOOK SHIRT
Limite-d Ecllllo ii shirt with fly nwny collar , flowing uypsy sleeves , ruffled cuffs.
In domi-shcer Whisper Crcpo of 65% Dacron® polyester mid 35% cotton . Versatile
colors.
Sizes: :»2 to 311
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DEAR ABBY ;

Eifealdts Receive
PTA Life¦ Membe rship

Little Old Lady

May Be Swinger

Mr, and Mrs. Jack Eifealdt
were presented with a life membership in the Jefferson PTA
Monday evening at the school.
Mrs. John Martin , president ,
presided .
It was announced that there
would be a re-take of pictures
Dec. 1 from 2:30 to 4 p.m. for
those children that were absent
previously. It was also stressed
that pre-school and juni or high
students are welcome.
The measle vaccine will be
administered Dec. 5. Jack
Eifealdt , safety director, gave a
brief presentation on the . topics
the safety committee is working on. There win be a meeting
Thursday at 3:30 in the library
in regard to bus transportation
and safety in general. All interested parents are urged to
attend.
Carrol Lehman, principal of
t h e Washington - Kosciusko
School, and chairman of the
math curriculum committee ,
spoke on the modern math instruction in the Winona Public
Schools. Lehman pointed out
that the purpose of the math
program is to teach math with
understanding and that the
math curriculum committee of
the Winona Public Schools has
set the following goals in an
attempt to improve math instruction: To improve teacher
background in math area; to
build a basic math foundation;
to provide a math program with
limited reading; to emphasize
a; diagnostic approach to math
instruction ; to provide a math
program which will help stimulate a child's thinking, and to
provide sufficient drill neces-

By ABIGAIL VAN BUREN
DEAR ABBY : I am a plain ordinary GI doing his "thing "
in Vietnam. My problem is my motto. This sweet little old
lady has been working as a door-to-door saleslady trying to
earn money to meet me in Sydney, Australia , oh my "B. and
RNow , Abby, don 't get me wrong. I love my mother , but
I really didn 't have in mind spending my "R and R- ' walking
my 50-ydar-old mother around Sydney . I
mean, there are things I'd like to do and
places I would like to go where a sweet
little old lady wouldn 't fit in. Abby, I can
tell from her letters that she has her he"art
set on meeting me.
How can I tell her not to? 7 don't want
to break her hard-working heart. Sign
this...
BEAST
DEAR BEAST: If you honestly think
you'd break your mother 's he*art , then
let her meet you. Little old ladies of 50
are a lot sharper than you think they
Abby
are. She could surprise you, join forces with a middleaged kangaroo , and find herself a couple of jumps ahead
of you.
.
DEAR ABBY : What should a woman do when someone
crowds in ahead of her in a check-out line or at some counter
where there are more custom ers . than cieTks to take their
money? This happened to me again yesterday, and I was
really upset because I was in a hurry. Afterwards, I was
mad at myself for not having had the courage to stand up
for my rights and put the rude woman in . her place. If
I had been determined to say something, what should I
MAD AT ME IN ALBUQUERQUE
. have said?
DEAR MAD: You could have said , "Excuse me, Madame, but I believe I was ahead of you." But one so rude
as to crowd in ahead of another would probabl y have
countered with , "O , no you weren't! I was ahead of
YOU!" You'd have gained nothing but a second attack
of:indignation , so you are better off acting lady-like' and
remaining silent.
DEAR ABBY: Here 's a word to "ATTRACTED" , from
one who has "BEEN THERE" :
Don 't give yourself a moment alone with the man who
attracts you. It works!
I had the best excuse in the world—an impotent husband .
But he 's a fine man and good father. I would never give up
a man with my husband's qualities , and break up "my family
for a passing passion . Believe me, the romantic urge's can
be controlled. The man I once thought so irresistible seems
now to be just another nice-looking man. Nothing more.
VOICE OF EXPERIENCE

LIFE MEMBER SHIP . . . A life membership in the Jefferson PTA was presented to Mr . and Mrs. Jack Eifealdt at the Monday meeting of the group at the school.

Area Dairymen
On State Boa rd
Ewald Gaedy, Houston , Minn.,
and Lester Wiegraffe , Caledonia , Minn., have been certified
as directors of the new 22-rnan
Minnesota . Dairy Board of Directors.
State Commissioner Robert
Carlson will convene the :riew
board at 10:30 a.m. Wednesday,
in the state capitol.
According , to Carlson , ' t h e
board will immediately Jaegin

What's your problem? You 'll feel better if you get
It off your chest. Write* to ABBY, Box 69700, Los Angeles,
Calif., 90069. For a personal reply enclose stamped ,
¦
addressed envelope.

Lincoln PTA
Has Open House
Open house was held Monday
night when the Lincoln PTA
met at the school. Individual
classroom discussions were held
where the teachers explained
their daily programs and the
class objectives were presented.
G u e s t William Eisenbarth
spoke on Cub Scouting.
A short business meeting followed with a coffee hour. Mrs.
Mavis Hcggc's fourth grade won
the room attendance prize,
SEWING CIRCLE
The Sewing Circle of St. Martin 's Lutheran Church will meet
Wednesday at 7:30 p.m . at the
church The Rev. A. U. Deye
will give devotions and Mrs.
Walter Tarras will be hostess.
Mite boxcsCare due.
0I>SON OPEN HOUSE
MABEL , Minn. (Special) Mr. and Mrs. Perlind Olson ,
Mabel , will observe thor 25th
wedding anniversary with an
jpen hou.'io Sunday nl Scheie
Lutheran church from 2 lo 5
o.m. No invitations are bfinp
issued.

Faculty Talent
Show at Chatfield
CHATFIELD , Minn. - The
Chatfield Education Association
is sponsoring a faculty talent
show in the elementary auditorium Thursday. There will be
shows at 7 and at 9. The director is Joseph Thicke. There will
be a variety of presentations
All proceeds of the show will
go to the Chosen Valley Student
Loan Fund , a fund set up to
lend money to graduates of the
school who go on to college or
technical
a n d
vocational
schools . The title of the show
is "Bye Bye Blackboard. "

Thursday Rec ita l
Slated at WSC
The Winona State College Department of Music will present
a student recital Wednesday at
S p.m. at Somsen Auditorium.
Students of Wa|ter Hinds and
Robert Hungerford will participate.
Compositions of 6Uch well
known musicians as Hclnrch
Schultz, G. F. Handel , Mozart ,
John Ireland, Mendelssohn , J.
S. Bach , Ralph Vaughan Wil
liams and Gabriel Faure will be
presented.
Tim public is invited. There
will be no charge ,

FALL FESTIVAL

Sponsored by St. Martin'* Women 's Guild
to ha hold in the

St Martin's School Auditorium
FRIDAY, NOV 21
Luncheon Served 11:00 a.m. to 1:30 p,m.
ADULTS $1.50
•
•
•
•

CHILDREN 75c

Home Bflkcd Goods mid Candy
Hand Made Christmas Ornament.
Candles and Novelty Gilf i
Fish Pond (or the Children

planning a market development] up campsites for the coming
program ' consistent with provi- j camping season were Mr. and
sions of the Dairy Promotion Mrs. Herbert Pagel and Mr.
Act enacted by the 1969 Minne- and Mrs. Tom Raines. A social
sota Legislature.
hour followed the business meet'
' ¦¦
¦
.
ing, with an exchange of game
prizes furnished by members.
President Norman Bublitz presided.
Hosts were Mr. and Mrs.
"Red" Wheeler , Mr; and Mrs.
Thirty-one couples attended William Ramin and Mr. and
the first winter meeting of the Mrs. Bud Kiral.
Sugar Loafers Camping Club
Next meeting will be a ChristMonday evening at Holzinger mas party Dec. 16 at the Paul
Lodge.
Watkins Memorial Methodist
Named to a committee to set Home.

Sugar Loafers
Plan Activities
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The November meeting of Winona County Association for Retarded Children will be devoted to open house in the special
education rooms at WashingtpnKosciusko School . Teachers will
be in their classrooms from
7:30. p ;m. Wednesday to meet
parents and guests, and to dis cuss school activities of special
children in upper elementary
grades. :
A short business meeting
will be held in Room 143 with
Mrs . David Johnston , association president, in charge. Coffee will be served immediately
following the business meeting.
Teachers serving as hostesses
are:. Mrs. James Cole and Mrs.
Charles Tansill from the Day
Activity Center at W-K ; Mrs.
Jean Blaisdcll , Room 220 ; Mrs.
Marcia Drazkowski , Room 203 ,
and Mrs. Delores Evens, Room
154. :

Is 'Silent Majority'
The 'Selfish Maiority'?

ALMA AA CLUB
; ALMA , Wis. — Alma Alcoholics Anonymous Club will hold
an area conference Sunday at
8 p.m. in the American Legion
hall. Quest speaker will be
Maria P. of Des Moines, Iowa;
The public is welcome and refreshments will be served.
There is no charge.

LOS ANGELE S (AP ) - By
appealing to the "silent majority " for support of his, policies,
President Nixon is getting some
bad advice, says the executive
director of the National Urban
League.
"I think the 'silent majority '
is really the 'selfish majority, ' "
Whitney Young Jr. told a news
conference Monday.
"They are the ones who have
made it, " And many who have
made it , he continued , oppose
federal programs to assist those
who haven 't.

CHRISTMAS OPEN HOUSE
GALESVILLE, Wis . (Special)
— A Christmas theme will be
used for the Sunset Gardens
open house Saturday and Sunday at Galesville.
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ROASTING HEMS
FRESH TURKEYS (Order EaHy)

BRAUN.
S0HWEIGER

PORK
LIVER

U*
*

491

291

CHERRY, MINCE
|

BLUEBERRY

CUT A WRAPPED FREE
¦

1

I

J

BANQUET FROZEN

PUMPKIN or MINCE PIES 27c

cm r-t
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——

FROZfN PIE CRUST AVAILABLE
¦
:
¦
¦!
¦
¦

*

1-LB. BAG

lUC 3ALES

'' -

¦

BUTTERED

PEAS & CARROTS

PILLSBURY

10c

Buttermilk BISCUITS 10c

GREEN BEANS - - 10c

HE,

,

NZ STRA NEO

BABY FOOD - - - 10c
3o3 S.ZE WHOLE
BEETS
10c
I
1
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¦
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GRADE "A"
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CAKE MIXES - - - 4/ $1.00
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MIXED FRUIT
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PIG
TAILS
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RIB TIPS
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GUARANTEED TENDER BEEF!

CONFIDENTIAL TO "THE PARENTS OF THE
WIFE" IN VICTORIA, TEXAS : I am sure you mCan
well, but don 't try to talk your daughter into taking back
a husband who "beats her to a bloody pulp ONLY when
he gets drunk." He may get drunk and kill her one day.
Then what will happen to those adorable children? After
1
the husband joins ALCOHOLICS ANONYMOUS and proves
that he can stay off the sauce for a while,. she can give
him another chance.
DEAR ABBY: The letter signed "NO GRANNY," asking
for a snappy com eback for strangers who mistook her child
for her grandchild prompts this letter.
I, too, had a child late in life, (39) and that was MY
problem . I have no snappy comebacks, but I do have a
suggestion :
When my little boy first started school, he brought a
playmate home for lunch. The playmate took one look at
me and said , "Why, you've got white hair just like my grand, ma 's!" Then he turned to my son and asked, "Are you
SURE she's your MOTHER and not your GRANDMA?"
I took the . hint. That Saturday I did something I've
wanted to do for years. I became a honey blond. My husband loved ' it, My son was ecstatic, and my friends asked me
why I hadn 't done it years ago. Sure, it's a lot of trouble, but
it's worth it. And I'm not going to look like a grandma until
NOT READY
I' m good and ready.

From left, Mrs. Thomas Stoltman , Mr. Eifealdt , David Mahlke, school principal and
Mrs. Eifealdt , (Daily News photo) .

sary to master computational
¦
. '; ' . :
skills. ,
Lehman also explained that
the math instruction is not always as effective as we would
like to see it due to "a Tack of
teacher ; background in math
area. Teacher training institutions may require six credits of
math for an elementary education degree. Therefore , the Winona Public Schools have undertaken their most extensive inservice training program ever.
We as parents should be
thankful that we do not always
understand today 's math , he
said, for this indicates change;
There is no greater sin in education than to be satisfied with
what we are presently doing. Improvement necessitates
change.
While coffee was served by
the second grade mothers, an
informal discussion took place
in regard to bus transportation.
The next PTA meeting will be
held in January, at which time
afl parents will be notified .
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The Weather

Alumni Pledge

Support to
St. Mary 's

The Alumni Annual Fund Committee of the Saint Mary 's College Nation al Alumni Board met
Saturday and pledged full support to the $2.5 million firstphase of the college 's $9.3 million Capital Gifts program. .
Committee members were informed of the coordination of
the annual fund , which is used
for the current operations of the
college , with the Capital Gifts
program to be app lied to building construction , the faculty,
WEATHER FORECAST . . . Showers are expected today
through much of the" Midwest, in the Northwest , and alon g and student scholarship endowthe southern Atlantic seaboard. Rain is predicted for .Texas, ment .
The committee unanimously
Oklahom a and Arkansas. Snow flurries are forecast for the
endorsed
the propo sal and called
moving
east
of
colder
weather
is
belt
Great Lakes area. A
for a complete effort on the part
through-the country. (AP Photofax)
of the alumni . in helping Saint
Mary 's reach its objectives. Dr.
Robert Campion , vice president
of the alumni association and
Readings for the 24 hours ending at noon today¦':
chairman of the fund commitMaximum temperature 46, low 29, noon 29, precipitation
tee, said , "This program for
.77. . . ¦
' . . ' . . . : '.' ¦ ¦ Saint Mary 's College is the most
A year ago today:
significant and challenging ac.
High 41, low 32, noon 32, precipitation .09.
tivity undertaken by and with
Normal temperature range for this date 40 to 25. the alumni. We are looking forRecord high 68 in 1941 and 1953, record low 0 in 1872 and .1891. : ward wth great anticipation to
Sun rises tomorrow at 7:06, sets at 4:37.
a successful program."
Attending the meeting were
Dr. Campion , of Lake City,
Minn., Vincent Cashman , Rochester ; Dr. John K. Curran , Minneapolis ; Vernon Dockery, vice
president for development and
public relations at the college,
and Thomas Ruddy, director of
alumni affairs.
New
Qtr.
Full
Last
1st Qtr.
Dec. 9
Dec. 1
Nov. 23
Dec. 15

Local Readings

The D aily Record
At Community
Memorial Hospital
Maternity patient?: J to J:30 and / to
8:30 p.m. (Adults only.)
.
Visitors to a oat'em limited; to two
«t one time
Visiting .'hours: Medical and surgical
patients: 7 to 4 and 7 to 1:30 p.m. (no
children under 15.)

MONDAY
ADMISSIONS
Tracy Halverson , Galesville,
Wis. ' '
Mrs. Mildred Danielson, Fountain City, Wis.
Joseph Glowczewski , Lewis•ton, Minn. Rt. 1.
Mrs . Davd Kinight , 165 Huff
St. .
Peter Kulas, 465 E. Front St.
Mrs. Loyley Seiiert, Cochrane, Wis.
Mrs; John Reinke, Minnesota
City, Minn.
DISCHARGES .
Mrs. Ronald AnderserT and
baby, 722 W. King J5t.
Mrs. Francis Mr ozek ,. ' 456
Mankato Ave.
Bert Gage, Altura , Minn.
Mrs. Warner Buswell and
baby, Stockton , Minn.
Mrs, Mario Dorn and baby,
Lewiston. Minn. Rt, 2.
BIRTHS ELSEWHERE

TUESDAY
NOVEMBER 18, 1969

Two-State Deaths

Winona Funerals

Miss Sarah Nelson
MABEL, Minn. (Special)—
Miss Sarah Nelson , 91, Hesper
Township, died Monday evening
at Tweeten Memorial Hospital ,
Spring Grove.
A lifelong area resident , she
was born May 20, 1878, on a
farm in Hesper Township to
Jocum and Elizabeth Houge
Nelson. She was a member of
Hesper Lutheran Church.
She is survived by five nieces
and nephews. Seven, brothers
and sisters have died.
Funeral services will be at 2
p.m. Friday at Hesper Lutheran Church , the Rev. Virtus Stoffregen offi ciating. Burial will be
in the church cemetery.
Friends may call at Meng is
Funeral Home here starting
Thursday afternoon.

Edward L Casper
Funeral services for Edward
L.. Casper , 1550 W. King St.,
were held Monday evening at
St. Mary 's Catholic Church, the
Rt. Rev. Msgr. Edward Klein
officiating. Burial was in St.
Mary 's Cemetery. ,
Pallbearers were James and
Raymond O'Laughlin, Robert
Northam , Oscar Gerth, Marvin
Douglas and Leonard Karsten.

Reuben E. Coy
INDEPENDENCE , Wis. (Special)—Funeral services for Reuben E. Coy , 84, were held Nov.
10 at the University Congregational Church , Missoula , Mon t ,
the Rev. Robert C. Anderson officiating. Cremation followed
and burial was in Greenwood
Cemetery, Independence. He
died Nov. 7 at Missoula.
He was born March 23, 1885,
at Independence, leaving here in
1902 for Montana. He was airport manager at Missoula , county commissioner, civic leader,
and Mountain Bell district manager. He married Sarah Schaifner of Independence.
His wife and one son have
died. :

Ole M. Hanson
Funeral services for Ole M.
Hanson , 70, were held Nov ; 10
at the Roberts Funeral Home
at Orange Springs, Fla., the
Rev. Bledsoe ol First Methodist
Church of Ocala officiating. The
body was cremated.
A memorial service was conducted by the Rev. John White
of the Orange Springs Community Church at the C i v i c
Center Nov. 12. The ashes will
be interned at the cemetery at
the Cedar Valley Lutheran
Church. Memorials were given
to the Shrine Hospital for
Crippled Children.
He died Nov. 6 at his home
at Orange Springs of a heart
attack .:
He was born May 13, 1899,
at Homer. He married Christine
Kratz Nov. 6, 1926. On the night
of his death he was elected
president of the Civic Club. He
was active in civic affairs, a
member of the cemetery board ,
and a member of Winona
Lodge No. 18, AF & AM , and
the Winona Scottish Rite bodies. . . . • - . .
Survivors are: His wife; two
daughters , D o r o t h y , Orange
Springs, and Mrs. Abraham
(Sue) Choz, Kailua , Hawaii;
one son, Noel O. Los Angeles ,
Calif ., and seven grandchildren.

State Highway
Toll Stands
68 Beneath '68

By THE ASSOCIATED PRESS
Two Minnesotans died in separate traffic accidents Monday,
raising the state's 1969 road toil
to 862. That compared with the
year-ago total of 930. .
Mrs. Hattie Husnik, 72, of the
Twin City suburb of Circle
Pines,. was inju red fatally in a
headon automobile collision
Monday evening, The accident
happened on U; S. Highway 8
near Lino Lakes, in Anoka County. ,-. Mrs . Husnik was a passenger
in the car driven by Leo
Schoelter, 89, a boarder in the
Husnik home. Schoeller, critically injured , was hospitalized at
Fridley. The seond driver ,
Lowell Gregerson , 36, Forest
Lake, Minn., was treated at a
hospital and released.
Wilford Zens, 53, a farmer of
the Tracy area , was killed in a
tractor accident on a L y o n
County road four miles north of
Tracy. Authorities said the trator Zens was driving skidded on
the icy road and overturned ,
crushing the farmer.

KENNEDY

(Contlnned From Page 1)
rocket, bases when ' . the craft exploded.
Edward , the youngest and
only surviving son , had a close
brush with death June 19, .1964,
in a plane crash . His back Avas
broken , but he recovered after
a six-month stay in hospitals..
Tragedy of another sort hit
the family, last summer when a
car driven by Edward plunged!
into a tidal pond on Chappaquiddick Island off the Massachusetts coast and Mary Jo Kopechne , 28, of Washington, a
former secretary of Robert,
drowned.
The accident and its repercussions clouded the political future
of the senator, who did not report the mishap for more than
eight hours ana who was given
a two-month suspended sentence for leaving the scene of an
accident.
One of the five daughters born
to Kennedy and the former Hose
Fitzgerald of Boston also died
violently/ Mrs. Kathleen Kennedy Haartinglon perished with
three others in a plane crash in
France in May, 1948.
Born in East Boston Sept. €,
1888, to moderately wealthy parents , Kennedy attended Catholic
schools as a youngster.
It was said that when he was
graduated from Harvard College in . 1912, he expressed the
ambition to be a millionaire by
the time he was 35. He made his
firs t million well before he
reached that age.
With borrowed money, h«
gained control . of Columbia
Trust Co. and became its president at age 25.
He branched out, deriving his
fortune not only from banking
but also the stock market , real
estate, the sale of liquor and interests in motion pictures and
movie houses.
Kennedy met President-to-be
Franklin D . Roosevelt in 1917
and a lasting
friendshi p re¦
sulted. .' :¦ ¦
During the Roosevelt administration Kennedy served on both
the Securities Exchange COITIT
mission and later the Maritime
Commission , and was U.S. am- ;
bassador to the Court of St..
James from January, 1938, until
late 1940.
Retiring to private life as a
financier , Kennedy amassed . a
fortune estimated to be worth
between $200 million and $400
million.

RUSHFORD, Minn. — Mr.
and Mrs . Gary Fossen, Fremont , Calif., a daughter,. Monday. Grandparents are Mr. and
Mrs. Clarence Niggle, Rushford , and Mr. and Mrs. Gordon
Fossen, 885 37th ^Ve., GoodNAHA, Okinawa (AP) _
view. : ¦¦;
Small skirmishes between poETIRICK , Wis. (Special >—
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Hope to Overcome Apollo 11 Error
(Continued From Page 1)

Using new procedures , the astronauts hope to overcome the
four- mile landing error of Apollo 11 last July and park close to
a 600-foot-wide crater which is
the home of an unmanned Surveyor spacecraft which softlanded on the moon 2V4 years
ago.
The stage was set for man's
second attempt to land on the
moon at 9:47 p.m. Monday
night when Conrad, Gordon and
Bean triggered Yankee Clipper's big engine on the lunar
backside and swept into an initial orbit ranging frorh. 72 to 194
miles above the surface.
It wasn't until 18 minutes
later , when A p o l l o 12 reappeared around the edge of the
Bioon, that orbit was confirmed.
Conrad's voice broke the silence. "Yankee Clipper with Intrepid In tow has arrived oh
time.
"I guess that- like everyone
else who has just arrived , the
three of us are plastered to the
windows just looking," he added."For naval troops, it doesn't
look like a very good place to
pull liberty, though. "
All three pilots are Navy commanders.
They looked at the battered

surface and described the color
as "sort of very jigh t concrete."
"In fact ," said Bean, "if 1
wanted to look at something
that I thought was about the
same color as the moon, I'd go
but and look ' at.nyy driveway."Later, over the Sea of Fertility, Bean described the landscape as "just a slightly darker
gray—looks like the beach sand
down at Galveston whenever it's
wet/'
Mission Control joked ; "Okaj,
we had a team of geologists
checking your driveway. We'll
send them to Galveston now."
Perfection of the pinpoint
landing is a major goal of the

Former Winonan
Injured in Fall
Mrs. Lucy Miller, San Francisco , -Calif., former Winonan ,
is confined to Callison Memorial
Hospital, San Francisco, with a
broken hip received when she
stumbled oyer the" cord for an
electric/ heating ' pad in h e r
home.
She underwent surgery Thursday morning. .
Her sister , Florence Sterbenz ,
was just release'd from Community Memorial Hospital , Winona , Saturday.

mission, to provide confidence
for future Apollo-crews who will
attempt to fly into craters and
rugged highlands where there is
little margin for error.
A major reason for Apollo ll's
four-mile miss was the quick
disconnection of the lander from
the command ship. It was made
by the lunar module's jet thrusters and was in the direction of
flight , .changing the orbital path
slightly.
Conrad and Bean will separate while the two craft are
perpendicular to the moon's surface. They will not use the
thrusters but will gently slide
out until three latches take hold
at the end of the docking arrow.
The latches then will be retracted and the command ship
backed away by Gordon.
On Apollo 11, Neil A. Armstrong and Edwin E. Aldrin began their landing approach with
tracking information in their
on-board computer outdated by
two orbits , about four hours. On
Apollo 12, mission control will
feed the astronauts the latest
tracking data just before they
start down .
During 31"2 hours on the
moon , Conrad and Bean plan
two walks totaling seven hours:
The first 3% hour excursion is

Black Marketeers Make
Big Money: Ribicoff
WASHINGTON (AP) - Sen.
Abraham Ribicoff says black
marketeers have made more
than $1 billion by illegal manipulation of U.S. and South Vietnamese currencies .
The situation involves a criminal syndicate, is international in
scope and has hurt seriously the
American attempt to shore up
the South Vietnamese money ,
the Connecticut Democrat said
prior to his investigations subcommittee opening public hearings today into the illegal racket ' '
Ribicoff said the illegal money market involves federal employes, members of the U.S.
armed forces, government-affiliated . contractors , American
businessmen, South Vietnamese
citizens and nationals of other
countries.

Hong Kong banks totaling about
$360 million over the last five
years.
The hearings are the second
phase of an . extensive on-thescene probe by staff investigators over the last year.
The first phase dealt mainly
with a small group of senior
noncommissioned officers ; accused of raking . hundreds of
thousands oj|.^Uars from NCJ).
clubs irf Germany'; ' the UmtSo"
States and South Vietnam .
Large profits are possible in
illegal money operations in Vietnam , subcommittee, aides said,
because of \ the substantial
difference in legal and Illegal
exchange rates.
The official exchange rate is
118 South Vietnamese piasters
to the dollar.
The black market rate is
usually 170 piasters to the dollar
He said witnesses will give ev- and ; has, reached 200, investigaidence on specific illegal money tors reported.
dealings through American and Ribicoff said the currency

manipulation racket has done
serious damage to the South
Vietnamese economy, has made
more difficult the fight against
inflation and has reduced the effect of the American AID program.

In earlier hearin gs, witnesses
pointed to William O. Wooldridge, former sergeant major of
the Army, as a leader of a small
bard of sergeants that profited
from a wide rarfg#pf"illegaractivities at the clubs they.«?an. ;-;;
Other witnesses alleged that
Maj. Gen. Carl C. Turner , while
provost marshal general of the
Army, shielded Wooldridge
from his own investigators.
The Army has stripped
Wooldridge and Turner of the
Distinguished Service Medals
previously awarded them. And
Wooldridge, still on active duty
in New Mexico, was, stricken
from the list of command sergeant majors.

Willmar to Cancel Fire
Protectionat Hospital

set for 5:02 a.m. Wednesday,
the second for 11:32 p.m. Wednesday. Much of the activity is
to be relayed to earth by live
color television.
By GERRY NELSON
They'll set up a sophisticated
set of scientific instruments EDINBURGH , Scotland (AP)
ST. PAUL (AP - Willmar
powered by a nuclear generator — Art teacher Rosemary Cat- city officials told the state exwhich must be handled careful- trell didn 't like the painting she ecutive council Monday that
ly because it has a radioactive inherited from an uncle, so she they will cancel fire protection
element. Then they'll carefully decided to sell it to raise $48 for for Willmar State Hospital on
Thursday;
document and collect about 50
pounds of rocks, another treas- deposit on a used car.
The decision , an effort to
The auctioneers, Sotheby 's, bring the hospital grounds into
ure for scientists.
took a look at the painting, "The
The two spacemen also hope Temptation of Eve" and told the cjty, may be rescinded ,
to make 'a tricky descent 150 Mrs. Cattrell it was worth about however, when the Willmar city
meets Wednesday night.
feet down a sloping crater wall $100,000. A spokesman said the council
;
to inspect the Surveyor and clip work , by 16th-century German The city threat has prompted
off parts for examination back master Hans Balung, is "one of the hospital to purchase a second-hand fire truck to provide
on earth.
the major art discoveries since protection for some 630
Liftoff from the moon is World War II." It will be auc- and 350 staff members.:patients
scheduled for 8:23 a.m. Thurs- tioned Dec. 3.
Willmar city officials t o l d
day. After rejoining Gordon in
the command ship, the astroGov. Harold LeVahder and othROLL
er members of . the executive
nauts will spend an extra day in BLAIR HONOR
(Special)
Wis.
BLAIR,
council they want the hospital
lunar orbit photographing future Named to the honor roll at
Apollo landing sites in the high- Blair ; High School for the first land within the city so it can be
lands near the craters Fra Mau- quarter were Thomas Dahlby , included in long-range planning.
ro, Descartes and LaLande. Linda Johnson. William Har- If the hospital is annexed to
They are to splash down in the meyer and James Hoff , seniors; the city, about $12,000 a year in
tax re venues will go into city
Pacific Ocean next Monday.
Jan David , Dwight Frederixon , coffers because the hospital popKerry Jacobson, David Mc ulation will be counted as city
Farland and Dan Molstad , residents.
DFL Can did ate
juniors : Ann Legrcid, Gordon
"I can 't escape the conclusion
Shay, Susan Thorp, Red Turk that getting the $12,000 is upFor Governor
and Rosalie Anderegg, sopho- permost in the . minds of the
mores, and Jimmy Davis , Rosa Willmar city council , " LeVanHere Toni g ht
Mathson and Debra Duffield , der said.. . .
freshmen.
The governor asked the; city
A Dernocratic-Farmer-Labor
candidate for governor, David
DENNIS THE MENACE
Graven , will meet party members and the public in Winona rr"""""" ™""™"^TrrarawffWTTETJ ^^^TWTsrvr "!
this evening, local DFL sources
said today.
Graven, a. University of Minnesota law professor, announced Monday that he wifl seek
the DFL endorsement and
nomination. In 1962 Graven was
the DFL candidate for Congress
in the 1st District. He was defeated by Cong. Albert Quie.
Graven will attend a dinner
of party officers and workers
at Linahan 's Restaurant, beginning at 6 p.m. .
At 8 p.m. he will speak at
a meeting of the Winona County DFL central committee at
the Labor Temple. Party
sources said the meetinjg is open
to the interested publiec-.
'
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officials to extend fire protection to the hospital until a determination is reached , but Willmar Mayor Ray Pederson declined to make any promises.
Pederson noted he bad twice
extended an earlier deadline of
Nov. 5, It appeared a hint the
city might relent.
State Rep. Wallace Gustafson
and Willmar City Atty . Ron Anderson charged the state Department of Administration had
not cooperated with the city. Anderson said the city had tried to
increase sewer charges to the
hospital but got no response
from Administration Commissioner Rolland F. Hatfield.

GRIN AND BEAR IT

Report Decteaise in Sheep, Lamb Raising
WASHINGTON (AP) - There
were 1,551,000 sheep and lambs
being fed for slaughter in the
seven major producing states on
Nov. 1, a decrease of 4 per cent
from a year earlier , says the
Agriculture Department.
Iowa, Nebraska , Kansas and
California reported increases
from a year earlier, while Colorado, South Dakota and Texas
had fewer.
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".,. And that ' s as far as the home movie record of our little
junior goes!"
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By Al Capp

By Alex Kobrky

APARTMENT 3-G
By Parker and Hart
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REX MORGAN, M.D.

By Bud Blakfl
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PHILADELPHIA (AP) — The
Liberty Bell, last moved from
Independence Hall in 1777 because the British were coming,
might be moved again because
the tourists are corning.
Plans for the move were disclosed Monday by Arthur Kaufman , chairman of the Independence National Park Advisory
Committee, and Chester Brooks,
superintendent of the federal
park.
Although their plans differ,
their motives are the same: to
shift it to a site where more visitors can see it during the 1976
bicentennial celebration.

By Saunders and Ernst

MARY WORTH

.

Tourists May
Cause Liberty
Bel! to Be Moved

"Somebody over in the Department of Administration isn't
answering the mail," Gustafson
said.
The meeting resulted in an executive council pledge, that state
fees for fire protection and sewer services would be renegotiated while the annexation question remains under study.
Atty. Gen. Douglas Head also
said he will issue an opinion on
whether the city could reap the
population-related tax ; benefits
at any .time, or whether annexation would have to occur be-

LI'L ABNER

.

fore Jan. l to gain the windfall.
Head and State Auditor William J. O'Brien said it appeared the city could make a good
case for annexation , but both
protested the city 's method.
"What T object to is confrontation and a less-than-orderiy
procedure," O'Brien said.
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By Ernie Busfimiller

NANCY

'Old Painting '
Really by Balung,
Worth $100,000
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Parseghian Overj oyed About Bowl Decision

Notre Dame is noted for its
football trad itions—the '. F our
Horsemen , the fabled Knute
Rockne , "win one for the Clipper —but Irish Coach . Ara Parseghian is turning himself . inside
out with joy over the school' s
latest bit of 'tradition-shatterin g;
"I've waited 20 years to go to
a bowl game so this is qgite a
day for me. " he chirped after
the college snapped a 44-ycar
ban on post-season games and
agreed Monday to play in the
Cotton Bowl at Dallas Jan . 1.
"I think a precedent now has
been set and.if we have good
ranking and receive bids we can
go to a bowl game every year ,;'
he added.

Texas or Arkansas , both 90 .
No. 2 Texas and No. 3 Arkansas square off at Fayetteville ,
Ark. , for the title Dec. 6. The
loser , will play No. 13 Mississippi , which stunned previously unbeaten Tennessee 38-o last Saturday, in Ihe Sugar Bowl at
New Orleans.
Most of the major bowl
matchups were quickly settled
Monday shortly after the passing of the ll a.m. CST deadline
imposed by the NCAA, .
' No . 4 Penn State , 8-0, was
paired against No . 7 Missouri ,
8-1 and co-leader of the Big
Eight , in the Orange Bowl aj,
Miami , and . No-. 9 Tennessee
agreed lo play No. 15 Forida ,
7-1-1. in the Gator Bowl at Jack-.
sonville , Fla.. Dec. 27.

Notre Danic , ranked No. S i n
The Associated Press ' latest
poll, will play the . Southwest
The Hose Bowl , the /granddad?
Conference champion , eithei dv of them all , won 't be firmed
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HAD HIS DAY . . . Minnesota Viking punter and third
string quarterback Bob Lee had his finest day as a Viking
Sunday against the Green Bay Packers, when he punted six
times and averaged 47 yards per punt. Lee's counterpart
Sunday, Donny Anderson punted five times for a 36 yard
per punt average. . The" Vikings edged the Packers 9-7.
(Daily News photo)

Punter Lee

Had His Day

MINNEAPOLIS i.<P>- Bob Lee,
the Minnesota Vikings punter
and third quarterback , had his
top day as a kicker Sunday
against Green Bay, averaging
nearly 47 yards per punt.
But Lee's performance was
overshadowed by those of Bobby Bryant , Gary Cuozzo , Oscar
Reed and Dave Osborri . '
The second-year man from
San Francisco State was on the
Vikings taxi squad last season
but moved up to the 40-raan roster when Minnesota released
King Hill in September .
Lee has responded , booting for
a 41 yard average , and kept
runbacks at a minimum with
high booming ; kicks with the
wind and long, low, away-fromthe-returners punts against the
breeze. ' .'
The 23-year-old , who began his
career in sports by doing locker
room interviews for his father
and The Associated Press in his
early teens , has been a kicker
since his sophomore year in
high , school .
But with Hill doing the punting a year ago, Lee learned the
basics of professional quarter-

backing on the cab squad.
"After not punting last year,
it took me awhile to get sharp, "
Lee said . "I fell more relaxed
now and am punting better because I'm able to concentrate
better."
Lee says the most important
factor in punting "is the drop of
the ball when your hands release it. "
Against the Packers Sunday,
he said he tried "to keep the
punt low so it will slice through
the wind and not lose any distance."
Minnesota returns to the practice field today to begin prepar
rations for two games, against
Pittsburgh this Sunday and
against Detroit a week from
Thursday on Thanksgiving.
The Stealers, though only 1-8,
bring two of the finest rookies in
the league into Sunday 's game;
quarterback Terry Hanratty and
halfback and defensive safety
LeRoy Keyes.
Keyes and Hanratty were 2-3
in last year 's. Heisman Trophy
balloting behind O. J. Simpson.

Johnnies Accept
Bowl Invitation

EXCELSIOR SPRINGS , Mo.
(AP ) — Once-beaten St. John 's
University
of
Collegeville,
Minn., Monday accepted an invitation to play in the Nov. 2!)
Mineral Water Bowl here .
St. John 's will play an as-ofyet unnamed opponent , probably Western Illinois of Macomb ,
111. Western Illinois received the
second invitation Monday but
the university 's facult y musi approve the participation.
The Johnnies finished with a
7-1-1 record and were second in
the Minnesota Intercollegiate
Conference to Concordia , which
was undefeated in nine games
this season.
Rev. Coleman Barry, St.
John 's president , wired acceptance to the bid Monday after the
bowl appearance was approved
by the university 's administrative council.
It will be the Johnnies ' fifth
bowl appearance in seven years.
Thus far St . John 's has won all
four o( ils previous bowl games.
In UliiH , the Johnnies defeated
both Emporia Stale and Prairie
View A&M lo capture the NAIA
playoff bowl crown,
In l,%5, St. John 's repented ,
scoring wins over West Virginia
State nnd Linfield , Ore ., in Ihe
NAIA playoffs .
¦

LANCE RENTZEL
Joey's Favorite

League

bearings

¦' :¦

Southeastern Conference—and
Nebraska , the other co-leader in
the Bi g Eight , gobbled up lesser
bowl bids.
No. 11 Auburn , 7-2, will play
Houston , 6-2, in the Astro-Bluebonnet Bowl at Houston Dec. 31;
Alabama , 6-3, will be the host
team in the Liberty Bowl at
Memphis Dec. 13 against the
winner ot Saturday 's Kansas
Auburn, Georgia and Ala- State-Colorado game and No. 17
bama—all from the . talent-rich Nebraska , 7-2, takes on Georgia ,
5-3-1, in the Sun Bowl at El
Paso, Tex , Dec. 20.
South Carolina , 6-3, the Atlanlic Coast Conference champion ,
will play in the Peach Bowl at
Atlanta Dec. 30. No. 10 Louisiana State, shut out by the glamour bowls despite a gaudy 9-1
record , has been mentioned as a
possible foe.
But Coach Charlie McClendon
TUESDAY , NOV. 18, 1969
of the left out Tigers said:
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M I N N E A P. O L I S
(AP) — The Minnesota North
Stars begin a three games in
four days National Hockey
League schedule Wednesday
night that might see the Stars
jump into first place in the West
Division.
The Stars host the Oakland
Seals Wednesday night , then
journey to St. Louis Thursday
night and return home against
Los Angeles Saturday night.
The North Stars are currently
in second place in the West , two
points behind the Blues who
have played one more game
than Minnesota.
Minnesota is the only club
playing .500 hockey in the West ,
having six wins , six losses and
two ties in- 14 games.- The Blues
are.5-6-4 in 15 contests; .

eyes Saturday and a victory
would¦ assure the Wolverines the
' . . -' '
trip.
Even a creditable performance against the Buckeyes
would probabl y send Michigan
to the bowl because the league's
other top candidate , No. 17 Pardue , was walloped by the Bucks
42-14 last weekend.

-V

are so mad
"Right now our boys
¦
and despondent ¦ I don 't think
they would even accept a bid to
the Rose Bowl."
Notre Dame is making its
first postseason appearance
since the famed Four Horsemen
& Co. defeated Stanford 27-10 in
the 1925 Rose Bowl.
Money was the prime reason
for lifting the ban. The Irish will
probabl y get around $350,000
from the game , and school officials said it will be used to finance minority student programs and scholarships. .
Penn State, the pride of the
East , is making its second
straight visit to the Orange
Bowl. The Nittany . Lions escaped with a 15-14 victory over
Kansas last New Year 's Night
in the famous 12th man on tha
field incident.
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ConsumerRep orts
Tested35
Beers

Hamrri's rates No. 1
among beers Arnericans like best
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Bucs Bafter
Pittsburg h
By THE ASSOCIATED PRESS
The New Orleans Buccaneers ,
aided by a dry Pittsburgh second quarter , sailed into first
place in the American Basketball Association 's Western Division Monday night.
The Bucs battered the Pittsburgh Pipers 115-109 to take a
one-half game lead oyer idle
Los Angeles. W a s h i n g t o n
missed a chance to tie for; second by losing 137-120 to Kentucky in the only other ABA
game.. ;
; There were no NBA games
scheduled.
Jimmy Jones and Jackie
MoreJand were high scorers for
New Orleans with 22 points each
but the Pipers ' Tom Washingt on
led all scorers with 24.
The Bucs zoomed ahead in the
second quarter after Pittsburgh
went 7'/2 minutes without a field
goal. The Pipers tallied onl y 13
points in that period and never
caught up. New Orleans now is
10-7 and Pittsburgh fi-8 .
The Colonels led by as many
as 24 points in overpowering
Washington , which.slipp ed lo a
game off tho pace . Kentucky
moved to within (wo games (if
Indiana , front-r unn ers in the
East.
Kentucky 's Dairol Carr ier
was 4-for-4 in three-point field
goal attempts and led all scorers with 110 points. Mike Ba rr ett
was high for the Caps wilii Uli .
Kentuck y now is 11-4 and
Washington , 9-8 .
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Joey Heatherton
Loves Football

NEW YORK (AP ) - Joey
lleatherton says she almost
jumps out of her skin from excitement when hubby Lance
Rent/.el reaches for a pass and
she confesses she thinks-Joe Namath is "groovy. "
But guards and tackles completely confuse her.
'"Th ey just knock each oilier
down and get up nnd do it
again ," added the spicy little
star of television and screen.

The enrvncioiiK actress , nttired
in black mini-skirt and
WEDNESDAY 'S GAMES
form-fitting black jierscy, rested
Detroit ,il Montreal.
LOi AnuHL-s, ¦ nl Toronto ,
her blonde bend on Hent/.el's
New York a I Chlcnnn,
shoulder today in the couple's
St. Louis nl 'Plltsburqh.
Oihlaiid «l Mjmii'soln.
plush Central Park West apartment and talked about her first
year as wife of n bi g time pro
football player.
OOBEIL HAS OVER 1,000 ,000
"I love it ," ship said. "It' s just
ITEMS IN MINNEAPOLIS STOCK
like the movies. ' '
Joey, who flits between Holly¦
Olt- ITr. Porous Bronze Self
wood and New York for televiLubricitiHE llnarinRS and
Bar Stock.
sion appearances nnd slips off
¦
Rulon TEFLON lmpr(t|;oaton weekends to watch Lance
nl standard Stock BcarinRs play for the Dallas Cowboys,
1000 liiiif; inori' w«ir r<>si«,icamic lo New York for the pre.ml thiin ordiii.iiv T( I .
mier of "The Ballad of Andy
¦
SAE 560 Gnniir.H ruipone
Civil I
! I on/i' riiiisliorf nr>»rCrocker ," Ihe Movie of (lie
iiill'. and n.irs.
Week
on ABC-TV tonight , 7:30
¦
TRIANGLE HEARINGS CST. Joey has the feto
ft
p.m.,
Sell .ili|!t)iHR p i l l o w - b l o c k s
male lend .
Willi porous hmitid insert!. .
Rentzol , Ihe (i-2 , 200-pound
3rirn.il M.u hinniR A, dioovlri c Avnllahta
W Rill , Willi on PUQNE
wide receiver of Ihe Cowboys ,
flew into town for n day prior lo
^^_zf l-rl BMrnriTnTrBij l /-liPfflrw^B rejoining his males in preparation for Sunday 's buttle against
the unbentcn Rams in I-os Angeles .

Nat'l Hockey

North Stars
Host Oakland

up until this weekend.
No. 5 Southern California , 8-01, meets No. 6 UCLA, 8-0-1 Saturday for the Pacific—S championship and the host spot in
the .Rose Bowl.
Top-ranked Ohio State , which
already has clinched a share of
the Big Ten championship, is
barred from a repeat visit to
Pasadena because of the
league's no-repeat rule. No. 12
Michigan , 7-2, plays the Buck-

"I'll just hiippei) lo lie on (lie
West Coast that , day, " Joey said
with a knowing wink . She always just happens to be w here
the Cowboys are playing.
"I' ve seen most of La nce 's
games ," Joey added . "At first , 1
got so excited that 1 squealed
and screamed. It affected my
voice. Now I jum p up and down
and limit myself to applauding. "
Miss Heathcrton , whose :i7- '.»034 figure and sensuous bou nty
have had critics compare her
with the late Marilyn Monr oe ,
said she met Rentzol while filming tho ABC-TV niovk' in I lollywood.
"I began dating him in January. We married in A pril ," she
snid. "Since then , I' ve become
a real football fan. 1 gel nervous sometimes when I,unci• is
hit hard. Hut he alwavs giels up.
"I think tho pretties t play in
football is the pass. When I -iinee
entches one , it' s a show stun per. "
Joey said she had met the
Jets ' Nninalh and had found
him fascinating.
"When Ihe Jets p layvil an ex
hibilion earlier this year in hnllas , Namalh didn 't ' play, " she
said. "Hul he came out on Hie
field in Hint mod suit of his ,m<l
long sideburns and prunced
around like a prince . Kveiyboily
booed him.
"Namalh didn 't sevm lo care .
He just kepi prancing arrogantly. He 's the Sinatra of footba ll. "
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Several Teams in Contention in Centennial
Last year the Centennial
Conference race went down
to the wire with four teams
all bunched rip around the
top of the standings.
And again this year the
race for the crown should
be ju st as tough as last
year. Elgin, winner of the
title last year figures to be
in contention again this
year.
The Watchmen only finished a game ahead of Wabasha and Randolph and
only two games ahead of
fourth place finisher Goodhue. Fred Lorentson and
Dave Phipps return, this
season and the one-two
combination should cany
the Watchmen again this
season.
Wabasha may run into
some trouble this year, with
the loss of eight seniors
from last year's squad and
the return of only four Iettermen and ten upper
classmen.
Dick Loretz will sorely
miss Jim Malone, who
spearheaded the Indian attack , but will have to rely
on Rube Schruhammer 6-4

center and tallest man on
the squad.
Randolph finished in a tie
with Wabasha for second
place in the previous year
of basketball play in the
conference and this was due
to the tough defense the.
small Rocket used last year.
Randolph will have to depend on defense again this
year as the Rockets are
again small this year.
Goodhue, which ended at
the bottom of the four way
scramble for the crown is
again a contender in this
year 's race. Lack of height
may hurt the Wildcats , but
seven returning lettermen
add depth to all but the center position . This,may help
the Cats as they go into the
tough final two weeks of
conference play.
Mazeppa enters the season with a new coach and
hopes of being a dark
horse contender in the . alread y mixed up conference
race. Two high scoring
guards Kent Kerkhoff and
Larry Van De Walker return this year and give all
the more reason for coach
Maurice Anderson to expect

this year to be one of promise.
This year again brings a
year of wait and hope for
Hilltoppers from the school
of the Faribault Deaf. The
Hilltoppers finished last
in the conference last year
and won only one game in
the eleven started. The outlook does not look any better this year and the Hilltoppers should be a team
that the leaders will fatten
up on.
ELGIN
Last year the Watchmen
finished first in the Centennial Conference and bad
an overall 14-5 mark. This
year coach Vera Lorentson has twelve returning
lettermen with last year's
leading scorer Fred Lorentson being amongst the
returnics.
Lorentson 5-11 will team
up with Kevin Segrud 5-11
or Larry Brown at the
guard position ; Dave Phipps
6-0 will again be at his forward spot while . Damian
Schleicher; 5-11% and Kim
Segrud 6-0 will battle for
the other forward's position, The center slot will

also be up for grabs between Terry Engler 6-1 and
Duane Kautz 6-4.
Lorentson feels that the
Centennial race will again
be tough with Goodhue, Wabasha , and Randolph all
having good clubs; and excellent chances.
RANDOLPH
The Randolph Rockets
figure to be in the thick of
things . again this winter.
Coach Ed Jones has five
returning lettermen and a
fine list of prospects. "Randolph should be in a fourway fight for the championship . . . but injuries could
present a problem. Prospects Burford Faust and
Gary Otte are both questionable after receiving injuries during the football
season. .
Faust 5-9 and Otte 5-3
would have ' been; challenihg each other for the starting guard position along
with letterman Glen Otte
5-6. Steve Gergen 6-1 and
Steve Winchell 6-2 seem to
have the forward slots all
sewed up. Steve Pressnall
6-0 will be used as a backup man. Steve Ista 6-0 is

returning at center, with
Dick Wihchell 6-0 posing a
problem for him.
The Rockets will see if
they are really in contention as they meet Gooddue, Elgin, and Wabasha in
three of their first four conference games; .
WABASHA
Lack of numbers in the
upper class and only four
returning lettermen poses
a real problem for coach
Duke Loretz. No longer
does he have the services
of Jim Malone outstanding
in not only the conference
but also in the area. Eight
seniors graduated last year
and only seven seniors and
three juniors are on the returning squad with only one
of those being over six
foot. '
• Mike Kasper 5-10 returns
at one guard with Gary
Glomski 5-10 arid Neil Kennebeck 5-9 fighting for the
other guard spot. There
should be no problem at the
forward position with returning l e t t e r men Bob
Scheel 510, Jeff Plank 5-11
and Kim Koening 5-11 all

battling for a starting position. The only tall man on
the squad is 6-4 center
Rube Schruhammer. But he
is inexperienced and will
have to pick up where Malone left off.
"Because of a lack of
height we will have to concentrate on defense," said
Loretz." It will be another
great race this season with
three or four clubs fighting for the crown."
GOODHUE
Wildlcat c o a c h . Pat
Schleeter goes into the
1969-70 basketball season
with a fine nucleus of returning lettermen but an
overall general lack of
height , which he feels will
hurt the Wildcats in their
chances in the race for the
conference crown.
Of the returning seven
letterme nonly Chuck Benda goes over the six foot
mark , at 6-1. Benda , who
should start at the center
slot, will be flanked by three
outstanding forwards in
Dan Ryan 5-11, Lee Lodermeier 5-11, and Dick Lodermeier 5-10, who is only a

Nett Has Two Lettermen
By HOWARD LESTRUD
Daily News Sports Editor
"We'll have to scratch for. everything we can get during
the 1969-70 season, " so says John Nett, head basketball
coach at Winona Cotter.
Only two lettermen return to the fold this season. They
are lone regular Tom Browne , 6-0 senior guard , and Fritz
Speck, 6-0 senior forward-center.
The Ramblers finished 11-11 overall last season and reeled
off a 9-7 mark during their first shot at Central Catholic
Conference play.
Browne has been elected the team captain for the upcoming season and must be the "team. leader and/playmaker "
on the court, Nett says.
Nett's Rambler crew opens the season Saturday playing
in the Winona State Cagers Club-sponsored Triple Header.
Cotter , meets Rushford in the final game of the night , a 9
p.m. contest. Nett will take his team against a team coached
by a former player of his, Mike Jeresek . Jeresek is a 1963
graduate of Cotter High School.
Nett currently has 1? candidates on the varsity squad.
Some of the promising prospects include: Mike O'Brien , 6-2
senior forward ; Gary Stolpa , 6-1 senior forward ; Don Roller,
6-0 senior ; Steve Wiczek , 6-4 senior and juniors Mike Schultz
(6-0) , Jim Nelson (6-0) , Steve Wltgente-O), John Orzechow-

ski (6-1) , Casey Burke (6-2) and Tom Haun (6-1);
The Ramblers will again use a pressuring man to man
defense and must continue to apply pressure, Nett says;
"Because we won't be able to combat the teams on the
board s as weir with our inferior height."
Favorites for the CCC title this season will be St; Paul
Cretin and St. Thomas , Nett predicted. St . Thomas owns a
6-10 sophomore center.
Following St. Paul Cretin and St. Thomas , Nett says
St. Louis Park Benilde, Austin PaceTli and Minneapolis De
La Salle will be teams to watch.
"Our plans right now are pretty much up in the air
but as the season progresses we should be all right ," Nett
said . "We are in a position where we won't be able to make
too many mistakes in any one game ."
Cotter's involvement in the Triple Header marks the first
time that a Winona team has participated in the special
basketball feature. "It gives us a chance to perform on a
bigger floor, a chance to perform against a good area team
and afeo affords us a chance to play in front of the home
crowd," Nett remarked.
The Ramblers open CCC play Wednesday, Nov . 26 at
West St. Paul Brady. First home conference game at St .
Stan 's gymnasium will be Saturday, Nov. 29, against Cretin.
All home varsity games begin at 8 p.m.

Gilmanton Meets C*FC

The second game of the annual Cagers Club Triple-Header
Saturday niglit at Winona State
College will feature two Wisconsin schools when the Cochrane
Fountain City Pirates face , the
Gilmanton Panthers.
Cochrane-Fountain City has
four returning lettermen from
last year's squad . Returning to

Allen Talks
About Emotion

LOS ANGELES CAP) -'The
biggest thing in winning a football game is getting emotional ," declared Coach George Allen of the undefeated Los Angeles Rams. "If you don't get
emotional , you can 't win. "
With his club boasting a 9-0
record , the only club in pro
football with an unblemished
record , Allen had been asked
at Monday 's Southern California Football Writers meeting if
pressure didn 't mount every
week,
After giving hi .s impressions
of emotionalism , the conch answered , "Yes, every week there
is more pressure."
It becomes acute this week.
On Sunday, the Rams battle the
visiting Dallas Cowboys, 0-1, at
Memorial Coliseum,
Dallas is one of the three
best teams in football ," declared Allen , who didn 't identify the third one but obviously
referred to the Minnesota Viking s , also 8-1, whom the Rams
play here Dec . 7.
"We'll have to play better on
offense and defense and special
loams than we did against Philadelphia . "
Trailing the upset-minded
P-Jaglcs 10-O at halftimc , the
Rams rallied to win 2.1-17 Sunday.

he backcourt for the Pirates
are 5-10 junior guard , Rich.
Ernst and 5-11 senior guard
Dave Peck . Both Peck and
Ernst are good ball handlers
and real hustlers on defense.
Up front, the Pirates will have
6-2 Jerry Baertsch , : 6-2 Dave
Brommerich, and 6-2 Steve Vandermoon. Brommerich has a
good outside shot for a forward
and can hit from, anywhere on
the floor. Baertsch and Vandermoon can both move well under
the basket and are strong rebounders. Over all, the Pirates,
coached lo£ Winona State grad
Dave Sulack7~~ have experience
and good height and rebounding
strength.
Opposing Cochrane - Fountain
City will be Mike De Wrye's
Gilmanton Panthers . Mike is
also a Winona State graduate
where he played two years of
varsity ball . Leading the Panthers will be 6-0 junior , guard

Jack Eieckman and 6-3 junior
center Mark Schultz. Both
Dieckrnan and Schultz were
starters as sophomores last
year. Dieckman averaged 20
points per game and Schultz
11 points per game. John Roffler at 6-1 and Wayne Reidt at
6-0 will give added height.
Bob and Dale Winsand and
Jon Fredrickson will be counted
on for fitting in the other guard
position. All three boys are seniors with Bob Winsand and
Fredrickson measuring in at 5-7
and Dale Winsand at 5-8.
The Panthers will have to go
some to improve on last year's
19-3 conference champions. With
31 points per game returning
in Dieckman and Schultz the
Panthers should have plenty of
scoring punch.
The second game of the
Triple-Header follows the Wabasha-Peterson match and is
scheduled at about 7:30 p.m.

C-FC PIRATES , . . Cochranc-Fountain
City opened its season Friday night with
a triumph over Holnicn and the Pirates are
now setting their sights on Triple-Header opponent Gilmanton Saturday night at Winon a

State College. Shown from left are: Paul
Kujak , Jerry Baertsch , Randy Rohrcr , Davo
Peck , Bruce Hcrold , Dave Kricsel , Tony Auerbeck , Ron Block , Rich Ernst , Jerry McFarlin ,
Steve Vandermoon and Dave Brommerich .

America 's
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CIUY1ANTON PANTHERS . . . Gilmanton 's Panthers begin their attempt to better
their sparkling 17-3 mark of Inst season
when they tangle with the Cochrane-Fountain Cily Pirates at Winona Stale College
Saturday night . Shown from left arc : Front
row — Roy Klingel , Tom Locwenhngen, Dale

Winsand , Bob Winsand , Earl Oilm an and
Jim Glanzmnn . Second row — Coach Mike
De Wyre , Roger Guwlcr.sott , Wayne Reidt ,
Mark Schultz , John Holller , .l ark Di cckmim
and Asst . Coach Hurry DuraiiiVati . Mis sing
is Jon Fredrickso n.

NOVEMBER

51— Wabasha at Lake City"; Zumbrou
al Goodhue* ; Elgin at Peterson-; Pint
Island at Mazeppa" . " ¦
32—Faribault Deaf al Wisconsin Scliool
tor the Deaf*; Houston at Elgin' ; V abasha vs. Peterson al Winona Slate* .
25— Elgin at Maicppa; Randolph at
Faribault Deal.
li—Alma al Goodhue.* ..
DECEMBER .
1—Alma at Wabasha-; Goodhu* at
Wanamingo* ; Dover-Eyota at Elgin' . :
J—Faribault Dea f at Elgin; Mazeppa
it Wabasha; Goodhue at Randolph.
?— Farminglon at Randolph*; Faribault
Deaf at Faribault Bethlehem Academy* .
12—Wabasha at Faribault Deaf; Elgin
It Randolphs Goodhue at Mazeppa.
16— Faribault Bethlehem Academy at
Faribault Deaf* .
16—Maiappa at Arkansaw, Wisconsin* .
19—Wabasha al Goodhue. .
24—Goodhue at Pine Island* ; Plain- .
view Holiday Doublehoador: Elgin vs.
Dover-Eyota*
and Wabasha vs. Plain¦
yleW« . • . .'
27—Goodhue at Pine Island* ; Plainview Holiday
Doublcheader: Wabasha
vs. Dovor-Eyola* and Elgin vs. Plainview* .
-JANUARY
2—Cotter Holiday Doubleheadert Wabasha vs. . Gilmanton* .
3—Cotter Holiday Doublcheader: Wabasha vs. Winona Colter* .
6—Dodge Center al Goodhue* ,- Randolph al claremont* .
a 9—Randolph at Mazeppa; Faribault
Deaf at Goodhue; Elgin at Wabasha.
12—Claremont at Mazeppa*; Randolph
at Farminglon*; Goodhuo at Byron* .
li—Wabasha at Randolph; Mazeppa al
:
Faribault Dcaft Goodhue al Elgin.
20—Henderson al Randolph' .
23—Faribault Deaf at Randolph; Mazeppa at Elgin; Goodhue at Wabaiha.
¦ 24—Wabasha at. ' A l m a ' . '
27—Claremont at Randolph*; Wanamingo al Goodhue* .
30—Elgin at Faribault Deal; Wabasha
¦ ¦ •• ' - •' . '¦ ¦ NBA ¦
at Mazeppa; Randolph at Goodhue.
31—Mazeppa
at Gilmanton/ WisconTODAY'S GAMES
sin* ; Minnep aul School for the Deaf
Phoenix vs. Boston af Baltimore.
at Faribault Deaf* .
San Diego at Baltlrnore.
FEBRUARY
Los Angeles at Detroit.
•—Randolph at Elgin; Faribault Deal
Cincinnati at New York.
at Wabasha; Mazeppa at Goodhue.
Philadelphia at Chicago.
7— Mazeppa al Rose Creek* .
Milwaukee at San Francisco.
10—Randolph at Waiaca. 'j Maieppa
WEDNESDAY'S GAMES
at Pino Island* .
Chicago at Boston.
13-rMazoppa at Randolph; Wabashi
Los Angeles at Cincinnati.
at Elgin; . Goodhue al Faribault Deaf.
Phoenix vs. Baltimore at Philadelphia.
20—Faribault
Deal at Mazeppa; Rao
San Diego at Philadelphia. dolph at Wabasha; Elgin at Goodhue.
Atlanta at Seattle.
•—Denotes , non-conferonca game,

Pro Basketball

TODAY
NONCONFERENCE- ¦ .
Blair at Taylor.
Whitehall at Arcadia.
Elcva-Strum at Fall Creek.
Oiseo-Falrchiltf at Altoona.
Trempealeau at Independence.
Barron at Duratid .
Presscott at Ellsworth.
St. Croix Falls at New Richmond,
Luthor at Holmen.
New Lisbon at West Salem.
Alma Center at M«lrose-Mindoro.
Cocttrane-FC at Alma High.
Glenwood City at Boyceville.

PENN STATE FIRST
NEW YORK (AP ) — Undefeated Penn State and Dartmouth and once-beaten Boston
University still rank 1-2-3 in the
weekly voting for the Lambert
Trophy, awarded annualy for
outstanding performance by a
major Eastern football team.
Penn State received 793/2 of a
possible 80 points Monday. Dartmouth drew 72V2 points, while
BU received 58,

Larry Tallman 5-8 give an
added depth to the Indian
attack at guard .
FARIBAULT DEAF
Freshman coach Ron Mitchell will have the serv- .- .
ices of only two returning
lettermen , Lanny Mebust
and Rollen Otness. Otness,
a junior , sta rted for the
Hilltoppers last season, alternating between forward
and guard.
. Mitchell also anticipates
some additional help from
non-lettermen Randy Voss
and Dan Leighton.
Last season , the Hilltoppers compiled a 2-11 overall record , tying for the
Centennial cellar at 1-9 with
Mazeppa. This year , coach
Martin expects a top notch
brand of basketball from
Wabasha , Elgin and Goodhue.
The season opener for the
School for the Deaf will be
played at the Wisconsin
School for the Deaf Saturday. Deaf' s Conference activity will begin Nov. . 25
with a home contest against
Randolph ,

considerable experience in the front line last
season and came up just short of lettering.
Cotter opehs its 1969-70 season Saturday
against .Rushford . (Daily News photo)

This Week's
Basketball
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MOST EXPERIENCED . . . Winona Cotter basketball coach has only two lettermen
returning in Tom Browne, left and Fritz
Speck, center, but Mike O'Brien , right, gained

sophomore. Schleeter will
also have depth in the guard
position with three returning guards, Mike McNamora 5-11, who co-captains
with Benda , Dave Austad
5-7, and Andy Eggerichs 5-7.
MAZEPPA
Maurice Anderson . steps
into his first year of coaching at Mazeppa , and before
the season, even begins to
start he and the Indians
are rated as dark horse contenders in the conference.
The reason for such speculation is the return of two
fine guards and the loss of
only two starting players
from last year's squad. The
returning guards are Kent
Kerkhoff 5-10 and Larry Van
De Walker . 5-11.. Chester
Ross 5-8 also returns at
guard along with Kevin Coppie . 6-0 and George Sand
¦5-lo both at forward . Dennis
Siems at 6-3 is the biggest
¦man on the team and should
nail down a starting spot at
center .' Mark Dierkhissing
6:0 and Mike Hammes 5-11
will , be valuable backup men
at forward . Rick Bergstrath
510, Jerry Reding 5-9 and

:

COTTER JUNIOR . . . Winona Cotter basketb all mentor
John Nett is planning that the three juniors above will play
an important part in the Ramblers ' fortunes during the 1969-70
season. Pictured from left are* Mike Schultz, John Orzechowski and Steve Wiltgcn.

. ABA .

¦
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MONDAY'S RESULTS
New Orleans 115, Pittsburgh 10».
Kentucky 137. Washington 150.
TODAY'S GAMES
Indiana at Denver.
Miami at Pittsburgh.
WEDNESDAY'S GAMES
Miami at New York.
Washington at New Orleans.

Afte r three games this fall all
eight Atlantic Coast Conference
football teams had been beaten.
South Carolina won its first two
circuit tests but bowed to Georgia 41-J6.

Si. Paul Hill
Myhro Rips 268 Adds Heig ht

The season record book was- Marge Moravec powdered 212forced into service for the first 548 for Watkins and Betty
time in a week and one of those Sehoonover of Winona Paint and
calling it to action was Lulher Gla&s shattered 55J . Winona )'
Myliro who ripped an errorless & G swept the league in team
268-660 in City League competi- divisions by blasting 913-2 ,641,
tion at Hal-Rod Lanes Monday
night . His single game marks Helen Englert h cracked 206-541,
the third 2GH rolled in Winon a 's Irlene Trimmer 206-542 , Alfrieleague this year and ties all du Fuglie 540, Mary Hengel 525,
of them at fift h place for tho Rutli Hop'f 525, and Yvonne
Carpenter 513.
season.
Myhro ' s heroics were not un- Ladles — Midland Co-ops acchallenged , however, as his 600 count was enriched by )!)l-529
was only one of 13. Vince Sucho- through the efforts of Pegfiy
mcr slamrned 238-654 , Lyle Ja- Jacobson . Winona Typewriter
cobson 257-641, Bob Schossow notched 901 and Laehn 's House
228-636, Ron Dreas 220-630 er- of Beauty marked 2,642 . Marrorless , Mitch Schewe 241-621. garet McNnlty fired 527 , Alice
Enrl Kane 222-612 errorless, Spalding 524, Doris Bay 51fi ,
Dave Huppert 216-612 errorless, Marcy Anderson 507, Arleni:
Ciordie Falcler 216-611 errorless, Soheck 504 , and Jonn I>oer 500,
Carl Ileitman 254-667, Hal BiltCommunity — ¦Clarence Loer ,
gen 2.'!G-605, Ken Donahue 234- First National Hank , earned 2,12
600, and Gordie Addington 213- nnd Floyd Kadel of Gibson 's
600. Warren Bonow tossed an tripped 613. Gibson 's lot alert
errorless 508,
1,018-2, 904.
In Hie learn categories , Wil/VniLRTIC CLUB: Go Oiliams dumped 1,037 and KWNO lers — I/)is Schncht bumped
snared 3JI20.
197-490 in leadin g KIJ' s to 111)1Al. the end of the first round , 2,401.
the City circuit has contributed
Monda y — Rich Chuchna bella hundred 600's to the local ed 215-591 for Quality Sheet
bowling scene,
Metal. Quillin 's IGA tossed M7
In the Alfcy Gatcrs loop at and Quality feUed 2,840.
¦
Westfintc Bowl , Carol Fenske
toppled 220-556 to lead the
UCLA' s football team scored
league in individual statistics
14?)
points in its first three
for the evening. The Sunshine 5
plastered 897 nnd Curley 's games this fall •while yielding
floored 2,566. Janice Drazkow.skj just 31.
sliced 549 and Pauline CumWinona Dally New* 1"J
mings SOD,
Winona , Mlnnetota
" '
HAI^ItOn LANKS : VI'W TUESDAY , NOV. 18, 1W9
John Sandstede turn od in the
city 's lop individual scries performance of the night hy scatSENTRY AUTO
tering 24H-f)75 for Bunke 's. That
PROTECTION
675 also provide d cause for dustinr; off the record book as it
New Way To Insure
placed eighth among this seaYour Cur
son 's efforts . Bunko 's rode Sandstrrlo 's crest lo 1,063-2 ,038 .
Pnrk-Rec Junior Girls - The
Channel Markers ' Mary Reinnrl-s slapped 172-204 over die
two timn o. serios lo capture tho
p,,on 61
l'- igue 's Inriividiinl honors . The
*"
Knock Outs claimed loam kudo s ^mdW^mx.
hv turning in 630-1,272,
SENTRY INSURANCE
WKSTC.ATK BOWL: Ladles-

DUANE
HfSfi
j
RINGLER
po
f ^**M
Wf

'^'

- Box 44s

(EDITOR'S NOT E: This is another in a scries oil
Central Catholic Conference basketball le arns.)

Coach Terry Welsh of Ihe Hill Pioneers is confident I hat
his cage squad can produce a better 19li9-70 record than last
season 's 3-13 mark . In his sophomore year as head coach ,
Welsh will return five seniors and five juniors to the current
version of the team. _„
He feels that added height and individual improvement
among the rank s of his personnel will provide Ihe imp\:lus
necessary (o realize the improvement he predicted .
Tom Blees, Bob Wclsclier , Dan Ilatlenberger , Paul Korf ,
Dan Rohricht , Bob Focht , and Gary Ruber afford the-additional height and Jack McDonald , Barry I'ersby, and Dennis
Harper lend improved hall-handling to llm guard positions ,
Welsh says Cretin , St .- Thomas , De U\ Salle , and possibly
Benilde figure to be in the running for Ihe CCC championship.
McDonald and Wefscher , both .seniors, were selected cocaptains of this Pioneer U.-am .

WINONA

(jtfinkcuvL
Adult

BASKETBALL
SEASON TICKETS

*

t

$ 00

5

On Sfllo at Graham A McGuire , B<imbonok' i M.irkct, Wlnonn
National and Savings Bank , Holdcn 's Drug Store , First National
Bank , Ted Mnier Drugs , Merchants National Dank and Winona
Senior High School.
NO ADULT SEASON TICKETS FOR

Wrestling or Swimming
SINGLE ADMISSION PRICES FOR ADULTS:

ilaikelb/ill

$1.00
Swimming

Single admii&ion price* lor
High School Student* , S0<.

Wro&t ling

lit

75c
Elementary, Junior

All SporH Student Season Ticket*
On tale at all Public Schools

and Senior
$3.00

AustinReturns
Six Lettermen

Bowling

. (EDITOR 'S NOTE: Th is is - the . f irst in a series of
¦
articles on B ig. Nine Conference basketball teams. )

Coach Oscar Haddovff should be beaming about his Austin
Packers ' 1969-70 Big Nine cage possibilities .
Six lettermen return from last year 's 15-7 squad , the
only team to defeat the 1969 skate champion , Rochester John
Marshall .
)
Haddorff 's lettermen are fi-o junior Run Barnett , seniors.
Vern Ehmke, 6-1, Dan,-! Gosha , who stands 6-3, Steve Seltz,
5-9. and six-footers Kick Knutson and Paul Hendrickson .
In Big Nine conference competition , the Packers wound ;
up at 7-5, good for third place. Austin also captured the District No. 2 championship.
The Packers' first competition is a nonconJerencq matchup with Hopkins in Austin on Nov. 21.

Unrest About
Rose Bowl
Is Not New

PASADENA. Calif. (APT "This is a brief report, on the
passing of the Rose Bowl...The
Rose Bowl is dead , you know...it
is now merel y a minor feature
for visitors who come to town
to see the Rose Parade in the
morning...It is, believe me ^being disregarded throughout: the
¦
. , ' ¦ '' .
country. " .
So wrote a Los Angeles sports
was Novemwriter. The date
¦
ber 1948. . -;
The premature burial of the
nation's oldest postseason football game was not uncommon
two decades ago. Such , essays
were predicated on the 1946
pact limiting contestants to
members of the old Pacific
Coast and Big Ten conferences.
Critics blasted the¦ closed-door
¦
- .¦ '
contra ct.
Even a man who has been
through it all, Lathrop K. Irishman, a former president of the
Tournament of Roses, says the
agreement was born in discontent and "over the years - has
not been constant serenity." He
has been a member of the organization 's football committee
since 1938 and its chairman
since 1945.
The current unrest by spme
authors is not new by any
means, either—the gripe that
under the Big Ten 's no repeat
policy, Ohio State, cannot return to Pasadena New Year 's
Day if the Buckeyes win the
conference championship.
. "We love Ohio State and
Woody Hayes but," comjnented
Leishman, his voice lowered almost to a whisper," Purdue
would ease a few such problems
if it could win over Ohio
State." '
Regarding the "illness" of the
Rose Bowl, Leishman had another statistic.
¦

¦

"Prior to the Big Ten pact,
the Rose Bowl game actually
sold out only five times. It has
been a sellout each of the Big
Ten years. The bowl seats more
than 100,000,
"We put up 1,700 pairs of
tickets for fans on a first-come
write in application this year.
We had over 40,000 applications
and of course the fans don't
know who'll even be in the
game," Leishman said.
As far as being "disregarded"
by the nation , the game has
been given these television

ALLEY GATERS
W.
L.
Weslgala "- "12 .
Fenske Body Shop
. , . ..!<
Jcaneltcj Beauty Shop ;; ' ., ' J! ll
Curloy 'j Floor Shop . . . . . . Jl' j 14' 1
30
Economy Plumbing
I*
Sar.ayi
IHi Mi
l»
Linahans
.
, : . . . ; .. . . 17
Sunshi'ni "J" . . ¦. -. '. . . -- .. . . ' .. Ulj 13'i
¦
Montgomery
Y/trtli
..
l' i I7'.»
¦¦
. '• PIN TOPPLER'S
Weslgate
W.
L.
¦ ¦ ¦¦
II
4
Lakesida Gull
Main Tavern
.
11
*
Walkinj Cosmclics
• >
*
H&M Plumb. » Healing
l'i 7'i
.. .
I
Winona Paint « Glasj
. 1
i
Shorly 'i^_Bar 4 Cafe
* '
'
Winona Frull Market
J'i »'i
Polachek Electric
. 1 12
WESTGATE LADIES
Weslgate
W.
L.
V
10
Laehn 'j House of Beauty
23
l»
Midland Co-op.
II ¦
. 21
Wino na. Typewriter
Ml
!1
Ken '» Hardware
l<
U ¦
Circle "G" Ranch
10 -. If .
Haddad' » .
PARK. REC. JR. GIRLS
W.
L.
Hal-Rod
2
Twinkles
... .'...;- . '-. *
2Mod Squad . . ¦ ", . . , . ' ... , . . . »
1
Loved Ones
.......... i
Channel M i r k t n ; . . . . . . . . 5* . 3
4
Scnsationals
.
*
Alley Hot Shots
4
4
4
4 ¦
Knee Knocker* .
¦
Pom Poms
. . . . . . . . . . . . . ¦. 4 '. 4 '
'
4
Knock butv
. . . . . . ...;... .. . . 4:
1 . 3
Swinging Juniors
. 3 . 3
Fanlasttct ' .
Butter Bills
......
I ," » "
- CITY :
. Final First Round
¦ •
- VI:. . ' L. ¦
Hal-Rod .
. . . :. II
K.W.N.O.
. . 12
Cwnlry KllcUr'n
10 .13
Sunshine Bar * .. Cale .
29
13
Gnlden . Brand. Feeds . . . . . . .18 . lis
¦
¦

A .D. Bcoiety .
Williams Hotel

ratings by the Neil sen people
for the 1969 New Yea¦ r 's Day
¦ .' "¦¦¦' "
games: r-

Oasis Bar & Cafe . . . . . . . 16'i H'i
Cheer 's Barber .Shop .. .. .. 16. - 1 7 .
Park Plan
. . IS
18
Pepsi Cola .
...15
is ,
Holiday Inn
.. n. 25
Jaastad Hardware
10 23
GOGETTERS

. Rose Bowl 335; Orange Bowl
(night) 23.6 ; Sugar Bowl 17.2,
Cotton Bowl 17.1.

Athletic Club
E.B. 'j Corner

The heavily populated Midwest as a television marketplus the invariabl y strong Big
Ten teams — were hardly ignored in the agreement between
the two- conferences.
Leishman noted the predicament which confronts the other
bowl people who do not have
a going commitment between
two conferences.
"Under NCAA rules, no invitation can be extended by these
bowls until a set hour on the
third week of Nov ember. I'd
hate to go through all that
again ," Lay said, tie referred
to the years that the Rose people themselves selected the
eastern team before relegating
the matter to the Pacific Coast
universities.

W. L.
. . . . . . . . . . . . 21 - . . . i

Winona Plumbing; . . . . . . . . . . 21
i.
Rupperts Grocery
)J 27
Isabell' s Center Liquor .. .. 14 . 13
'. 1 0
George 's Lounge .
17
MONDAY LEAGUE
Athletic Clu*
W.
L.
Joswick' s Fuel & Oil
7
. ;. .. - . 20
Bunke 's Apco
. . ; . : 16' >- '*'A
Oulllln 'j I.G.A. .
. . . . . . T7Vi ».
Quality Sheet Metal . . . . . . 14
13
1st National Bank . . . . . . . < 21
¦
George 's. Bar. '-.". ¦ . . :.¦ - .. J 21
:
" -. VFW
Final First Round
.
Hal-Rod
L.
_ W.
VVilson 's*' Slipper Club . . . . ' -. W i Vfi .
Bunke' s Apco Radiator Ser. II'-a ' lb' »
Koehler Bedy Shop . . . . . . . . 20'i 12Vi
Blanche 's Tavern
. . . . . . . . M , 14
Robb's Molor Sales
\»
u
St. Clair's . . .. .. . . . . . . . . II 15
Sand Bar .
U'-i-lM
J&K Office p>ro<lucls ....:; 15
V»
Bernle 's D-x .'- .
. . ; ; . . . . 13
17
HaL Leonard Music . . . .. .. 12 21
Jolray Fun Housa . . . .
BV, 24'^i

Home ^flevefaJie '
Weslgate
Happy Chef
Gibson 's ,,

Tempo

COMMUNITY

. 7tV22>4

fo-nls
.. ' .; '.: ' . .. . . . . : . ; : . . . 341*
31

.".. - . 11

1st National Bank
IBVi
Frickson's Auctioneers ...;.,.. 24
Blumentrllls Store .. . ; . . . . .¦ . . . 2 1
Pl«a Hut .' .. . :
. . .. . ; . . . . . '.. . . 20(4
Sunbeam Brernd
... 18
Benson 's , Ferd Mill . '.'
17
USS Agri. Cnemicali . . . . . . . . . . 1M

Pipers' Williams
Leads in Scoring
NEW YORK (AP > - the Indiana Pacers might be leading
the American Basketball Association in attendance but Pittsburgh , Denver and Carolina
boast the league leaders in
scorin|T, rebounding and playmaking . ' ,
The Pacers have played before 70,939 fans in nine home
games, an average of 7,882 persons per game in the 9,111-seat
Indiana State Fairgrounds Coliseum , according to figures released today.
That's far ahead of the ABA
attendance record Indiana set a
year ago when 228,687 persons ,
an average of 5,864 for 39 regu^
lar season games , watched the
Pacers win the Eastern Division
title.
While the Pacers look like
they might grab a second Eastern title , the front line of Roger
Brown , Bob Netolicky and Mel
Daniels haven 't been able to
catch Charlie Williams of Pittsburgh in scoring, Spencer Haywood of Denver in rebounding
or Doug Moe of Carolina in assists.
Williams leads in soring with
a 27.5 point average in 12 games
while Indiana 's Brown ranks
seventh with 24.00 in 15 games,

.. ' . . . . . ; IJ iw 15V]
. - . . -..
17 IS

Losse May Start
¦

MADISON, Wis. (AP) — Wisconsin Football Coach John
Coatta said Monday he wouldn't
decide until laber in the week
whether to start Neil Graff or
Gary Losse at quarterback when
the Badgers close out their season against Minnesota Saturday.
Graff , a regular all year , has
been developing into one of the
top passers in the Big Ten. But
when he was shaken up in the
Illinois game Saturday, Losse
got his chance and came
through with an impressive performance , passipg for two
touchdowns and scoring . once
himself in a 55-14 Wisconsin vu>
tory.
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NEW TORK (AP) — Jerry
West of the Los Angeles Lakers
has taken over the scoring lead
in the National Basketball Asso^
ciation from injured teammate
Wilt Chamberlain.
West , seventh on the all-time
list of scorers with 17,251 points,
through Nov. 16, has yet to win
a scoring title since entering the
NBA in 1960.
¦ League statistics released today show West with a 20.7 average. Jour-tenths of a point ahead
of Philadelphia 's Billy Cunningham.
Atlanta 's! Lou Hudson , who
rang up 57 points Nov. 10, the
most points scoring in an NBA
game this season , has jumped
from seventh to third place with
a 28.9 average.
Walt Bellamy of Detroit is the
new field goal percentage leader with a. .587 average , followed
by Chamberlain and B a l t i more 's Wes.Uriseld.
. Flynn Robinson of Miwaukee
leads the league in free throw
with an amazing .940 percentage while Gus Johnson of Baltimore tops the league in rebounds with a 17.1 mark. Walt
Frazier of New ¦York is: the
front-runner in assists, with 143
for a. 7.9 average.

Market Slips
Lower Over
Broad Front

NEW YORK (AP) - Stock
market prices slipped lower on
a broad front in moderately active trading early : this afternoon,
Declines outstripped advances
by more than 300 among individual issues traded on the New
York Stock Exchange.
At noon the Dow Jones average of 30 industrials was off 0.33
to 842.20 after having been down
2.24 in early trading.
The,'Associated Press 60-stoci
average at noon was up .1 to
291.5 with industrials off ,7, rails
¦
up 1.1, and utilities off .4.
"The peace hopes which
helped spark the market in
mid-October seem to have faded
for the present, and the interest
rate picture , which also provided some hope last month, has
obviously worsened ," said analyst Newton D. Zinder of the
brokerage firm of E. F. Hutton
& Co. . • • •
Standard Oil of Ohio spurted
8V2 to 107 in a delayed opening
on the . New York Stock Exchange after an announcement
that its merger with British Petroleum was expected to be
completed by the end of this
¦year r The gain late r was pared
to 714. British Petroleum topped
LOS ANGELES (AP)-Coach th.e American Stock Exchange 's
Tommy Prothro , who has an most-active list and advanced

Prothro Will Not
Commit Himself

undefeated UCLA football team
this season, plays things cagey
in discussing possible strategy
for Saturday 's battle against a
Southern California squad with
an identical 8-0:1 record.
Asked if be planned surprises
for the game—similar to switch£s the Uclans pulled a year
ago when they went into the
game 3-6— Prothro told the
Southern California Football
Wriers : .
"A good team stays with what
it has been doing. A poor team
tries different things. But I
won't commit myself to any position."
;-. Prothro 's 1968 team threw a
scare into the Trojans , with
strategy planned for ju st that
game, before losing 28-16.
USC Coach John McKay
proved just as evasive as his
crosstown rival. When asked if
either team might achieve a
domination of Saturday 's battle ,
he repljed: ;
"If it does , it won't be us. "
The Rose Bowl bid and the
Pacific-8 Conference championship go to the winner , with
UCLA a slight favorite to block
the road to Pasadena which the
Trojans have traveled the past
three years. .
'
¦¦
¦
.
. . ¦

HONORS FOR OVERCALL
YONKERS , N.Y. (AP) Overcall , who was retired from
harness racing three days ago ,
will be honored at Yonkers
Raceway Friday night. The
world champion 6-year-old stallion will parade before the
crowd in his last public appearance before entering stud duty.
Mrs. Helen R. Buck of Far
Hills,
N.Y., Overall's owner ,
DETROIT HIRES COACH
"
DETROIT (AP)-Veteran mi- and Del Insko , the pacer 's drivnor league manager Len Okrie er-trainer , also will participate
has been named bullpen coach in the ceremonies.
for the Detroit Tigers by Gener- and 1965-66 with the Boston
Red
al Manager Jim Campbell.
Sox and had a brief major
Okric , 46, had major league league career as a catcher
for
coaching experience in 1961-62 Washingto n and Boston
.

Tennessee Falls
Into Ninth Spot
By THE ASSOCIATED PRESS
Brutish Ohio State and Texas '
bull-strong Longhorns remained
one-two today in the Associated
Press' college football poll , nut
most of the rest of the nation 's
Top Twenty scattered litoe ber ^
scrk dice in the season 's biggest
shake-up .
Ohio State , a convincing 42-14
winner over stylish Purdue in
(heir Big Ten showdown Saturday, :orralcd 31 first-place
voles and 73G points ovier-nll
from a natonal panel of sportswriters and sportscastcrs,
Texas , which stampeded Texas Christian , fi!)-7 , collected seven first-place ballnls and 61)8
points.

Locked inhar. n pindt

West Takes Over
Lead in Scoring
From Teammate

after beating Georgia 16-3;
Michigan moved from 14th to
12th after walloping Iowa 51-6;
Mississippi jumpe d fro m 18th to
13th; Stanford grounded Air
Force 47-34 but still dropped
from 13th to ,14th , and Florida
stayed No. 15 after clouting
Kentucky 31-6.
Rounding out the Top Twenty
were No. 16 Nebraska; Purdue;
No. Ill West Virg inia; No . 19
Houston nnd No. 20 Toledo.
Nebraska moved up a notch
after edging Kansas State 10-7;
West Virginia , back in the Top
Twenty, leaped to .18th after
clubbing Richmond .13-21; Houston dropped a place to 19th after
dropping North Carolina Slate.
34-13, and Toledo showed up in
2011) after squashing Dayton 200.
Ohio Slafe lakes on Michigan
at home Saturday in one of the
season's blockbusters . Texas
has Saturday off , but. plays at
home lo Texas A&M on Thanksgiving ', Arkansas , also off Saturday, has a Thanksg iving date
with Texas Tech. Southern Cal
nnd UCLA (angle Saturday in
Ihe year 's Big One.in the Golden
West.

Tniiif.vsw Itinililrd from third
to ninth aflier dropping n :ifl-(1
stunner lo Mississippi , and a
pack of teams moved up a notch
in the jumbled Top Ten after
weekend successes.
Arkansas went from fourth to
third , collecting 551) points nfter
slugging Southern Molhodist. 21115; Penn Sialic jumped from
fifth lo fourth with 54-4 points
after crushing Maryland 48-0,
and Soul hern Cal stepped up n
notch In fifth with 41fi points aftTin Top Twe nty, w iih
er tripping Washington ir>-7.
voloi in periMiihoios «nd
Pnlnli aw.irdrd lor flril JJ
UCLA , a i:i-l() winner over on
ItMMa.H.iMo.i-i-alc:
Oregon , went, from seventh to I. Ohln
Stain 111)
sixth; Missouri climbed from 3. lux-is I/)
eighth lo sevenlh after heating .1. Arkinsns
5MI» ( i l l
Iowa Slale -IO-i;i; Noire Dame i.4. Ptwn
Southern c<il
went from ninth lo eighth nflcr '. UCLA
skimming Georgia Tech :i8-20, 7. Missouri
I. Nntr« Onmf
and LSU slopped into Ihe Top 9. Tennessee
Ten nl. I0l. li after its fil-ft pasting 10. Louniana SIMt
11. Auburn
of Mississippi Slate.
,,
,
17. M ch t|«n
Purdue , knocked owl of Ihe l.l. M simlppl
Kose It <> w I piclure by Oh; i H. Stanford
15. Florin*
>SI,-ilo , nlsn wis drummed out of U. tlrbra-ika
the Top Ten. The Boilermakers 17. Purdue
18. Weil Vlrfilnn
sli pped from 101b lo n t h .
It, llouitnn
Aiiliiini stayed hi the lltli .spot JO. To|«9n

1 P.M. New York
Stock Prices

Want Ads
Start Here

LIVESTOCK

ed to the Winona Station by noon loday.
HOGS
WHEELS SHAKE, need alignment. ComHog market: 25 lb 50 lower.
plete suspension repair. See Don al
Meat type, 200-230 lbs. .. 24.75-25.25 :
Hwy. Alignment Service, Jet. 43 &
Butchers, 200-230 lbs
24 .75.
61.
21 .75
Sows, 270-300 lbs '.
POES ONE of your loved otes have a
CATTLE
drinking problem? If so, contact the
Caltla market: Weak .
Winona Alanon Family Group. Write
High choice and primu . . . . ¦ , . . . . 27 .00
'
'
69Vj W . 3rd. ,
»
;
24,75-26.50
Choice . .
Good . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .22.50-24.50
. Standard
21.00-22.50
Utility cows
. 17.00-19.00
Canner and culfer . . . . . . . 16.00-18.50
CAR SHAKE and shimmy? Tire wear uneven? Alignment needed! S7.95 most
cars. Taggart Tire Service, Tel. 2847.
Winore Egg Market

SOUTH ST. PAUL UI1 . _ (USDA) Cattle X.OOO; calves 800; slaughter sleeri
and heifers fully 25 lower; cows 50 lo
1.00 " lower; bulls steady; ..vealers and
slaughter calves weak' to 1.O0 . lower;
slaughter steers mosl choice 950-1250 lbs
54.50-27^25 ; mixed high good : and choice
(Winona Produce, Zlebell Produce)
26.O0-26I50;
mosl choice 950-1250 lb
These quotations apply as ol
.
¦ ' ¦ [ ¦ '¦ 10:30 a.m. today.
slaughter steers ; 26.50-27.25; mixed high
goo<). and choice 26,00-26.50; few loads
.' .J*
Grade A lumbo (while) . . - .'
average to high choice 939-1043 lb
Grade A large (white) " .' '. . . . . . . . . .53
slaughter heifers 26.50; most choice 85037
Grade . A medium (white)
1050 lbs 25.50-26.25; mixed high good
Grade. B (white)
37
and cholca 25.00-25.50; . utility and com, •!<
Grade C
. ...;
mercial slaughter cows 19.00-19.50; few
early , up lo 20.00; canner . and cutler
16.50-19.00;
utility
and
commercial
slaughter bulls 23.50-26.00; choice veslers 36.00-37.00.
Hogs 8,000; barrows and gilts steady
CHICAGO (AP) _ B u t t e r
lo 50 lower; weights over 240 lbs showing full extent of downturn; trading slow , mixed; wholesale buying prices
demand fair to good; 1-3 195-240 lbs unchanged to Mi higher; 93 score
55.75-26 .O0-, 2-3 . 190-210 lbs 25.50-25.75;
90 B 65V'2 .
tows steady to 25 lower; 1-3 300-400 lbs AA 68; 92 A 67%-^ ;
22.00-23.00; 2-3 400-500 lbs 2I.25-22.JJ;
Eggs firm : wholesale buying
feeder pigs steady lo weak; 1-3 120-160 prices
l to 2 higher; 80 per cent
lbs . 24.00-24.50; boarj steady.
Sheep 3,000 ; active; all classes gen- or better grade A whites 61;
erally steady; woolcd choice to prime mediums 58 te; standards 54 ;
slaughter lambs 85-115 lbs 27.00-27.50:
good and choice 24.50-27.00; utility and checks 43.
good slaughter ewes 7.00-8.00; slaughter
(First Pub, Tuesday, Nov. 4, 196?)
ewes 7.00-8.00; choice lo fancy 60-85 lb
feeders 28.00-28 .50; few lots mostly fancy Stale of Minnesota ) SJ .
70-80 lbs.. 29 .00.
) In Probila Court
County of Winona
' CHICAGO IP - (USDA) — Hogs 3,500;
No. 17,049
25 lower to 25 higher; 1-2 200-2.2J) lb
In Re Estate al
butchers 27.00-27.50; 1-3 200-240 lbs 26,25Constance Thomas, also known ai
26 .75 ; 2-3 231-250 lbs 25.50-26.25; 2-4 250Constance Sim one Thomas, Decedent.
170 lbs 24.75-25.50; 3-4 270-300 lbs 23,75Order tor Hearing on Petition to
74.75 ; sows 1-3 350-400 lbs 32,50-23,00;
Determine Descent.
2-1 500-600 lbs 20.75-21,75 .
Martha Collins having filed |n thli
Cattle 800; calwes
none; slaughter Court a : petition represented, among
steers steady to wenk; few loads choice other things, Ihat said decedent died In1,000-1,225
lb slaughter sleers
yield testate more than five years prior to the
grade 2 to 4 27.75-28 .25; mixed good filing thereot, leaving certain property
nnd choice 27 .25-27.75; good 26.25-27.25; In Winona Courtly, Minnesota , and Ihat
choice 825-950 lb slaughter heifers yield no Will of said decedent has been provgrade 2 lo 4 26.75-27.50; good and choice ed, nor administration of her est*.' 26.0O-27.00 ; utility nnd commercial, cows granted . In this Slate and praying Ihat
IB.50-70.00; ullllly and commercial bills Ihe descent of said property be. deter24.00-26.50.
mined and Ihat II be assigned to the
Sheep 300; wooled slaughter lambs persons entitled thereto;
steady; few lots prime 100 lbs 29.00-29 ,50;
IT IS O R D E R E D , That the hearing
good and choice 29. 00-29.50.
thereof be had on November 2i, 1969,
at 10:45 o'clock A.M., before this Court
In the Probate Court Room In the Court
House In Winona, Minnesota , and Ihat
hereof be given by the publication
MINNEAPOLIS (AP)-Whcat ofnotice
this order In the Winona Dally News
receipts Monday 21B year ago nnd by mailed nollce as provided by
49(5 ; trading basis unchanged to lew.
Dated October 31, 1969 .
down 2 cents; prices V«-2Vk lowS. A. S A W Y E R ,
Probate Judge.
er; cash spring wheat basis ,
(Probate Court Seal)
Nn. 1 dark northern 11-17 pro- John D. McGIII,
Attorn ey for Petitioner.
tein 1.69^-2.08^.

' ¦'

PRODUCE

GRAIN

No. 1 hard Montana winter
l.r.Ms-1.04%.
Minn. -S.D. No. 1 hard winter
l.rWn-l.M-li!.
No. .1 hard amber durum ,
choice 1,68-1.71; discounts , amber 3-5 ; durum 5-10.
Corn No. 2 yellow t.07^-l.lfl'ri ,
Oats No. 2 extra heavy white
fvl-f.7.
Barley, cars flfi , year ago 1)7;
good to choice fffi- .l.M; low to intermediate 95-1.10; feed 76-92.
Rye no. 1-2 1.10-1,13.
Flax No . 2 .87.
Soybeans No. 1 yellow 2.3!% ,

PIPKR TAXES MJK
MINNEAPOLIS (AP ) - The
Minnesota Pipers Inc., the
American Rasketball Association team formerly based here-,
lint place
Ini/il point*. lins been asked in a Hennep in
placci hand County District Court suit to
pay $2,500 in back unemploy. .
7U
m ment tax contributions ,
554
The Minnesota Tax DepartHi
ment said the delinquent taxes
<H
wo won! hack to .latiuary 10G8 . Th<t
,15] stale mainlains thai the claim
iM
j<« was served mi William .1. Erick340 son , president
of Hie Pipers,
JH
,
HI Srpl . 2d. He did not answer the
110 suit
within 20 days , and lh«
't Mule says il
is entitled In a
A;
4] jiiflciiU 'iK without a trial .
.17
The Pipers were moved buck
7»
after the l Ofill-fi!)
]o lo Pittsburgh
t .season.
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TREES, TREES, TREES - trlmin'pg.
Hump removal, spraying, etc. . Free
estimates. Blong's Trie Service, Wlnona. Tel. 8-5311.

Allied Ch 29tt Honeywl 147%
MANN aV PETERSON Custom Digging.
Allis Chal 26% Inland Stl 28y4
Pole barns, fences,- sign poles. Contact
John Mann, Houston or Bill Peterson,
Amerada 37% I B Mach 361% BLIND ADS UNCALLED FOR—
¦ Rushford.
Am Brnd 38Vz MI Harv 27y8 . D-J, 3, 19, 37, 38, 42, 43, .
21
Plumbing, Roofing
Am Can 48 Intl Paper 41%
N O T I C E
Am Mtr 10% .Ins & L
This
newspaper
will
be
responsible
20%
ELECTRIC ROTO ROOTER
¦¦
for only one Incorrect Insertion of
AT&T ' ¦ 53% Jostens
35
For clogged sewers and drams.
any classified advertisement published In the Want Ad section . Check
Anconda 30% Kencott
CALL
.SY& KUKOWSKJ
44%
your ad and cell 3321 It a correction
•' Tel'. 9509 or 6"436
1-year guarantee
Arch Dn 56 Kraft Co 383/4 must be mada.
SO easy to care fori
HANDSOME
AND
Armco SI 29'/4 Loew's
' 35%
Card of Thank*
' It' s Ihe light, bright ServaSInk, the wall:
hung unit which replaces dingy, oldArmour
— Marcdr
48% BLUM' ' ." . .
fashioned laundry tubs . Looks , like •
Avco Cp 25% Minn MM 116
My sincere thanks fo all who remembered
modern plumbing fixture yet Is lightme with cards, visits and gifts while
weight for easy one-man installation.
Beth Stl
2SVB Minn P !
19%
I was hospitalized.
Available at your plumbing experts
<,
Walter Blum
Boeing
32% Mobil 0il \so3,a
Frank O'Laughlin
"
PLUMBING 8, HEATING .. .
Boise Cas 765,k Mn Chm J9% CISEWSKIWe wish lo IhanK everyone for the . cards
Tel- J3 71
761 E. 6th
Bruriswk 18% Mont Dak
— and acts o-f kindness extended during
the loss of our . beloved son, husband
Jerry 's Plumbing Service
Catpillar 43% N Am R 27% and father.
Tel. 9394
!J7 E. 4(h .
Mrs. Harold Kauphusman
Ch MSPP
— N N Gas 48%
. Don Cisewskl Family
26
Ch R1RR
- Nor Pac
43
Female — Jobs of Int.
In Memoriam
Chrysler 36% No. St Pw 24%
COMPANION WANTEO for elderly womCities Svc 37'/4 Nw Air . 34
an, lo live In. Please furnish references.
IN LOVING MEMORY of our beloved
Write D-48 Dally News.
husband, father and grandfather. MayCam Ed 3Ki Nw Banc
— nard
Brand, who passed away 2 yean
BABYSITTER WANTED—In my home.
ComSat ; 56% Penney
50% ago on Nov! 18, 1967.
TeL Rolllngslone 8469-5612 after 5.
Today recalls sad memories
7
Con Ed
26% Pepsi
52 /s Of a loved one gone to rest;
EXPERIENCED HAIRDRESSER—full or
And those who think of him today
Cont Can 74%, PIps .Dge 49
part-time. Salary open. Fringe benefits.
Are those who loved him best .
references and. experience
Cont Oil 28 Phillips
34%
Sadly missed by his.Wife; Helen; . Write giving
to D-44 Daily. Nem.
Children ' Rosemarle &. Patricia, .
Cntl Data 112fti Polaroid 135%
Mr. & Mrs. Roger Brand & Heidi
WAITRESS—days. No evening or weekend
Dart Ind 52 RCA
40
work. Apply Manager, Downtown Coun.41»4 Rep Stl
Deere
37% Lost and Found
4 try Kitchen.
Dow Cm 71Vt Rey Tb
48%
WOMAN, BETWEEN ages 25-JO, »»
FREE FOUND ADS
du Pont 116-IB Sears R
69
housekeeper and . child-care worker . In
A PUBLIC SERVICE to our readers,
East Kod 76 Shell Oil .- 52% AS
Catholic children's home. Prefer wom . free found ads wilt be published when
an
who can live In children's home .
Firestone 55 Sinclair
a . person finding an article calls the
—
Write Children's Home Director , Box
Winona Daily & Sunday News Classified
Ford Mtr , 433,i Sp Rand
44
Winona, Minn., giving experience
588,
Depl., 3321. An 18-word , notice will be
published free for 2 days In an effort : and references or Tel. Winona ,8-2969.
Gen Elec 83% St Brands 49
to. brinrj finder and loser together.
Gen Food . 847 '8 St Oil Cal 55n-4
I NEED .10 women, 4 teenagers to teach
apGen Mills m'4 St Oil Ind . 50% YOUNG FEMALE, silver and black . professional make-up techniques byposipointment. Will train. Executive
striped cat found vicinity of 19th and
Gen Mtr 74 3,i St Oil NJ 64
Write
Bea
Ashcliall,
tion
available.
'
Gilmore. Tel . 5717. .
.
.
1

Gen Tel W.i Swift
29%
FOUND—all while with patch of
Gillette mk Texaco
29% CAT
on her head. Vicinity of Lake
Goodrich 34%, Texas Ins 120% black
Park area. Tel. 8-54,93.
Goodyear 30Vi Union Oil . :42\^ BLACK ..AND WHITE: parly . color Toy
Gt No Ry "W* Un Pac
49
Poodle, answers to Pierre, lost between
l'/8 fO i6 l,8and Winona. Reward. Tel.
Greyhnd
18Vi
U
S
Steel
36% La ' Crescent
. Among the Big Board' s 20 Gulf Oil 317 s Wesg EI .64
La C rosse 785 0204 up to 5 p.m., then
call La Crescent 895-2929.
most-active issues, 12 declined, Homestk
2Ws Wlworth
40%
and 8 advanced. A block of
Personals
7
99,600 shares of International
Telephone, traded unchanged at WINONA MARKETS AS . YOU read this, those who have not
picked up free tickets are TOO LATE
57!'s, put that issue at the head
for ' 'tcnight's. dinner, but: you can STILL
come to the Post Meeting starling at
Bay State Mi-lin g Company
of the list. Penn Central , up 2VS
8 p.m., honoring the Old Timers of
Elevator , A Grain Prices
to 32-":8, also was heavily traded. One hundred
World War I, LEGION CLUB.
jUihe/s of grain . will. be
Rubbers , mail order-retails, the minimum loads accepted at ' -tria -els ' YOU THINK THIS weather is bad ,. . .
; No,
how about all. that snow we DIDN'T
utilities^ chemicals, and tobac- valors.
1 northern spring w heat . . . . 1.6S
getl Ray Meyer , Innkeeper, WILLIAMS
cos were mostly lower. Fprm No. 2 northern spring wheat .... 1 .63
HOTEL,
No. 3 northern spring wheat .... 1.59
implements; rails , builtTing No. 4 northern spring wheat .... 1.5S
¦
SOUP'S
on, the rug that Is, , so clean the
materials and-drugs- were gen- ' No.' 1 hard winter wheat ...;..,; 1.48
spot wilh Blue Lustre. ' Rerif electric
No.
2
hard
winter
wheat
1.46
'shampooer SI . R. D. Cone Co.
erally higher.
No. 3 hard winter wheat ........ 1.42
Among price changes of more No. 4 hard winter wheat ........ 1.38 BE THE BEST dressed bird In town this
l rya
l.io
actively traded Big Board is- No.
Thanksgiving—men 's suit repairs and
No. 2 rye - . ; . . . .. . • ,.;. . . . . . . . . . ; . . 1.10
alterations. W, Betslnger, 227 E. 4th.
sues were Fairchild Camera , off
49s "to 88^; Polaroid , off VA to
THERE'S A SMART way: to borrow
Froedtert IMalt Corporation
money . . . where it costs less!
Hours: 1 a.m. to 4 p.m.
135%; University Computing, up
MERCHANTS NATIONAL BANK!I
sample before loading. .
PA to 96=i; Continental Oil, off Submit
Barley purchased at prices sublecl te
TASTY, . ECONOMICAL box lunches for
% to 28; -Gulf Oil, up % to 31%; market .
worker 's noontime enloymenl. RUTH'S
and Roan ¦ Selection Trust , up %
RESTAURANT, 126 E. 3rd St., downSwift
&
Company
'
town Winona. Open 24 hours every day
to 5» -z. :; " " . .
These quotations apply to hogs deliverexcept Mon.
Prices declined on the American Stock Exchange . But the
number of gainers among the 20
most actively traded issues exceeded losers by 14 to 6. .

Business Services

(Puh. Date, Tuesday, Nov, II, 196?)
NOTICE OF PUBLIC HEARINO
On Thursday, December 4 , 1969, the
Winona City Plnnnlnn Commission- , will
hold a Public Hearing at 7:30 P.M., In
the Court Ronni of Ihe City Building,
lo heer a petition by Henry Scherdln
and Frank A. Rlfoo r for a zoning reclassification nl thi properly located on
Sarnla Street wind described as Outlol
No. 8 nf fhe Lakeside Oullo\, Tho properly Is currently lined R-l and the
pellllnn'-rs are requesting B.l lor the
entirety,
Charles E, Dlllerud
DIrr-ctnr of Planning
(Pub . Dale, Tuesday, Nov. II, 19691
NOTICE OF PUBLIC HEARINO
On Thursday. December 4, 1969 , Ihe
Winona Clly Planning Commission will
hold a Public Hearing at 7:30 P.M.,
In Ihn Court Room n( the Clly Bulldlna,
lo hear a pollllnn hy Ihe College
of SI. Teresa for roninq reclassification
)f property located at Broadway and
Junction Streets , described as follows:
nrqlnnlnn. nl the Intersection of (he
North rlnht of way line nf the county
ditch wllh Ihn Faslerly right nl
wny linn nf Junrtlnn Street; thence
East along, tlir> North rloht nf way
linn ol Ihe rnunly ditch a distance
r( 250 fert; Ihence Norlh and parallel with Ihn East line of the North.
w »sl Ouarlrr nf Ihn Southwell OunrIrr
|NW' < ol SW< ) nf
Section
Twenty-one
(21),
Township
One
VliMirtrr-d Srurn (1071 Nnrlh, Rnngn
Seven 171 W « M. to the South line
nl Si»th Street- , tlirnrn Wrrl nlnnq
Ihe Soulh linn r>( Sixth Slreel In
the West linn of Junrt lnn Strent;
thenrn Sou Hi along Ihn E ast linn
ol iii'irllnn Slrnrt In th» point n|
h-pmninq, rnntftlnlnq «7 ,W> squnrn
Ir-nt nrnr* nr I PM
Tlir properly is rurirnlly mnrrl R j
nnrl Ihe prut loner is requesting l)-2
lor Ihn nnllrrty.
Rnspncllully,
riinrlns E. nillerud
Director of Planning

.. ¦Vi ' vlane Woodard Cosmetics, Box 1008,
Rochester, Minn. 55901 or Tel. Bea
Asricraft 507-289-8090.
.

WANTED: Girls to learn beauty culture,
¦ Harding . Beauty. School, 76. W 3rd
GO GO DANCERS and exotic dancers,
will teach. Write P.O Box 941. Winona.

LADIES
g»s^^3

Like

To

^Pll l^ ;

. 10 a.m. - 2 p.m. Mon . - Fr .i.
Stop iri and see us
¦ -.at - ¦• :¦

MCDONALD^
Watkins
Products Inc.
Has Several
Office Positions
Open
-CONTACT — '

N—

Personnel Dept.

Auto Servica, Repairing

10

8 a .m. -5 p.m., Mon.
through Fri.

Business Services
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Winona , Minn. 55987

SAW FILING, grinding, gumming, rttoothing. 655 W. 4th St. Tel. 4753.

:

Watkins
Products Inc.
Male — Jobs of Interest—27

of
alt
SANDBLASTING
PORTABLE
types, buildings, boats, machinery. Also APPLICATIONS ENGINEER—opportunity with i future. We have an opening
chimney rebuilding. Fre« estimates.
for an Applications Engineer wilh either
Tel. 8-4077 or 9977.
a draftsman's education or a technical school diploma. Machine design
(1st..Pub. Date, Tuesday. Nov. U, 1969)
experience helpful. Excellent fringe benState of Minnesota . ) »«.
efits. Send resume wllh educational
) In Probate Court
County of Winona
and personal data, employment and
No. 17,058
salary history to Mrs. Brandecker, DiIn Re Estate Of
Aero, Lake Clly, Minn. 55041. "An
Edmund A, Thoemke, Decedent.
Equal Opportunity Employer ".
Order for Hearing on Petition lor Probata
of Will, Limiting Time to Flit Claims C ULL AND part-time employment needand for Hearing Thereon
ed. Yellow Cab, 260 W. 3rd Tel. 1331.
Lydla Poeppel having tiled a petition
for the probate of fhe Will of said MARRIED MAN on beef and dairy farm,
decedent and for the appointment of
separata house, top wages . Marlow
Behnken, Rt. i. Rochester, Minn. Tel.
The First National Bank of Winona as
executor, which Will Is on file In this
282-4718.
Court and open to Inspection;
IT IS ORDERED, Thai 1h» hearing
thereof be had on December 10th, 1969,
at 10:30 o'clock A.M., before this Court
In the probate court room In the court
house In Winona , Minnesota and that objections to the allowance of said will,
If any, be filed before said time of
hearing; that the time within which
creditors of said decedent may file
their claims be limited to four months
from Ihe dale hereof , and Ihat the
claims so tiled be heard on March 17,
1970, at 10:30 o'clock A.M., before this
Court In the probate court room In the
court hous< In Winona, Minnesota, and
that notice hereof be given by publication of Ihls order In the Winona Dally
News and by malted notice is provided
by law .
Dated November 17, 1949
S. A. SAWYER
Probate Judge
(Probate Court Seal )
Darby A. Brewer, Charlered
Attorneys for Petitioner

AUTO
MECHANIC

Top salary to qualified
technician , excellent working conditions , hospitalization and uniform plan available, paid vacations, and
excellent benefits .
-SEE Bud or Harold

(First Pub. S unday, No/. 11, 1969)
NOTICE Of
MORTGAGE FORECLOSURE JALB
NOTICE IS HEREBY GIVEN, That dafault hes occurred In the conditions ol
that certain mortnnoe, dated the 23rd
day of January, 1959, executed by Cyrui
F. Spell* and Delores M. Spelt?, husband and wife , as mortgagors lo The Administrator of Veterans Affairs, an officer ol the United States of America
as mortgagee , tiled for record In the
office of Ihe Register of Deeds In and
tor the County of Winona, and State
of Minnesota , on the ?3rd day of January, 1959 , at 4:35 o'clock P.M., and recorded In Book 155 ol Mortgage Records, page 624 , the original principal
amounl secured by said mortgage being
JB,604 .73|
That no action or proceeding has been
Inslllulfd at law to recover the debt
secured by said mortgage , or any part
thereot, that there Is due and claimed to
be due upon said mortgage, Including Interest lo dale hereof, fhe sum of Five
Thousand five Hundred Nlnely-elght and
31,100 Dollars, and that pursuant to the
power of sale (herein contained, said
mortgage will be forecl osed and Ihe tract
of land lylno and being In the County of
Winona, Stale of Minnesota, described as
follows, fo-wll:
Lot Twelve (12) and the West erly
One-hnll ot Lot Th irteen (13). Block
Two 0), Greden & Spellr 's Addition
to Ihe Village of Rolllngslone, Minnesota, being located upon and forming a part of the Southeast Quarter
nf thr- Northeast Quarter (SE'i of
NP'.i) nf Secllon Six (0), Township
One Hundred Soven (107) North, of
Range Elohl (B), West nf the Fifth
Principal Meridian, Winona County,
Minnesota;
will be sold by the sherllf of said county
at puhllc nucflon on Ihe !4lh day of
December, 1969, at 10 o' clock A.M., al
Ihe front or North door of the Winona
County Cnurl House In the Clly of
Winona , In said County and Slain , to pay
'he debt 1hen secured by said morlnoqe
and taxes , If any, on said premises and
Ilia costs and disbursements allowed by
law , The ti me allowed by law for redemption hy the mortgagors, their pnris
assigns
sonal
representatives
or
twnlvn months Irom the datn of said sale .
Dated November 10, IW9.
Adnilnislralor nf Veterans
Alfalrs, an Officer of Ihe
United Slates ol America,
Mortgagee.
Stephen J, Delano,
Attnrney lor Mortgage* .

NYSTROM
MOTORS, INC.
2nd nnd Washington

Train for PRINTING
•fo Hand Composition
Linecasting and Presswork
Write
GRAPHIC ART S
Technical School
for Catalog.

1104 Curric Ave , Minnpnpnri.i
Approved for Veteran Training

JOBS AT GOULD
"We hnvo openings for
MACHINIST TRAINEES
and FOUNDRY WORKERS.
]f you sock steady and reliable employmon 't wilh a
good income, we offer this ,
along with an excellent
package of fringe benefits.
That' s

GOULD
ENGINE PARTS
DIVISION
LAKE CITY , MINN.
Tel. n4f>-.n.T.1l

"An Equal Opport unity
ICtnpfntyrr "

Mala — Jobs of Interest— 27 Horses , Cattle, Stock
f)7,000 COMMISSION PLUS NEW CAR
BONUS for full-Urns man over 4) In
Winona area- Take short auto trips to
contact customers. Air mall A. F. Read,
prcs., American Lubricants Co., Box
496, Dayton, Ohio 45401.
IMMEDIATE OPENINGS availabis for
qualified men of all asjes In Dl-Acro's
manufactu ring plant. Good starting
wage , opportunity for . fast advancement. Excellent -trlnoe benefits. Con fact
Mrs Brandecker in person or call DlAcro, Lake City* Minn. Tel. 345-3331.
"An Equal Opportunity Employer".

Man Wjth
Mechanical Ability
Some Welding Experience
Desired , :

Ronco
Eng ineering Co.

FEEDER PIGS-90.
Mondovl- wis. '

57 Musical Merchandise
•

43 Articles for Sal*

_j

.i .

70
•

Elmer

L. Johnson, A. B. DICK automatic electric mineo- SHERWOOD 80 watt stereo amplifier,
' •
gr«ph . machine. Best offer. Tel. 41.1.
Gerrerd turntable, 2 Elite speakers. Tel.
>
5019 after 6 p.m. . '. ". . .
PUREBRED DUROC boar, serviceable TV, BLACK ant white; stereo; colfee
*
age. Jim Olson, Lewiston, Minn.
table and side tables. Tel. 902i
Sewing Machines
73
DAIRY HERD — mostly Holstein, few
Guernseys, some fresh and others
¦ springing.
George Dingman, Whalan,
Minn. Tel. Lanesboro 467-3934.

THE AMAZING Blue Lustre will leave
your upholstery beautifully sott and GOOD USED SEWING machines, reconditioned and guaranteed $20 and up.
clean. Rent electric shampooer Si. H.
. WINONA SEWING CO., 915 W. 5th St.
Choate 4 Co.

SOWS-cornlng second litter- start farrowing w ithin a week. Lavern Hoppe,
Rt. I, Winona.

YEAR-END SAVINGS - Save $100 or
more on new cabinets for any average size kitchen. See Standard Lumber
Co., 3J0 W. 3rd. Tel . 3371.

REGISTERED APPALOOSA. stallion, 6
yean old- quarter horse type, Tlpohah-ha-chlefr Loud color. Trained barrels, poles and reining classes. Diamond G. Slablei, Rt. 5, Onalaika, wis.
Tel. 783-3303.
BROWN SWISS heifers, not
Tel. 1-2639.

1-2 yean.

REGISTERED HACK N EY llalllon, Lucifer 's Fire Bantam No. 4618 Blood
bay, broke to harness. Truly a beautiful horse . Diamond G. Stables, Rt. 2,
Onalaska ,. Wis. Tel. 783.-3303.. .-. .

Stoves, Furnaces, Parts

75

MONOGRAM OIL HEATERS, all sizes,
one-room
to seven rooms. Liberal
terms and trade allowances. GAIL'S
APPLIANCE, 215 E. 3rd. Tel. 4210.

WIND JAMMER—70% rsyon, 30% combed
cotlon, crease resistant and washable.
Reg. 11.98 yd., RED-X SPECIAL only OIL OR GAS heaters. Sales, service.
99c, CINDERELLA SHOPPES, »th and
RANGE OIL BURNER CO., 907 E. 5th.
Mankalo Ave. and e( on trie Plaza W.
. Tel. 7479. Adolph Mlchalowskl.
USED REFRIGERATORS . and electric
ranges, all reconditioned and guaranteed. 1 ( 8 ELECTRIC 15S E. 3rd.
PUT some MUSIC Into your life with a
beautiful
Console
Stereo
financed
through the MERCHANTS NATIONAL
BANK.

Typewriters

Houses for Sale

TWO NEW qualify homes being' bullr .
One 3, the other 4 bedrooms. Look at
these high quality homes as they are
being finished. Must see to appreciate.
. Call us for appointment. TOWN &
COUNTRY REALTOR, Tel. 8-3741.
SMALL HOME on E. Sarnla. Beautifu l
View. Tel. 7623.
ALL
NEWLY redecorated 3-bedroom
home, new walls, celling, carpeting,
bathrooms fixtures, new side walk.
Large garage. Financing may be arranged. Small down payment. TOW N
t COUUTRY REALTOR, Tel. J-3741.
ONE-BEDROOM home, east. Merchants
National Bank Trust Dept.

77

1
^

TYPEWRITERS and adding machines for
sale or rent. Reasonable ratej, (re*
delivery. See us for all your office supplies, desks, flies or office chairs.
LUND TYPEWRITER CO., Tel. 5212.

BOB

i REALTOR
120 CENTER - m.2349

MAVTAG WRINGER washing machine, Wanted to Buy
81
. aluminum twin tubs; Williams Oil-Malic
conversion burner; 2<0-g'al. oil drum.
GOOD ELECTRIC Maytag dryer. Tel.
201 W. 10th. Tel. 3913.
Melrose, Wis., (collect) 4B8-3721.
Breezy Acres
COMPLETE
WESTERN
8, ENGLISH
'
STORE , Riding equipment, - clothing, BEIGE WOOL RUG, 12x18' with pad; 24"
' TV,, black and white. Tel. SA4ALL WOOD-furnlng lathe, complete.
Magnavox
E . Hwy;- . 14-61, Winona
horse supplies . — . breaking, training,
Tel. 7505. ,
8-1213.
horses lor sale, stud service, boarding,
Indoor arena,, English and Western
STANDING WALNUT and butternut limlessons, trail and hay rides'. Big Valley HEAV Y DUTY tilt-bed trailer used 1o
Help—Male or Female
Tel.
haul 440 and 1010 cats. Meeds some ber. Top money paid before cutting.
Ranch, East Burns Valley. Tel. 3857.
¦
Alma, Wis. 685-4448. . . . ' . . .
work,: sell cheap. . Bob Brown, LanesCOUPLE to managa 20-unlt downtown REGISTERED: HAMPSHIRE boars. Exboro, Minn. Tel. Peterson 875-5720.
SMALL METAL lathe, approximately 12"
hotel, apartment furnished. Tel. Mr.
tremely heavy muscled. Performance
swing. Tel. 2932. . .
. Wendland or Mr. Robertson, Rochester
MONTGOMERY
WARD electric sewing
'
record: Backfat .63, rate- of gain—140
289-4575, (collect).
machine, SIS. Tel. 7445 alter 5 p.m.
days to 200 lbs. Reasonably priced.- EvWE BUY coon, red fox, muskrats. W»
'
erett Ruppre cht & Sons, Lewiston, Minn.
will take . them on the carcass . Get
DISCOUNT PRICES on all unfinished
COOKS AND CHEFS wanted. Must havt
Tel. 2720 .
better .prices! Dick's Sport Shop, no
references. : Write C-76 Daily News.
Deacon's
desks,
bookcases, : :chests,
Rose St ., La Crosse, Wis. Tell 784cabinets,
benches,
gun
cabinets,
ricord
REGISTERED HEREFORD bull, 5 years
.'
.
4402. . .
corner cabinets, kitchen cabinets, winold; also registered Angus bull. 2 years
Situations Wanted—Fern .
doors,
desks,
cafe
dow shutters, corner
old. Purebred Duroc boars and gilts.
SCRAP IRON 4 METAL
WM.
MILLER
.
Center.
drapes
and
bedspreads.
Bargain
. Clifford Holf, Lanesboro, Minn. Tel.
'253 E. 3rd.
CO. pays highest prices for scrap Iron,
BABYSITTING WANTED. Tel. 6277.
Peterson 875-6125.
:¦ metals and raw fur.
'
" . ' • ¦' '
Clos 'ed ' Saturdays
WILL DO SEWING and babysitting In my: REGISTERED HAMPSHIRE ' boars, test- JUST A. FEW LEFT, Zenith color TV
222 w. 2nd Tel 2067 . .
s»ts. Closeouls, save on Ihesel: FRANK
home,- reasonable.. 202 E. 10th.
. Ing records, backfat 1. 12, . - loin . 6.03.
LILLA 8. SONS, 761 E. Ith, Open eveShow ring performance. Mllo Wills,
HIGHEST
PRICES
PAID
nings. . ..
Icr scrap Iron; metals, rags, hides,
Situations Wanted—Male 30 La Crescent, (lVa miles S.E. Nodlne).,
raw furs and wooll
CLEAN Carpets with ease. Blue Lustre
Poultry,
Eggs,
Supplies
44
'
makes the lob a breeze.. Rent electric
VOUNG MAN, . 24, wants Immediate
shampooer 51. ' Robb Bros. Store.
sleady work, prefers.truck driving. Tel .
INCORPORATED
WHITE ROCK HENS-100, year old. Wil2092 anytime.
450 W. 3rd
Tel: ;-5147
liam Monahan, Altura, Minn. Tel. Roll- DO YOU NEED used lumber? Can have
lngslone 689-2655.
used lumber for wreck ing house. For
Instruction Classes
33
Information Tel. 3789,
Rooms Without Meals
86
BROODER HOUSES, - .12x14', good shapa.
Used, round hanging feeders, automatic
63 SLEEPING ROOM—Close fo .downtown,
waterers> rollaway nests, plastic coat- Coa l, Wood, Other Fuel
315 E: 3rd .
U:S. CIVIL SERVICE TESTS ! ed egg boskets,
all clean and in good
shape. Very reasonably priced. SPELTZ FIREPLACE WOOD—for sale. Tel. 2589
ROOMS FOR MEN; — wllh or - .without
Men-Wonien 18 and over . Secure lobs .
CHICK
HATCHERY, Rolllngslone.
or 9620; Delivered.
housekeeping, no day slepeers. Tel. 48S?
High pay. Short hours. Advancement.Minn. Tel,. 689-2311.
between 11 and 1.
Thousands of lobs open. . Preparatory
enloy
BURN MOBIL FUEL OIL and
.training- . as lonj as required . Exper?he comfort ot autometle personal caro .
Wanted—Livestoc k
46 Keep full service "- complete burner Apartments,Flats
ience usually unnecessary. FREE
booklet on lobs,, salaries, require~~
care and furnace cleaning. Budget servments. Wrllo today giving name,
LEWISTON LIVESTOCK MARKET
ice. Order today from JOSWICK FUEL
CENTRAL LpcATION-2-bedroom apartA REAi GOOD auction market (or ynur
address and : phone. - Lincoln Service ,
4 OIL CO., 901 E. Sth. Tel. 3389.
. rnent, . stove and refrigerator furnished.
livestock. Dairy cattle on hand all
Pekln 25-3PB, Illinois.
Working
gentlemen
preferred. Tel.
week.
Livestock bought, every day.
Linoleum
64
Rugs,
8-3230 .
Trucks available. Sale, Thurs ., 1 p.m. Furn.,
¦
. Tel. Uwls|on 2667 or Winona 7BU
29" WIDE walnut finished bookcase, ad- THREE¦ ROOMS — on bus >out«. 467 E.
8th. .
j ustable shelf, sliding glass doors, stackFarm Implements
FURNITURE
BURKE'S
able, ' $24.
.MA R T, 3rd 8< Franklin. Open Mon. and RUSHFORD—2 large rooms and bath;
SUNSET BULK tank with transfer, like
stove, refrigerator, heat, water and
Frl. evenings. Park behind.the store.
MEN-WOMEN-COUPLES
new, used 6. months; also Surge pump.
electricity furnished. Available now.
Bob Brown, Lanesboro, Minn. Tel. Pet- LINOLEUM RUGS—9x12, pretty patterns,
565. Tel. Winona 9287 or Rushford
Learn Motel Operation with
' . erson 875-5720.
good selection for any room 15.99- each.
844-9337. :
our short course at home,
SHUMSKI'S, 58 W. 3rd. Tel. 8-3389.
PICKER^Internallonal
2MHD,
PLEASANT, 1-bedroom duplex, centralfollowed by two weeks Resi- CORN
automatic .lubrication, wilh No. 15 shellly located. JU5. Tel. 8-5374.
dent Training in a motel
er. Ralph Shank, St, Charles. Tel. 932'4941.
NEWLY REDECORATED, fully carpetoperated by us. Age no bared, stove and refrigerator furnished, 1rier. Free nationwide place- TWO STAINLESS steel bulk milk tanks,
bedroom. Tel. 8-5378.
300 gals. A :l condition. Tel . 3223 or 4008.
ment assistance upoii comONE-BEDROOM apartment,- second floor,
pletion. Easy terms availDISC SHARPENING by rolling, stays
604 W. 7th. $110. Tel. .8-5376.
able^
sharp longer, no metal lost. Diamond
K. Enterprises, St. -Charles. Minn. Tel.
TWO-BEDROOM apartment with gjrage,
For Personal Interview,
centrally located, available Immediately.
.. 932-4308. • .
No students. Tel. . 8-3036 after 4.
Write Giving Address and COCKSHUTT GOLDEN Eagle diesel tracModern
¦ ' :95-Inch
Phone Number to: :
tor . Leonard Pientok, Rt. 2, Arcadia,
DELUXE
1-BEDROOM apartment, BOB
"
. ¦ ' ¦ Sofa
Wis. Tel . 323-3419.
SELOVER REALTOR, Tel. 2349.
Executive Training Division

OUR HOMES
GOME IN
ALL SIZES!

28

¦ ¦ ' ' V-FIVEi^ v :- : "
.

Bedrooms, Iwo baths , West
Central.

29

FOUR; ; '

Bedrooms , PA bathSj elioice
West location ,

THREE ;

Bedrooms, Vh baths, Lake
Park ,

Sam Weisman & Sons

TWO

Bedrooms. Convenient West
Central.
CALL US TO SEE OUR
NEW LISTINGS

90

MOTEL
MANAGEMENT

~^~

W Sefo^t :

YORKSHIRE PUREBRED SPF. - ' boars,
Robert Gahnz, VA mile W . of Hart. Tel.
Rushford 864-9212.

J , BOB

"~~

#8«CWite- :
X REALTOR

48

120 cCMTER-Ttl.2M9

$79.95

Ambassador Motels
Incorporated
Dept. D
7855 W. Colfax
Denver, Colorado, 80215

VA APPROVED

Business Opportunities

MILK HOUSE EQUIPMENT
RATH wash tanks, fans, air Intakes, ,
hose .parts, storage ' cabinets.
.
: Ed' s Relrlgeratlon * Dairy Suppllea
555 E. 41h
Tel . 5532

Articles for Sale

37

57

ENJOY , AN ALL family American all
weather
trampoline. ' pleasure year
around. See at 168 Mankato Ave . Tel.
0-2.192.

SNO-JET SNOWMOBILES by the GtasIron Boat Company Is looking for a
qualified dealer In Winona with show- MOTOROLA 23" color TV> solid walnut
room and service facilities. G row with
case, $449 w.'t.; Gibson 14 cu. ft. re'
¦ a leader, write Mark Movdld at North
frigerator-freezer, self defrost, 5219.95
Central Sno-Jet, Alexandria, Minn.
w:t. .SCHNEIDER SALES CO., 1671 W.
5«t.

40

Money to Loan

Quick Money...

on any article of value . . .
NEUMANN 'S BARGAIN STORE

42

Dogs, Pets, Supplies

HUSKY PUPS—252 Jefferson or Tel. 5664
after 3:30.
PART COCKER puppies fr«a
. home. Tel, Wltoka 80-2511.

for good

MANCHESTER houia dog. Orel
Weave r, Minn.

Kahn,

AKC .REGISTERED White Chihuahua
male; three 7-week-old »,-« Chihuahua,
Vt Toy Terrier puppies. Tel. Rushford
864-7640 .

Auction Sales
FREDDY FR1CKS0N
Auctioneer
Will handle all . sizes and Kinds of
auctions.
T el. D'kola 643-6143
ALVIN KOHNER
AUCTIONEER . City and states licensed and bonded, Rt. 3, Winona. Tot.
49B0.

Minnesota Land &
Auction Service

NOV . 19-M-d, '1 a m FunKure Auction, 75 oouU SI , al head <if MJrlon
si ., Winona. A|vin K'lhncr, AiKlinnocr/
Evorell Ko lincr, Pr-k.
NOV. 20-Thurs . u a.m. J'. 'i miles w. ol
Aunusla on IIH, then Vi mile S. Arthur
Z' .' ll properly; Wcrlloln & Brelsprcchcr ,
aucllonoors; Norlhorn Inv, Co,, clerk.
NOV , 52~-S.il. 15:30 p.m. Furnlluro AucHon, 363 E. !th SI. Mrs . Ilnrry Hanson,
owner) Alvin Kohner, auctioneer; EvI'rcll Kohner , clerk.
NOV. 22-Snl. 12:30 p.m. 5 mll« - N. of
S prlnn Grove, Minn., acroii from Dlnck
llammor Lutheran Church . Milton Gooley Estat e , owners; Los 8, Rod ricntley,
aucflonceri; Onsoard Stal« Bank, dork.

TED MAIER DRUGS

3 Table Walnut
Grouping
2 Step, 1 Cocktail

Bring
AHEADI
WEATH ER
NASTY
warmth and spring-like boauty Into
Ellloll
i
your homo all year lona wllh
Super Salln Latex Paint, the vinyl, soper-icrubbable fin ish Ihnt dries in 20
minute!. Easy to use, clean up tools
with water, superb hid Inn and covcrnrm,
tho finest ot all Interior latex palms.
Haw ,i new room In a Hflyl

PAINT DEPOT
167 Center , St.

Tclep honTlfour Want Ads
to The Winona Daily News

15 cu ft cliost type froozer ; Frifiidnire automatic
washer ; Roper fins range; chrome dinette sel; conventiniinl washer ; oak bed with carvings on head board;
(lining set , eomplctP with 0 clmirs and buffet ; dresser;
studio couch ; meta l lw<i , compile; davenport and chnlr;
bedroom suite , complete; Kniimore vacuum; Ironing
board ; lamps; hook shelf; 2 cabinets; magazine racks;
liols , imns and misc . items; Klrby vacuum; rollaway bed ;
2-wheoI trailer; avocado caiiistor set; toys including
Johnny Express and Big Bruiser.
OLD AND ANTIQUE ITEMS; Brond axe; planes;
krnut cutter; child' s table nnd chairs; wooden bowl and
tnhle;
chopper; scale; Modol T ports; dresser; tiw»B|pnf chest;
commode ; crock jar s ; fruit jars ; picnic bottle^;
MHS, HAHHY HANSON, OWNKR
Everett Kohner , (-Tcrk
Alvin Kohner . Auctioneer

Business Places for Rent

92

BUILDING for rent. 1054 W. 6th.
6790.

Tel.

Houses for Rent
63

6G

|
£:

SHOTGUN—I? gauge, pump. Oral Kflhn,
Weaver, Minn.
BROWNIMG MAGNUM 20-niuge automatic shotgun wllh |>»dded boxi RemInnlon IJ-gauge pump shotgun, Model
870; Remington ,12 rllle , S .L. and LR
Model 550-1 lo he sold at aucllon Wed.,
Nov . 19, 11 a m., at 7S Gould St.,
Winona .

|
|
Machinery and Tool*
69
%. ~
MELROE BOnr.ATS
|
NEW, used nnd reconditioned lor sale oi
% rent hy the hour, <l«v or week , Yow
flobcot Dealer—Dnkola Heavy Equip
|m«nt
Sales Company, 4 miles well ol
Dakota on Counly IInnd 12 at No/line,
|
Tol.
to-mo.
|
* Musical Merchandise)
70
f:
j|
LOWREY ORCAN DEAI.tR
Nnw 8. Used Pianos, Piano Tuning
£
Gehrlng ' s Elcclronlc H. Music, inc.
*
LtWlston.Mlnn. Tel, 5411.
|
%
"}

NEEDLES

Per AH Mnkrj
01 Neco' rt P l A y t r i

HarcJt 's Music Store
116 116 L. 3rd

102

Wanted—Real Estate

THREE TO five acres or more of land
within 5, miles of Winona. Write D-46
Dally News.
WINONA AREA Technical Schoo l Is Interested In buying a lot upon which lo
build . a house. Anyone Interested may
receive details and terms by tailing or
writing the school. Tel . 8-4606.

Accessories,Tires , Parts

107

Motorcycles, Bicycles

Motorcycles New & Used
Complete Parts & Service
Winona—La Crosse—Eau Clair*
ROBB MOTORS, INC.

Snowmobiles

107 A

.

HAROLD'S SALES & Service, Homer
Road, Winona . Tel. 2549. ' Polaris and
Snow Pony, new and used machines .
TWO. SNOWMOBILES—1,.20.h. p.;. 1, 16
h.p. With trailer, 1 year old. Tel. Decorah 319-362-5764. " -..
Red Hot RUP.P Snow-Sperl
5 Models on Display
Sales fc Service
¦Complete
-. ' ¦ ' . Headquarters
WINONA FIRE Sv POWER EQUIP CO.
. 54-56 E: 2nd. St.
Tel. 5065 ,
GO ONE BETTER . . .
Gel Skl-Doo!
¦
DICK'S MARINE ¦ '
Latsch Island, Winona.
lei. 3809
~"~
WESTGATE GARDENS
Wheelhorsc, AMF, Trades, Sales l,
Service, Accessories, Clothing.
GET A HOMELITE
See what fun snowmbblllng can bel
Service & Sales
POWER MAINTENANCE J, SUPPLY CO.
2nd & Johnson
. Tel. 2571

Trucks, Tract's Trailer*

108

JEEP WAGONEER—1964, 4-wtieel drive,
25,000 actual miles. $1495. 729 E. Sth.
Tel. 6777.
SCOUT —1963, 4-whecl drive, rear low
mileage. Miles Auer, Cochrane, Wis
Tel. 248-2227. .
PICKUP — 1936 Chevrolet Vi-ton, good
shape, repainted. Randall Motors, St.
shape, . repaited. Randall Motors, St.
Charles, Mlrtn. Tel. 932-3340.

Bill Ziebel l
4854
Ed Harterl ........ 3973
49,'i4
Pat Magin

FORD—1968 Va-ton pickup camper, overload springs, 20,000 miles, 12,000. Dan
Pritzl, Tel. Lewiston 2761 afler S.

1967 International
34-T6h Pickup

}

V

PHOMr'T Ri'/il i' slfl it Snltj
And rirwmclng

Frank West Agency
l/i Lofayiiiro
Tel. SH0 or 4«00 nller honll.

OLDSM0BILE-1964 Jetstar J-door .hardtop, 394 4-barrel, floor shift, good rubber, tachomeler, bucket seats. $500, Se»
at Tony's Texaco, 1650 Service Drive.
PONTIAC—1961 4-door hardtop, radio and
healer, power steering and power
brakes, winterized. New snow tires. S295.
:
Tel. Alma. Wis. 685-4812.

CONVERTIBLE

'64 Comet 4-door , 6, automatic ,
'66 Fairlane XL 2-door , 3
speed, V-8, bucket seats.
'66 Fairlane XL GT 2-door ,
automatic, power steering, V-8 bucket seats.
'66 Fairlane XL 2-door , automatic , . V-8 , bucket
seats. . ,
'67 Fairlane 500 4-door, V-8 ,
automatic'65 LTD 4-door. hardtop, V-8 ,
.- ' ¦. automatic , power " steer"." : ing.' - .
'67 Galaxi .e 500 2:c!oor, V-8,
" automatic, power steering, factory air .
'65 Falcon wagon , 6, standard transmission.
'65 LTD 4-door liardtop, air ,
power steering, V-8,
: '67 Galaxie 500 4-dpor , : V-8,
automatic.
'67 Falcon club wagoiv 8
passenger , big 6, automatic, like new.
'67 Falcon Econoline van ,
heavy duty. Super vaii . .
Big 6.
'64 Falcon van , big 6, 4
speed . -Sharp !

nri I

• 4-speed TRANSMISSION
• Mag Wheels :
• Power Steering
• Power Brakes
• Radio & Heater
'
•: Driven ONLY 1.4 ,000 mile s
Color is Harvest gold
with white top.
LIKE NEW:

$3195

-:

WALZ

Buick - Olds - GMC
225 W. 3rd
Tel 3348
Open Mon . k Fri; Evenings

JEEP SPECIALS
JEEPSTER
Demo Pickup

V-6 engine , 3-speed transmission , .4 WD, radio , with
or without snow plow.
MECHANIC'S SPECIAL
1952 JEEP Pickup
4 WD, 4 cylinder engine

MORKEN'S SERVICE

1966 JEEP

Rus^ord, Minn.

Wagoneer

4 WD , . 6 ' cylbider, -. 3-speed
transmission, NEW tires.

1966 JEEP
Wagoneer

2 WD, 6 cylinder engine,
standard transmission, custom body, 29 ,000 ACTUAL
miles .

DRIVE A BARGAIN
'
From Old ¦. •.. You Know
What' s his name at
3RD & WASHINGTON

..

For example:

1966 COMET 202
: 4-Door

•': Economy 6 cylinder engine
'
» Automatic transmission
¦
.
• ¦Radio
TTNEW " Whitewall tires
• Driven ONLY 35,000 miles
• Beautiful Burnt Orange in
color with beige interior.
PRICED TO SELL

$1098 .

"Wc service -what we sell. "

Mobile Homes, Trailers

Hwy. 14-6 1 E. Winonn

<

MOBILE HOMES—ail sires, starting al
17x44' , 50', fi?- , 60' .64' 65' - 2 lo 4 bedrooms. Wlnlnr discount, r.lortlno, al only
S1395. On-the-spot financing. Houston
Mobile llnrms. Tel . -J. A . Twsho n »963101, H. D. Gundorson 896-201/ ,. - C . W.
Evans 895-2603.

HAMPTON
LinERTY
HOMETTE
SCHUL l
MARSIIFItLO
J.A K.'s MOfllLE HOMES. INC.
NELSON. WIS
' Many hoinei lo chno r,o from nl
COULEE WOP II.E HOWE S A L E S
Tel . 4276
Hwy 14-61 E„ Winona

SATISFIED OWNER
USED CARS

<

THESE POMTIAC'S WERE SO

/

OWNERS TRADED THEM

/
/
/
/

GOOD THEIR PREVIOUS
FOR ANOTHER PONTIAC !
1968 EXECUTIVE

with Air Conditioning

1967 BONNEVILLE

with Air Conditioning

1967 CATALINA

Air emmmm

1967 CATALINA Vent ura
1966 BONNEVILLE with Air Conditioning
1966 EXECUTIVE
1966 CATALINA
1 966 CATALINA.
1965 CATALINA-

(

1
1
1

TWO nEDROOMS-1958, 8' x W. gooc
shapo. Tel. Rolllnrjstnno 689-1645 ov«
nlnos.

KEN'S SALES &
SERVICE

Itushford , Minn ,

. . . , $2895

BUICK—1963 LeSabre 4-door atdan, airconditioned, good rubber. Nice carl
Randall Motors, St. Charles, Minn, Tel.
932-3340.

with Air Onidilionin!*
with Air Conditioning

1963 CATALINA
1962 CATALINA Station Wagon

(

SERVICED

J

Recommended , Guarante ed
and Wint erized By

C. PAUL VENABLES

H E I G H T S BLVD l5IH-ncw 3-story Imuse,
4 bedrooms, fam ily mom wllh lireplnie, doulila al iached g.iM'OR, n'r conditioned ami limdkc«c*d KUkt 'tome- .
Inc., Tel. 4l?l for «pr»lntmenl.
J

Bu icks you 'll like t h i s one

M>9

USED CARS
& YANS

$1 295

^
—COVERS—
98 '
Engine blocks , Transmission , Front Suspension-*, ,
S
Water Pump — U-Joints etc., etc. , etc.
<^

.
lego nnd dnwnlnwn
purchased home nnd v/n nls In move this
propurly al onir. AIITS A G E N C Y . INC.,
139 Walnut St. Tel . 8 4165 or «M«r tnn\.
31B4 .

V

PONTIAC—1969 Grand Prix factory air,
vinyl top, low m lleage. Very, claen. Randall Motors, St. Charles, Minn. Til.
932-3340. .
.

1969
OLDS CUTLASS .

V-S engine, nwtomatic transmission , power steering,

MORKEN'S
SERVICE

1968 FORD Convertible straight stick
-4-on-the-floor , A real beauty . . . . . . .$2:M).r>
\
' 1967 CHEVROLET Impala , 2-door hardtop, V-8
engine , in great shape. TEST DRIV E this
$2095
V
one before yo\ > buy any Chevy
'¦ 1066 CHEVROLET 4-door. Here is a real family
Houses for Sale
99
car. We have cut this one down
G,
NEAR
WASHINGTON-KOSCIUSKO
$1195
\
from
$1395 to
School. J-bedroom homo wilh posslnk
third bedroom . Going lor only 19,000 lo
tilt
steering
1967
T-BIIID
with
air
conditioning,
'
close estate , A 0 T S AGENCY, INC., 159
Walnut St. Tel. B-4365 or alter Iwuri
wheel , speed control and the works, This
3184.
K
Is MORE CAK than any of Ihe 7()' s . . . .$'2695
THREE-B EDROOM home, allitchrd o«r»ge, glaiied-ln porch . Large lol , IV, ( 1967 FORD Custom 500 4-door. Test Drive
baths. Fully carpeted. Tel. 9745.
this beauty TODAY
$1795
E. C E N T R A L — modern 8-roon) house,
large oarage . Rent term ;, lo reliable
) 19C8 LINCOLN 2-door hardtop. LOW MILEAGE
parly. C , SHANK, 151 E. 3rd,
'
and driven by business executive who trades
SMALL two-txirtroom home , completely
; $4295
every two years
remodeled, nt.-w cirpi-tlno tliroufllifful.
Buyer may asiume present loan. Total
\ 1900 BUICK LeSabre . Owned by local businessselling price, 113,900. Tel . 7734.
'
man who trades every two years , has air
II. E X C E L L E N T NCW IMIng. Suitable
for Income properly. I.orated nenr colconditioning and is LOADED!! If you like
area Owner hat.

DODGE VAN, 1967; 19<JS Ford 10-passenger Station
Wagon. Tel. 8-3455 alter
¦
¦
5:30. ' •

1967 DODGE
4-door Sedan

19G2 Ford , fi , % ton , 4 speed
with factory fold down
rack.
1963 International 2 ton , box
and hoist.

IF YOU ARE In the market tor a farm
or home , or are planning fo sell real
estate ot nny type , conlsct NORTHERN INVESTMENT COMPANY, Real
Eitale Broken, Independence , Wis., or
Elrton W, ftera, R«nl Estate Salesman,
Arcadia, Wis . Tel. 323-7350 ,

GTO CONVERTIBLE — 1965, mechanically perfect . 209 E. Broadway, Apartment A. Tel. 2292.

$795

1903 Ford, V-8 , V4 ton, automatic.

100 % Warrant y On '66 & Newer Cars

ATTENTION! Outdoor sportsmen, flna/icf
your hunting or fishing car through the
MERCHANTS NATIONAL BANK.

Used Carf

Pickup, 4 WD, 4 cyrinder
engine, Engine complelcly
overhauled, NEW tires .

1962 Ford, V-8, 1 ton , *
speed ..
1959 Ford , V-8, 1 ton , 4
speed .
1962 Ford , 6, % ton , 3 speed
with overdrive.

s

FORD—19S9, good working condition.
$115.
¦
Inquire 873 E. Mark. . . . . '

Winona Dally News 1A
Winona, Minnesota ¦*»
TUESDAY,NOV. 18,1969

1959 JEEP
FC 150

PICKUPS

GARAGE for car for winter, prelembly
closo lo St . Mary 's, Rick Jensen, P .O.
Box 523, St. Mary 's College. Tel , 9B)0.

FORD—Fairlane 500, 6-cyllnder, straljhl
stick. Excellent condition. Priced right!
Walter Fischer, Dove r. Tel. 932-4957.

1351 Ford V? Ton pickup ,
V-8 , 4-speed. $145.
1«58 JEEP. FC 150 Pickup,
4 cylinder , 4 WD , 3 speed
transmission. $195.

Tel. 4738

>

CHEVROLET — 1957 4-door, 6, standard
transmission. . Winterized. Tel. 6908.

CHEAPIES!!

WINONA
TRUCK' .- SERVICE

Charles E. Merkel , Rciiltor

CHEVROLET—1M8 sedan, good condition.
New battery. Inquire al «9 Chatfield
after 3.
.

Heavy duty Vz Ton , p cylinder engine, 4 speed transmission, Wes t Coast -mirrors, lockout hubs, Luverne
bumper, less than 10,000
miles.

$1695

65 Laird

109

Used Can

1968 JEEP
Pickup

V-8 engine,'" 4-speed transmission, 700x15 6 ply tire's,
mud and snows on the rear.
Driven ONLY 20 ,000 miles,
A-l condition.

DOCTOR WANTS houso fo rent, would
like 4 bedrooms . Tel , 8-3681, extension
49.

96

104

LIKE NEW studded snow tires and wheels
for Dodge Dart, size 13". Sundown
Motel, Tel. 8-2965.

WORRY - FREE
USED CARS

FARMS-FARMS-FARMS
MIDWEST R E A L T Y CO.
Osioo, Wis
Tel . Olflce S97-345*
Res. 695-3)57
We Ujy, wo sell, w» trade

McDONALD'S

Residence Phones After 5;

N E A R L Y NEW 3-bedroom, lVa bath, split
foyer home for sale, trade or rent, vacant, Carpeted. Wllh double oarage.
Near Pickwick. DILL CORNFORTH ,
REALTOR, La Crescent. Tel. 895-21D6.

Farms, Land for Sale

To Be Given Awny
YESTERDAY'S WINNER
Mr . & Mra, Cyril Gora
1750 Kraemer Drive
REGISTER TODAY AT

t MM REMINGTON bolt action model 70O
wllh 7' , lo I power Oauich «. Lomb
scope . 320 E. 4th St ,

W

A home to get started in ,
easy financing. Two bedroom, combination livingdining room , nice kitchen.
Full bath. Full basement
~
with oil hot air furnace . Low
taxes, and a greenhouse if
you have a green thumb .
Let us sliow you this one.

95

DRY OARAGE or shed for storage . Tel ,
7653.

k
g V^

Guns, Sporting Goods

Small Down Payment

SMALL HOUSE located 7 miles from Winona. Slova and refrigerator furnished.
Tel. Wlloka 80-25)1 .

Wanted to Rent

9 MORE

giving

• Neat & Nice

Wash the -windows and move
right in this two bedroom
home. Carpeted living and
dining rooms. Full bath .
Birch cahinets in kitchen
that will please any woman .
Glass encfosed porch. Nice
yard , and priced to sell under $10,000.

BUILDING FOR RENT-warehousc «nd
office, 170 E. 3rd, available Dec. 1.
Tel. 6067.

STEVENS 12 GAUGE shotgun, «->hot
pump, »5f). John Woyc!lk , Rt. 1, Arcadia, Wis.

Saturday f November 22 j
12:30 p.m.

THREE-ROOM
apartment ,
completily
furnished. Tel. Rollingiton 689-9150.

Furniture

Downtown & Miracle Mall

Locate d at !)fi:i E. Bth St., Winonn

SEVENTH W . 103—ground floor, 1-btdroom, $100, Tel . 8-5376.

APPLES—Ramsden and Welch, Homtr.
Open dally 'III 7. 75c lor second bu.
FULLY CARPETED , pine panelled IVjutilities,
bedroom. J-slory brick home . East, nsnr
bus. Available Dec. 1. Tel. 4O07 weekGILMORE VALLEY ORCHARD apples,
days
until 5;30.
SI a bu. and up. Tel. 8-4415. Weekdays
open after 4; weekends all weekend.

Ilia! 3321 for an Ad Taker

°tC '

$39.95

LAZY A R u s s e t potatoes, J2.98/100;
homegrown rutabagas, 10 lbs,, 59c; »ppies, H.50 bu. Winona Polato Market.

Lay A WAY Now For Chrlslmas
(Boxod Chrlslmas Cards Now 10% Off)

AUCTION

CENTRALLY LOCATED apartment for
college or employed woman to share.
All utilities furnished. Tel. 5129.

GIRLS TO SHARE furnished apartment,
on bus stop, rent $40. Tel. 8-4768 or
3044.

302 Mankato Ave.

For the Entire Family
$9.95 & Up

F uiLrj untuire

THREE-ROOM apartment for two. Til.
. 2040.

Sealy Button-Free
Mattresses

$29.95

Good Things to Eaf

Here is the boftfe-for you ,
completely carpeted, riewFy
decorated living room , dining room. Large kitchen. A
full bath on first floor . Two
nice bedrooms on second
floor. Full basement . Garage. $12,400.

91

SLEEPING APARTMENT, private entrance and ball),. TV, 2 beds, linens furnished. 2 persons, sioo month , Tel.
8-2963.

Borzyskowski

NO TELEPHONE O RDERS
WILL BE TAKEN

Apartments, Furnished

Wardrobes

~b~A T L Y ' N E W S~

New Listing"- • "

ONE ROOM with kitchen and bath, private entrance, centrally located, Til.
8-4749 after 4.

$64.95 ;

It costs no more to own a Gibson. Come
In and get our prices WINONA FIRE
8, POWER CO ., 54 E, - 2nd, Tel. 5065 .

NOV. 22-Sat. 11 a.m. -Vi mil" S.E. ol
Peterson , Gilmer Rnacn, owner ; RcrlaInn 8. Erickson, auctione ers; ^\rs\ National nank , Rushford, clerk,
:.,.::; ;;.-.;,:™¦v;^:S«J* ga&iasiMSKJ3
;/ ;
¦ ¦
r '¦ ':'¦ ' '¦ ' ' ¦' "..' '*:.Vi:- :M?.W<:'WW '!<<?'¦*'?' ¦' ¦.%%!££. : f

f

Recliners

$19.95

TIMEX vVATCHES

Everetl j. Kohner
Winona. Tel
7814
Jim Papenfuss, Dakota. Tel. 443-2972
Boyum Agency, Rushford . Tel. 864-9381

¦
¦¦ ¦
: ¦ ; ¦ ¦;; $64.-95\/ = ,:

Freezers & Refriger ators

Mail
SUBSCRIPTIONS
May Be Paid at
TED MAIER DRUGS

;

5-Pc. Dinette ' ¦. ¦- ¦

REDECORATING FOR Ihe Holiday???
Wall coverings add deplh and style to
any room In your house, and today 's
wall coverings are easy to use. Style
perfect Vinyl Walldoth is new—143
patterns to choose from including flocked and textured. Guaranteed In writing, for 5 years, to clean and to be
sunfasl, surface so tough It can be
cleaned even with strong bleaches and
lighter fluid to remove crayon, lipstick,
Ink, pencil, grease. Ask f o r . a demonstration. Buy this week and we 'll cut
25 r 'o off 1he regular price. As low as
. 52,9? for over 30 square feet of Vinyl
Will cloth at Shtrwin-Wllllams, Westgale Shopping Center.

E. 2nd vlllBIII 8-5141.

SIX-ROOM healed apartment, . 125714 . W;
6th. Adults. Available now . $125 per
month. Tel. 8-3768 or 8-2127.

$99.95

TWO BUILDING LOTS In the city. Tel.
9745.

FORD—l'/j-ton truck, 1948 engine. Rush
Arbor, Rus/ifor* Minn. T«l. B64-9U2.

PERFECT FOR bachelor, 1-room efficiency, all newly remodeled, carpeted and
redecorated. Tel. 8-5378. -

3-Pc. Bedroom Suite
6-Drawer Dresser
Chest & Bed
' .As Is"'

100

Lots for Sale

GMC—1964, 1-lon, dual wheels, very good
shape, V-6 engine. Randall . Motors , St.
¦
Charles; Minn . Tei. 932-3340,

;,; ,¦:

$159.95

BY OWNER — "j or ^bedroorn home.
Carpeting, drapes, air conditioner included. Modern . kitchen, garbage disposal. Two now baths. Large garage,
palio, 2 ctosed-(n porches . New oil furnace . . Conveniently located , reasonably
priced. Tel. 7462 after 5 or weekends.

CHEVROLET—1946 2-door Fleelline, good
shape.' Randall Motors , St, Charles,
;.
• Minn. Tel. 932-3340.

SA LE
Sofa Bed

99

S9 Houses for Sat*

V
/

Your "Country Style " Ford-Merciiry-Llncoln Denier
MIRACLE MALL
Open Mon., W ed, & I- ' ri . Kvcnin^

"Your Local Pontine DIM ICI "

>
S

75 W. Unit St .

Open Won . & I'Yi. Kvenin^s ..V
Sat. Afternoon

Tol. 8-2711

By Roy Crant

BUZZ SAWYER

By Chester Gould

DICK TRACY

By Mort Walker

BEETLE BAILEY
By Chick Young

BLOND1E
—
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By Gordon Bess

REDEYE

ALL NYLON "COLONY"
Railite-Formica-Panelyte
For Counter Tops, Desks,etc.
BRAIDED RUGS
CLOSEOUT PRICES ON:
size 9x12 - - - - $39.99
$54.99
gg
¦
¦
3x5 Pieces,Now - $3.75
sjze 8xl0 ,._ . ..529.99
^
ZWxZ Pieces, Now - - > $3.00 _^_^__________

i^^fA^^^^- ^S-

By Milton Canniff

STEVE CANYON

INDOOR-OUTDOOR

CARPET RUNNERS 27

'
E TF ' - '
' ' "' -: M^
aft.""HI B^' I
1
IfMl 1
^ " I

BROWN COTTON TWEED FOAM
lOf* '
RUBBER BACK. Reg. 79f. ..... ..... R.F. <}9b
R.F. MC

NYLON TWEEDS
FOAM BACK. 4 ¦COLORS. . . .

QQ^
R.F. 99G
¦ ¦

¦

. ¦ --

j
PRE-THANKSGIVING
I
|

EVENT!
II; ©©£5?
I
¦¦ : ¦ r~~—~~~~"—"— ¦ ¦ ¦ : . :
¦
~n 1
.
. - . . ' . " ' ' -V
LADIES ' FUR TRIMMED
and UNTRIMMED '

|'

'
' IIk
'
^
A
M
A
.
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:

™- ^zlft "^- ^zlQ

^

SPECIAL

mm

i if^Wl
p 0t$mM

JJ_ ^L^

Rog. $69.98
J^ A5 • ¦
SPECIAL
^P>flr

~
JBl %^

SPECIAL

Rog.

$85

SPECIAL

!j>

100% Vinyl Tile - - -

12-Ft. LINOLEUM

if*

I
P
I
^FI A I

H JBBB

-K

I

t^JL
un

V-'-

LADIES' NEW FALL DRESSES

9/

H

&A

60 WEST THIRD STREET ON THE PLAZA

12'xl 8' RED, GOLD AND GREEN.
¦ ¦

€70 QQ
*n\ $. . *¦?*&*.

Re3' $129"- ; ' •

INLAID SHORT ROLLS
^

ECONOMY CARPETS

$59.99

ALL NYLON — LONG WEARING !

'
ED RUGS

CARPET REMS

mw ** ***-**

UP TO 6 FT. WIDE

6' TO 9' WIDE

i*-<s'>-*-+-*'>-<*-*y-r^-s *^^

NYLON-RAYON-COTTON MIXTURE

I|
!

|;> |

npgT
MVI
ftU n<t
NYLON
CARPET

#%

I

Irregular Quality

III

Pi

i
U\]

Name

Color

Plioenix Park Beige
Libra
V. Green
C-300
Beige

Beige

C-300

Beau Tuft
C-300
.

"i\

^09.99

,s ' lON0
"'
*
$39.99 Size 9x12
$29.99
- $29.99 Size 8x10 - - - - $19.99 $7 "s,. y ^3" s d
*
"
**
$19.99 Size 6x9 - - - - $14.99

J '°r& , Misses and Half Sizes . . , JW^w
«D U M ¦
B W
Ia^A I
ancl
SH
^
l
I
Sensational Values in Those 2 Special
B
^ B" B 1
m^k
J|
IH
%
i
l
r
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IGroVjSs . . . Como Browsel
I
I
|
%0
^^

:] mj ordan'f

CCQ QQ

EC

mmm R F -
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flB

<#%

12'xl5' BEIGE TWEED,

$075 12x15 Assorted Tweeds

mw w% r i *I i *Um 94W

^JULF

tf

FIO ° r

BRA

Reg. $45.00

Value,

MmW Sq- Yd.

Reg $109 99. NOW ONLY

12-Ft. LINOLEUM

U

1 ji CAR COATS
Reg. $35.00 *F

19c ea,

CLOSEOUT SPECIALS.
SOLD ON AN "AS IS" BASIS. NO RETURNS.

Vinyl Ease

Reg. $29.98 ^ Jlfl^fe
Values
JLmW ^.W

. ' ¦:. • . ' First Quality . . . . . . . . .

FOAM BACKS —SERGED EDGES
i.
J
With Vinyli core ifor extra
wear!i wiNea ,.t designs
12x12 Assorted Tweeds
$49.99

^P

Rcfl. $24.98 •P *^'*JP
Vali.os
JmmWJkmWJ

¦ . - ."

»i/ « .L \r

it ^ ifI '•

^

- :

<t *%OQ
4> #77
T^

J

Lcotone

<#

.......

foot WJde

^
klj
re ^OIOrS
ColorS
INICe

,

"" "

FLOOR TILE SPECIALS :^- U^'fr ^ .;:> r ^:/ "
ROOM-SIZE RUGS
Linoleum
9x9
Tile
4c
ea.
' ' »*¦' - ' ¦' "¦' Jt ¦
RUBBER BACKS — SERGED EDGES
¦¦ '
*.
Vinyl Asbestos »¦
Tile - - 5c
ea.

¦ §1

^f «L^
V

'¦

m "^"

Good selection of desi gns , heavy weight. Values to $3.99 run. foot.
Reg. $1.59 r. f.
Closeout Price
w\f\r
||
6 rolls in
1
V
" fV^*
00 « RT
rFOr
Sm3 " ROOn1S -- *'* ¦
stoc k, NOW . . . . . . . 77

^l_y ^JF X jHL -ML k_^

REGULAR and HALF SIZES

|||

¦¦ ¦ ¦ - .7' -.: .

'^* -*'

COA

HERCULON TWEEDS
FOAM BACK. Reg. $1.00. . . . . . . . . . . .

Ass't,
M. Green
:

Sizo

2 rolls
12x11
12x13

13x186
3 rolls

15x39

Price

$2.99 s. y.
$2.99 s. y.
$1.99 s. y.

)

MASTE R-CHARGE
NOW AVAILABLE FOR YOUR

(
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l ^^^^t
*~^
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J ^r~~
^ "
"7~^—i
I fT^
J
T ^^y W / 11/1) C L |l
|\

$1.99 s. y. j ^gW^ KAflAf l^blVvS\
$4.99 s. y.

Across fhe Sfreef from Kresge 'i

$1.99 s. y. ss w. 3rd st.

Phono 8-3339

- -

winon«

